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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes partial requirements for 

the Plexsys Development Environment (DE) for developing and 

implementing Management Information Systems (MIS). A DE is 

a complete and unified set of concepts, techniques, and 

tools (methods) that aid in normative requirements analysis, 

elicitation and ideation of unique requirements, modeling, 

analyzing, and performing design transforms. A framework is 

proposed as an aid for evaluating existing MIS analysis and 

design methods, and for developing a complete DE. 

A MIS produces decision support information and 

performs the transaction processing task. Part of this 

dissertation is to formalize the analysis and modeling of 

transaction processing. As part of this process, a modeling 

language and processing requirements are proposed. 

A design transform is proposed that develops logical 

system requirements given a set of decision support and 

transaction processing information requirements. This 

transform uses a formalization of the output decomposition 

process. In order to automate the transform, functional 

data types are defined. Further, constant data processing 

requirements are defined. 

xiv 



xv 

using the Plexsys software base as a model, the 

concept of the Enter prise Software Development Library 

(ESDL) is proposed. This library contains software tools 

specifically for the extension of programming languages for 

the business data processing environment. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The need for business information is ever increas

ing. Not only ,are business information systems used for the 

standard accounting purposes, but information systems are 

themselves being implementations of corporate strategies, 

making more efficient and effective systems development in

creasingly important. Toward this end, development methodo

logies are becoming more and more important to organiza

tions. This dissertation reviews some of those methodolo

gies and proposes a new methodology which includes what 

seems to be the best of each. 

Scope of Study 

General systems theory tells us that all systems 

have certain properties in common. This has been the basis 

for the development of system design methodologies being 

used for the design and development of all information sys

tems. However, the methodology for designing information 

systems in this thesis is specifically targeted for business 

information systems. These systems will be defined as ones 

that aid decision making in the planning, organization, 

1 
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administration and control of business ventures. 

Organizations have many other activities that may be 

called systems~ that ace involved in process control, route 
,,-- -------

scheduling and expect systems for various purposes. These 

systems demand a different kind of technology for their de-

velopment from that of business information system develop-

ment technology. 

Overlap of principles will undoubtedly be encoun-

tered, and concepts uncovered that will be useful to both. 

For example, principles involved with decision making for 

monitoring and change have a great deal in common with pro-

cess control activities. However, the main objective is to 

understand how to increase productivity in businesses in 

their use and development of information systems. 

Nature of Systems 

Ackoff [1971] defines a system to be "a set of in-

terrelated elements. Thus a system is an entity which is 

composed of at least two elements and a relation that holds 

between each of its elements and at least one other element 

in the set. Each of the system's elements is connected to 

every othe~ element, directly or indirectly. Furthermore, 

no subset of elements is unrelated to any other subset." 

Given this definition, one can define organizations as sys-

terns, people as systems, computer programs as systems, and 

in fact almost anything that is of interest of study as 



systems. The pacticulac acea of study of this ceseacch is 

business ocganizations and theic use of computecized infoc

mation systems. 

3 

Pechaps the most impoctant aspect of any system is 

purpose. All systems have pucpose, othecwise thece is no 

ceason foc theic existence and, in fact, pcobably do not 

exist. The pucpose of an o~ganizational system is to econo

mically cceate goods and secvices to exchange foc othec 

goods and secvices. The purpose of the computecized infoc

mation system is to pcoduce infocmation that aids in this 

pcoduction. When computecs ficst enteced the ocganization, 

these two systems wece vecy distinct, the computec secving 

str.ictly as a fast calculatoc. Modecn businesses, howevec, 

use the computec as an integcal pact of the ocganization it

self. Infocmation systems are being used as a stcategic 

tool, so that it is no longec feasible to sepacate the oc

ganization system with the infocmation system. 

The elements of the total ocganizational system ace 

people, cesoucces of money, caw matecials and machines, man

agement, facilities and mackets. It is the pucpose of this 

dissectation to examine this total system, to moce effec

tively build the infocmation system component, such that it 

fits in the total ocganizational system, instead of being 

outside of the system. As Acistotle said, "The whole is 

more than the sum of its pacts." This gives the infocmation 

systems developec a goal to build an infocmation system 



which is an integrated part of the organization, increasing 

the value of the whole. 

The Nature of 
Business Information Systems 

A major difficulty with the development of business 

information systems is their multi-faceted nature. One of 

these facets is the range of levels that are addressed by 

the system developer (figure 1). 

Organizational Planning 

4 

At the highest level, the designer must consider the 

overall organizational plan for information systems develop-

mente According to Davis [1982], this plan is important be-

cause: 

1. The plan defines an overall information system 

structure or architecture. 

2. The plan establishes a portfolio of applications 

that will provide complete coverage of needs. 

3. Clear, well defined boundaries are established for 

individual applications. The interfaces among ap-

plications are defined so that applications can 

interact as part of the larger system. 

4. The plan specifies an orderly development of appli-

cations based on organizational priorities and the 

necessary physical development sequence. 



Tr-ansaction 
Pt!ocessing 

Organization 

Decision 
Support 
Systems 

Inputs 
+--------------------+ 

Information System 
----------------~.. Design Pt!ocess 

Inputs 

+--------------------+ 

Envil!'onment 

and 

Ovet!'all Plan 

Fig. 1. Natul!'e of Business Infot!mation Use 
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5. If the ove~all system a~chitecture includes shared 

data bases, sets of data requirements are defined. 

Unstructured Decision Support 

6 

A second level of the information system development 

deals with the information provided for unstructured deci

sion support. This part of the system combines internal in

formation and exte~nal information for decision making at 

several levels in the organization for strategic and tacti

cal planning, monito~ing and contr.oling for the organiza

tion. The decisions for these activities lack well speci

fied decision models and an uncertainty of the their infor

mation requirements. The additional fact that some of the 

information comes fr.om external sources make the design of 

the information system even more difficult. 

Transaction Processing and Structured Decision Support 

The third level of the information system develop

ment deals with the transaction processing system. 

Transaction processing supports the daily activities which 

allow the organization to make a p~ofit. Much of the 

transaction processing performs structured decision making. 

These str.uctured decisions have well defined decision models 

and well defined information requirements. Although the de

cision models and informatin requirements do not change, the 

parameters of the decision model may change over time, 



7 

implying a monitoring activity at a next higher level which 

also has information requirements. 

These activities are of two types: social and tech

nical. The social aspects deal with: 

job design objectives 

work organization design objectives 

inqividual role assumptions 

responsibility assumptions 

organizational policies 

The technical aspects deal with the output, input, 

processing and data requirements to support the daily acti-

vities of the organization. 

Not only does this make a large number of problems 

with which the developer must deal, but their inter-

connections make the total problem even more complex. It is 

encumbent upon the information system development methodo-

logy to merge these different levels, and this presents the 

most difficulty. 

Environment of Business 
Information Systems 

On top of the already mentioned complexity of the 

problem, the business environment is very dynamic. A look 

at the computer industry shows the nature of this dynamism. 

Five years ago, no one would have suspected that personal 

computers would change the nature of data processing to the 
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extent that it is today. Even more rapid technological 

advancement makes the future even more unpredictable. 

Coupled with changes in societal attitudes about privacy and 

higher expectations of business services, business systems 

must be very dynamic to meet the challenges of the future. 

This places an additional burden on the IS development meth

odology to be one that allows quick changes to a set of re

quirements and easy and rapid development of new target sys

tems. 

Figure 2 gives a list of some of the differences in 

the transaction processing systems, structured decision sys

tems, and decision support systems. This list shows the 

wide variety of differences in the two types of systems. 

These differences cause tremendous complexity for the system 

designer because of the wide variety of uses, objectives, 

and success critieria. 

Lastly, the user population of these systems are 

large and variable. Any time there is a large number of 

users of a system, the design becomes more difficult. Not 

only is the system user class large, but it is highly 

variable in its education, technical expertise, frequency of 

use, and trainability. This adds even more complexity to 

the developers problem. 

A methodology must be able to model all of these re

quirements. The goal of the methodology design is to 

minimize the requirements gathering process while insuring a 
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complete set of requirements. 

General Nature of Design 

weinberg [1982] defines design as a process with two 

steps. The first being the generation of new ideas, and the 

second being the selection among those ideas according to 

some criteria. In designing an airplane, designers face 

more of a guided invention situation than in business infor

mation system design. Although the airplane designer has 

many guidelines, he is searching for a better use of mater

ials to achieve a set of objectives. 

In the business environment, the alternatives are a 

function of how well the user understands his needs and how 

the system is implemented. If the user understands well his 

information requirements, the requirements usually do not 

have many alternatives. The possibility for generating new 

alternatives lies in exploring new decision models that the 

user could use for better decision making. These new deci

sion models should come more from experts in the particular 

application field than the information system developer. 

Given a set of user requirements, the system devel

opers make every attempt to give this information to the 

user unless the user decides it is not practical, operation

ally or economically. The trick, then for the info~mation 

system developer is to c~eate an effective implementation of 

the user requirements. 
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A second notion about design is the distinction be

tween process and subject. Design requirements are more 

often described by characteristics of the process of the 

thing, not the thing being built. This is very true in in

formation systems design, where for example, in choosing an 

access key for a file, the question is whether that is a 

requirement on khe design or a design alternative. 

The information system designer, then, has two 

tasks: helping the user to understand the decision models 

that are used which should make information requirements 

very obvious, and then generating alternatives for the im

plementation of these requirements. 

Complexity in Design 

The single largest problem in design is complexity. 

Using the description of a system as a set of inter-con

nected things, complexity increases as the number of things 

increases and the degree of connection increases. In infor

mation system development, both of these numbers are very 

large. For example, an off-the-shelf accounting package for 

small businesses contains about 75 different programs. Any 

developer would find it hard to keep track of that number of 

things by itself. Adding complication, these programs are 

all connected through their use of some 15 different files. 

That means that any time a program changes a file, all of 

the other programs that use or. change that file are 
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effected. The programs, themselves, are made up of 100 to 

10,000 lines of code, which are also inter-connected. This 

example can go on and on, but the point is that these num

bers are very large for this relatively small application. 

When the developer begins to work on a large, highly inte

grated system for large organizations, the complexity makes 

the development task almost impossible. 

Alexander's Builder Theory 

In order to motivate the need for some of the tools 

that will be discussed later, business systems design prob

lems should be examined in light of building any good 

system. Alexander [1964] gave an insightful explanation of 

why modern systems were poorly built with new technologies 

even though their primitive counterparts seem to be better 

built. Even though Alexander used architecture as his dis

cussion example, the principles about systems are the same 

for information systems. This analysis helps to motivate 

the proposed methodology and show the reasons for designing 

one way rather than another. 

Alexander concludes that there are two kinds of sys

tems builders: unself-conscious and self-conscious. The 

unself-conscious builder is a more primitive builder who has 

received little or no formal training, and has learned 

through apprenticeship. The apprenticeship method of learn

ing provides immediate feed back of what is wrong. This is 
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in contrast to the explicit teaching of correctness for the 

self-conscious builder. He has a closeness to his materials 

and target system. The builder therefore understands the 

environment of the system and the materials at his disposal 

to build or patch the system. This closeness to the system 

also creates a directness between any failure of the system 

and the corrective action to the failure. Secondly, 

traditions create a resistance to change which assures small 

localized changes are made only to correct an observed prob

lem. This implies that all changes are performed on only a 

small subset of the system at anyone time, thereby elimin

ating all of the pr.oblems associated with large scale sys

tems construction. 

The self-conscious builder is more sophisticated. 

He is an expert who was trained by experts. This training 

was accomplished by experts condensing knowledge into expli

cit rules, and then inculcating the rules in the new genera

tion of experts, thereby facilitating a more rapid learning 

process. The exper.t is not an agent of the system, so he 

looses his closeness to the target system, his tools and his 

materials. This implies that failur.es must be perceived by 

a user, different from the builder, and then communicated 

before they can be corrected, increasing the communication 

complexity. This added level of communication makes correc

tion slower and less likely to be adequate correction. 

Also, since the builder perceives himself as an expert, and 
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perhaps an artist, assertion of individuality creeps into 

the system design. All tr.aditions that held systems 

constant and the change process at a slower pace are gone. 

This means that systems are re-designed in toto, thereby 

adding all of the problems associated with large scale sys

tems construction, communication complexity, problem com

plexity, et cetera. Figure 3 summarizes the difference be

tween both builders. 

Application to IS Development 

How can this model be applied to business informa

tion systems? Taking a historical perspective, pre-computer 

business information systems were built by unself-conscious 

systems builders. The systems were, of course, manual sys

tems based on old double entry accounting rules which were 

very well understood by the builder. All businesses used 

approximately the same kind of system, so that the techno

logy was trained through apprenticeship programs. There 

was, then, a closeness of the builder to the materials and 

system, and a solid tradition upon which the systems were 

built. Small changes were made to address individual in

dustry peculiarities, but by in large the systems wer.e simi

lar, and resisted drastic change. 

As computers were introduced in businesses for in

formation processing, there was little change to the model. 

The use of computers represented merely a change of 
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mechanism or tool, and did not drastically change the nature 

of the system. These results were shown by Nolan's Stage 

Hypothesis [Nolan, 1979]. In the first stage of computer 

introduction, the computer was used to automate independent, 

non-integrated application pieces. Programs replaced manual 

procedures on about a one to one. c9rrespondence. The 

programmers wer.e also people brought up through the or.gan

ization that had an interest in computers. They were close 

to the problems of the organization, the materials that they 

had to work with, and the tools were primitive enough that 

they were easy to learn to use. 

The major shift was brought about by new require

ments in the business community. Obvious needs for integra

tion appeared. The production of information was becoming 

more and more competitive. Information systems were being 

used as competitive tools, and information was becoming part 

of an organization's product mix. The business information 

computer center was no longer merely a means mechanism, but 

the end in itself. At this point in history, the unself

conscious builder becomes the self-conscious builder. 

Because of the new technology, no one person can understand 

the system and the tools to build it. With the prolifera

tion of need for IS professionals, experts were necessary to 

train novices to meet the increasing demand for experts. 

This new set of experts were one step farther away from the 
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actual system so that the communication of requirements and 

failures becomes more and more difficult. Also, new techno-

logy and new experts lead the way to designing new kinds of 

systems from the ground up. This leads to all of the prob-

lems we now associate with large scale systems development. 

Business Information System 
Development Methodologies 

In the recent literatur.e, there has been much con-

troversy over the use of the system development life cycle 

approach and the prototyping approach to business informa

tion system development. Both of these approaches could be 

called root methodologies. Careful examination of these 

methodologies shows that they are not so different. The 

life cycle proponents never claim that the life cycle ap-

proach is not interative at some level, and the prototyping 

proponents claim that some amount of analysis must be done 

before any prototypical development. 

The prototyping methodology, along with the informa

tion center concept [Hammond, 1982], are trying to move sys-

terns construction back to the unself-conscious builder, 

meaning the system user. If we use Alexander's model, we 

see that one of the requirements on the unself-conscious 

builder is that he is very close to the materials and tools 

that he uses. This means that the system users must be well 

tr.ained in the computer tools that they will use to con-

struct their systems. This may be impossible to achieve. 
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Secondly, the model says that the~e must be a t~adition that 

slows system change. We do not have any so~t of histo~y to 

se~ve this pu~pose. The new technologies a~e e~asing all of 

the histo~y as it ma~ches along. 

Davis [1982] p~oposes a contingency model which, 

based on the unce~tainties p~esent about the system ~equi~e

ments, dete~mines which of the app~oaches might be mo~e ap

p~op~iate in a given situation. The impo~tant point he~e is 

that, given low unce~tainies in the system's envi~onment, 

ca~eful analysis can insu~e a mo~e effective and efficient 

system development than p~ototyping. In a ve~y high unce~

tainty situation, mo~e ite~ation must take place to discove~ 

the requi~ements, therefo~e, the two app~oaches become the 

same. 

One difficulty with the p~ototyping app~oach is that 

assumes the use of fou~th gene~ation languages, and end user 

p~og~amming as tools for development. The problem with this 

assumption is that most fou~th generation languages only 

support simple query mechanisms and simple hierarchical re

porting mechanisms. The type of information requirements 

that can be supported by these mechanisms are usually very 

simple, and with a relatively high certainty. Therefore, 

given that prototyping works best in a highly uncertain en

vir.onment, the tools used to suppor.t the p~ototyping will 

not suppo~t the necessary applications. So, again, the 

analyst is back to designing a ver.y complicated system, with 
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a need fo~ a good development methodology. 

The Plexsys ~oot methodology (figu~e 4) is fully de

veloped in Kottemann [1984], and will used in the ~emainder 

of this disse~tation. 

Cu~~ent system development methodologies fall into 

two catego~es: softwa~e modeling and business modeling. 

Software modeling g~ew f~om a compute~ science background 

and move f~om software implementation backwards. Business 

modeling methodologies g~ew from management science and move 

f~om modeling st~ategic plans of the organization fo~ward. 

Software Based Methodologies 

One problem with software specification techniques 

is that many of them started with a method fo~ desc~ibing a 

ce~tain class of programs, in most cases multi-b~eak sorted 

~epo~t programs. Then the need for capturing information 

that desc~ibed the requirements on these reports was needed. 

The method developers then tr.ied to back up and add the ca

pabilities of describing the p~ogram more generally, or 

adding some methods of desc~ibing the organization in te~ms 

of its data [Jackson, 1983 and Warnier., 1981]. 

A relevant question is whether or not information 

systems description is a diffe~ent activity with different 

objectives than softwa~e description. Such methodologies as 

described by Jackson [1983] and Wa~nier [1981] consider 

themselves system design methodologies. Howeve~, each of 
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these methodologies begin with a model of the data in a 

firm, and reporting requirments that are to be produced. As 

discussed above, the problem that still remains is getting 

these requirements. 

Software engineering has progressed such that system 

implementation is a fairly well understood problem. Such 

advances as structured design paradigms, high level lan

guages, fourth generation languages, data base management 

systems, code library managers and the accumulated years of 

good training programs have provided an environment that 

makes code construction much easier than it used to be. 

To make matters even worse, the software construc

tion approaches to system specification leave as the only 

documentation for the system the software itself. This 

gives no indication of the underlying assumptions, problems 

or organizational objectives or policies that lead to the 

construction of the current software. This again leads to 

the notion that software specification is different from IS 

specification. 

Another problem, posed by [Jackson, 1975] is the 

structur.e individual operating systems impose onto the 

system. This problem is well illustrated by looking at the 

two most popular operating environments, IBM and DEC. 
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An IBM based system, using CICS, requires that all 

of the programs be written in COBOL, PL/I or BAL. A lot of 

the editing functions are left to intelligent terminals. 

The programs are written in such a way that there is essen

ti~lly one read from the terminal, one transaction type pro

cessed, and one write to the file or back to the terminal. 

This means that the system is comprised of hunddreds of 

small programs. 

In a VAX/VMS environment, the same system might be 

accomplished using one or a few very large programs that 

handle all of the transaction types and that make heavy use 

of virtual memory. The editting is strictly under the con

trol of the application programs. If the VAX/VMS site uses 

such fourth generation tools as Digitals DATATRIEVE and FMS, 

the nature of the application programs is completely changed 

again. 

If the system is implemented partially with one of 

the new "relational management systems", much of the 

programing may be performed by the general query processors, 

general report generators, and generalized update routines. 

In fact, the remainder of the required software may be writ

ten using data access routines provided by the data manage

ment package choosen, and the design of the interface to 

these packages have tremendous influence on the structure 

and overall nature of the resultant programs. It is, there

fore, very difficult to use these software design aids 
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without complete knowledge of the target system environ

ment, the knowledge that it will not change, and the knowl

edge that in distributed operations, all of the participants 

will use the same hardware and operating environment. 

Organization Based Methodologies 

Another approach taken was to describe the organiza

tion in the usual terms used to describe organizations and 

hope that a system design would fallout [IBM, 1975]. This 

approach seemed to offer the benefit of organizational inte

gration of the system, a terminology amenable to the organi

zational user, and a more clear understanding of the organ

ization and the role of the information system. As these 

approaches were put into practice, the users quickly 

realized that the approaches got them no closer to working 

information systems. 

Combining the Methodologies 

A model of a business information system must spe

cify what information is needed, a form to present the data 

in, how to analyze the model and how to transform the anal

ysis model into a design. 

What then is the nature of business system design? 

First, there is planning. Planning allows for integration, 

prioritization, and resource allocation. Second, there is 

understanding the objectives structure of the organization. 

Third, there is understanding the entrepreneurial methods 
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used to obtaining the objectives. Fourth, there is under-

standing the data requirements for aiding the decision 

making structure that supports the entrepreneu~ial methods. 

Fifth, there is integratin these data requirements with the 

day to day transaction processing requirements so as to max-

imize the production of decision making information as a by-

product of the transaction processing. At this point, then, 

the nature of the processing, or software, can be defined. 

It would seem only logical that a system can be developed 

after the purpose of the system is disclosed. 

The previously mentioned systems description and de-

sign methodologies concent~ate on the last two requirements 

but assume that the first two are completed. Many people 

believe that the first three steps are the most difficult 

part of the job and need the most help. With the new soft-

ware engineering technologies and fourth generation lan-

guages the software problem is easily tackled, if there is a 

complete specification for that software. The high mainte-

nance costs now being incurred are primarily caused by the 

lack of planning, poor integration of systems and missing or 

incorrect requirements. 

Requirements on a System 
Development Methodology 

The above analysis suggests several requirements on 

the IS system development methodology. One requirement is 

that there be some kind of learning discipline. This may be 
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accomplished by using a cumulative data base of the require

ments of a system. The data base could save knowledge, even 

in the face of turn-over, and accumulate the knowledge of 

many workers or designers. This means that there is support 

of evolutionary change instead of having designers reinvent 

the wheel for each new application. 

A methodology should embody a wholistic approach, in 

other words, one that spans the whole life cycle of business 

systems, including the systems planning and the organiza

tional planning. There should be a completeness of what is 

modeled, how it is modeled, and how the analyst models it. 

In the past businesses could not separate the busi

ness and the information flow. It was mainly accounting, 

and noone differentiated between accounting for the business 

activities and the paper work of the business. Now busi

nesses think that information systems and business account

ing are two separate things. The problem is that in most 

businesses, some of the product, in a marketing sense of the 

word, is information or information that enhances the tangi

ble product, e.g., American Airlines, American Hospital 

Supply. To separate the product f~om the information is to 

not maximize the product potential. 

Many of the current approaches supply a rich set of 

conceptual background for the modeling of organizations and 

systems. What they lack, however, is a set of methods for 

transforming those models into workable systems. The 



approaches tell the user what the next step is, and expect 

that the user can just get there. A methodology should be 

complete in its knowledge of how to get from one modeling 

state to the next. 
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The methodology should support and promote the de

sign of purposeful systems. The method should begin with a 

statement of objectives for the ocganization at one level, 

and then a statement of objectives for the MIS function at 

the next level. This is essentially planning and will allow 

for the allocation and control of resources in the short cun 

and a fully integcated system in the long run. 

Objectives should be tied to activities. It is im

possible for a system to remain purposeful if there is not 

constantly communicated objectives foe all activities. 

The methodology should pcomote undecstanding of the 

tacget system enviconment. The user should discover infor

mation about the target system and enviconment that he did 

not know befoce. The methodology should give alternative 

views. 

The model used in the methodology should be complete 

enough to model the tacget system adequately, yet flexible 

enough not to bias the design. 

The method should provide documentation. Moreover, 

the documentation should be mergeable with the system it

self. A concept fcom prototyping is that the system is the 

documentation. This is true but the documentation should be 
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at such a level that changes can be simply made. 

The model should be open to futuee technological 

beeaktheoughs. Such as code splicing, automatic code genee

ation, etc. The Meta system desceibed in [Kottemann, 1984] 

allows a methodology to migeate with the new technologies. 

The methodology should peomote a migeation feom non

procedural specification to procedu~al specification as the 

requieements on the level of modeling change. This is to 

limit the bias on the ultimate design by decisions that are 

made too soon in the design process. 

The methodology should p~omote an objectivity in the 

design of the system. Bareiff [1977] lists differ.ent ways 

that system requirements become biased by subjectivity: 

o Usee perceptions of the problem space, 

o Managees need the infor.mation they desiee, 

o _ Loss of perceived decision making power as the 

system becomes more structured, 

o Managers in differ.ent functional areas and with dif

ferent infor.mation needs perceive the same problem 

as different problems, 

o Concealment of decision making peactices for peer 

status reasons, 

o Systems analysts identifying twice as many elements 

as being vital than the managees that use the infoe

mation, 



o The practice of maintaining slack resources as an 

alternative to investment in information systems. 
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One method of minimizing subjectivity is to use goal 

weighting schemes. The weighting and prioritizing of the 

goals of the system may introduce subjectivity, but if the 

model can be derived as objectively as possible, a better 

design will result. 

Lastly, the approach should be more organization or

iented, rather than software oriented. "The methodologies 

of software engineering have advanced in the past few years 

to the extent that there is reasonable assurance that, given 

a set of requirements, the implementing software can be de

signed and developed to be essentially error-free and effec

tively maintainable. The problem for system developers is 

the clause, given a set of requirements" [Davis, 1981]. The 

development methodology should concentrate on the organiza

tional requirements, not the software implementation. This 

can also be seen in the tendency towards hardware and soft

ware hypnosis in many of the development methodologies 

available today. The focus of the methodology should be put 

on the right track again. 

Lastly, a system development methodology should be 

developed using the same rules as the methodology itself 

uses. More specifically, it should hierarchically decompose 

the development problem and work from the required outputs, 



through the processes that generated them to the required, 

minimal set of inputs. 

Overview of the Dissertation 
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Chapter 2 is a review chapter. Unlike most, it is a 

review of reviews. Chapter 2 is more interested in the cri

teria of comparison than the actual methods that it reviews. 

This review helps to establish an evaluation platform that 

is used as an aid to develop and subsequently evaluate a new 

methodology. 

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the Plexsys methodo

logy given by Kottemann [1984] that is used as the basis for 

further methodological development. 

Chapterr 4 is a formalization of the transaction 

processing requirements. This chapter reviews several 

formalizations and presents a combined and extended approach 

to defining these requirements. 

Chapter 5 presents a design transform that combines 

the decision support and the transaction processing require

ments, and automatically generates logical design specifica

tions. 

Chapter 6 gives the specifications for developing a 

system that performs the transform described in chapter 5. 

It also shows the relationship between the development en

vironment and the target system environment. 



Chapter 7 shows a case study of using the proposed 

methodology and output decomposition transform. 
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Chapter 8 presents conclusions drawn feom performing 

this eesearch, the contributions of this research to the 

field of Management Information Systems, and futuee research 

possibilities of this project. 



CHAPTER 2 

A REVIEW OF ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHODS 

perhaps the most difficult job facing a data 

processing manager today is the selection of analysis and 

design tools and methods. In one recent survey [Taggart and 

Tharpe, 1977], 40 techniques were found for analysis of man

agement information requirements, and in another 

[Ramamoorthy and So, 1978], 36 software specification and 

design tools were found. This does not consider the many 

new books on the market at the time of this writing. Not 

only are there many philosophies available, but there are 

many techniques which do the same thing but are called by 

different names and marketed by different organizations. 

Further, some of the techniques claim to be the only method 

needed and only a few claim to have any limits to their use. 

It is very difficult to evaluate these tools without knowing 

some evaluation criteria. The purpose of this chapter is to 

explore some evaluation criteria and classify some of the 

more popular packages on the market today. 
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Surveys in the Literature 

There are many surveys of systems analysis and de

sign techniques in the recent literature. These surveys 

help to show the difficult nature of discussing systems 

analysis and design tools. By looking at the surveys, it 

becomes quite obvious that there is a lack of terminology 

for naming, describing, discussing and catego~izing the sys

tems analysis and design tools. These surveys will be re

viewed as an example of these discrepancies. 

The Cougar Review 

Cougar [1973, and later updated in 1982] takes an 

histor.ical perspective of "business system analysis tech

niques", dividing the techniques into generations and com

paring the generations of development methodologies to 

generations of ha~dware development. The approximately 34 

tools discussed in this paper ranged from information pro

cess charts to information algebra to the ISDOS Project 

(figure 5). As will be seen in the subsequent paragraphs, 

this is quite a range of "techniques". 

The criteria used to split these generations is ba

sically along two dimensions. Th~ first dimension is how 

much the computer is used in the systems analysis and design 

process. For example, the first generation set of tools 

does not utilize the computer at all, while the fourth and 

fifth generation techniques generally place heavy emphasis 



P~e-compute~ techniques 

P~ocess Flow Cha~t 

Multi-column P~ocess Flow Cha~t 

Fo~ms Flow Cha~t 

Modified Fo~ms Flow Cha~t 

Punched card machine p~ocess/ope~ations flow chart 
and board wiring diag~am 

1st Generation -- 1950 th~ough 1960 

System Flow Cha~t 

Flow Diag~am 

Info~mation Process Cha~ts (IPC) 

MAP 

2nd Generation -- 1960 th~ough 1970 

G~idcha~t 

Business Info~mation Systems Analysis and Design 
(BISAD) 

Decision Table 

Study O~ganization Plan (SOP) 

Accu~ately Defined Systems (ADS) 

Information AIgeb~a 

Young and Kent Methodology (Abst~act Fo~mulation) 

Langefors Methodology 

Fig. 5. Couga~'s Gene~ation of Analysis Techniques 
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3~d Gene~ation -- 1970 thrrough 1980 
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Time Automated Grrig (TAG) 

SYSTEMATICS 
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PSL/PSA 

SODA 

4th Generration -- 1980 thrrough prresent 

Business Study Plan (BSP) 

Business Info~mation Analysis and Integration Technique 
(BIAIT) 

Business Inforrmation Cha~acterization Study (BICS) 

PSL/PSA II 

System Requirements Engineering Methodology (SREM) 

Plexsys 

St~ucturred Systems Analysis 

Structu~ed Analysis and Design Technique (SADT) 

St~uctured Design 

5th Generation -- Future 

System Planning Model 

ISDOS 

Fig. 5. Cougar's Generation of Analysis Techniques, 
continued 
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on computer usage in the design process. The second 

dimension is concerned with the scope of the technique. For 

example, it is not until the second generation of tools, 

namely BISAD and SOP, that the organizational structure is 

considered •. By the fifth generation, techniques generally 

consider organizational goals at the start of the develop-

ment process •. ~ 

The Colter Review 

Colter. [1984] reviewed basically the same set of 

tools as Cougar using a functional criteria instead of 

historical criteria. The dimensions for comparison proposed 

by Colter are: 

Structural dimensions 
General structure 
Data Flow 
Data Structure 
Control Structure 

Mechanism Clarification 

Function Analysis 

Procedure Detail 

Input Detail 

Output Detail 

Level of Analysis 
High level 
Low Level 

Communicating Ability 
To Users 
To Technical People 

Analysis Perspective 
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Colte~ concludes that no technique is individually 

sufficient, so a combination of techniques must be used, and 

system analysis and design techniques developers can lea~n 

f~om the past techniques, even f~om the precompute~ tech

niques, in building new techniques. 

This notion of combining concepts f~om the histo~y 

of analysis and design techniques will be heavily used in 

the development of Plexsys. Looking at Couga~ls list of 

tools it is easy to see that eve~ybody has used concepts 

f~om the cu~~ently available set of techniques. 

The Tagga~t and Tha~pe Review 

Tagga~t and Tha~pe [1977] ~eviewed 40 techniques 

that they called "management info~mation requirements anal

ysis (MIRA) techniques". Thei~ list of ten aspects, which 

should be addressed by MIRA techniques a~e: 

1. Inclusion of evaluation c~ite~ia fo~ technical, 

operational and economic feasibility, 

2. Recognition of info~mation att~ibutes or characte~

istics such as sou~ce, scope, aggregation, time 

ho~izon, cur~ency, accu~acy and f~equency, 

3. Recognition of cu~~ent needs as well as future 

needs, 



4. Recognition of information needs at the different 

levels of operational, managerial and strategic 

planning decision making, 
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5. Recognition that the decision making task is one of 

intelligence, design of the decision making p~ocess 

as well as making choices based on supplied informa

tion, 

6. Recognition that decisions range from programmed to 

non-programmed and that at different levels decision 

models go through the processes of selection, learn

ing and adaptations, and self-organization, 

7. Recognition of the behavioral variables of cognitive 

style, 

8. Recognition of the need to understand the internal 

as well as external environments of the organiza

tion, 

9. Recognition of the different functional boundaries 

in organizations, and 

10. Recognition of the primary managerial functions 

of planning, organizing and control for operational, 

managerial and strategic levels of management in or

ganizations. 

Further, Taggart and Tharpe rated each technique on 

a three point scale as either 1) considering the aspect, 2) 

recognizing the aspect, or 3) giving significant treatment 
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to the aspect. Some interesting results from the study are 

that the highest overall average score by anyone technique 

was 2.3, and only four of the techniques received an average 

score of over 2.0. Of this group, the best represented cri-

teria were 1, 3, 4 and 6, and the worst represented criteria 

were 2, and 7. 

It is interesting to note that there is little in-

tersection between the group of techniques studied by Cougar 

and by Taggart and Tharpe. The only ones mentioned in both 

are SOP, Langfors' methodology and the ISDOS Project. This 

small intersection of tools seems to indicate that there may 

be different aspects of systems analysis and design that are 

better treated by different sets of tools. This idea will 

be expanded in subsequent paragraphs. 

The Ramamoorthy and So Review 

Ramamoorthy and So [1978] reviewed 36 "techniques, 

languages and methodologies ••• for the specification of 

software throughout all phases of the development fr.om the 

early conception stage to the final detailed design stage." 

Techniques were classified by their use in the stages of a 

system life cycle. The classifications and the number of 

tools in each are: 

System requirements (overall needs and 
objectives) 

Data Processing Subsystem Requirements 

Software Architecture Specification -- Data 

( 4 ) 

( 5 ) 
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Dominant Systems (14) 

Software Architecture Specification -- Control 
Dominant systems (7) 

Detailed Software Design Specification 
Sequential Processes (4) 

Detailed Software Design Specification --
Data types (2) 

Most of the second through fifth generation tech-

niques reviewed by Cougar are included in this review, along 

with 25 additional techniques. Where Couga~ only discussed 

techniques that were in wide use or made fundamental con-

tributions to the field, some of the techniques discussed by 

Ramamoorthy and So are in development or have unknown 

status. 

The Partsch and Steinbruggen Review 

Partsch and Steinbruggen [1983] review 23 "program 

transformation systems". The classification framework used 

is 

Intentions of transformational programming 
Fixed specifications or iter.ative ~efinement 
General suppo~t of program modification or 

program synthesis or 
program adaptation 

Range of system support 
Interactive or batch oriented 
If interactive, the style of user interface 
Facility for documenting the development process 
Assessment of programs 

Organization and types of transforms 
Catalog approach or gener.ative set approach 

Forms of transformation rules 



P~ocedu~al ~ules 

Schematic ~ules 
Patte~n ~eplacement ~ules 
Implementation ~ules 

Pe~fo~mance of the transfo~mation p~ocess 
Fully automatic o~ not 

Languages 
Specification languages 
P~ogramming languages 

Range of applicability 

These systems fit on the opposite end of the spec

t~um f~om the MIRA techniques reviewed by Ta~~a~t and 
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Tha~pe. They are conce~ned with envi~onments that allow de-

signers to state software specifications at an increasingly 

non-procedu~al level, and have automated t~ansforms produce 

the next level of procedural statement, for example FORTRAN 

code. Pa~tsch and Steinb~uggen ~eview a ve~y a~tifical in-

telligence influenced approach of a concept that has been 

suggested by such techniques as TAG, Hoskyns System and 

especially the ISDOS P~oject. 

Summa~y -- What Can Be Lea~ned? 

The pu~pose of ~eviewing these ~eviews is to d~aw 

seve~al conclusions about the cu~~ent state of the a~t of 

info~mation systems design. 

Fi~st, there are at least 100 different 'techniques' 

that are available fo~ some pa~t of the systems analysis and 

design p~ocess. The magnitude of the number of techniques 

makes it ve~y difficult for the systems developer to 
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adequately evaluate each of them. Also, given the assump

tion that they a~e not complete ~elative to the system de

velopment life cycle, it is difficult fo~ the develope~ to 

know how to splice these tools togethe~. Many of the tech

niques p~ovide a g~eat deal of ove~lap, while others a~e 

completely independent. 

The second obse~vation is the diffe~ences in the 

classification schemes. Even if the concept of a life cycle 

is disputed, the~e are still activities that must be pe~

fo~med to implement a system. These activities can be re

p~esented in a di~ected g~aph, and the techniques discussed 

in the p~evious parag~aphs aid in some set of those activi

ties. The p~oblem is that the academicians seem to be 

unclear as to how the techniques are classified, so how is 

the practitioner going to evaluate and classify the tech

niques as to when and how they are used given a much more 

limited set of ~esources. 

Lastly, even though many classification schemes are 

suggested, an evaluation criteria for these techniques is 

not well defined. Again, the practioner is faced with a si

tuation where he is told to use these many techniques, but 

has no way of evaluating them. 
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A Proposed Evaluation Platform 

The rest of this chapter attempts to put these very 

diverse techniques into a common framework and to derive the 

most useful character.istics for integration into a single 

aegis for systems analysis and design. The first step in 

any evaluation process is to state a platform from which the 

evaluation is performed. From this platform, evaluation 

criteria can be stated, and finally, methodologies compared 

according to the criteria. 

A DE is defined as a complete and unified set of me

thods, either. concepts, techniques, or tools, that cover the 

entire development process. Instances of methods serve par

ticular purposes in eliciting requirements, deriving and 

implementing designs, and analysing the quality of require

ments and designs. Although a number of frameworks have 

been proposed and used to review or assess subsets of me

thods, no one framework attempts unify concepts, techniques, 

tools, and their respective purposes. This section attempts 

to provide a model for evaluating and developing DEs. 

Role of the Method 

The first dimension is the role that the method 

plays in the development process. This section gives a more 

precise definition of these terms. 
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concepts. Concepts aid the developer in the struc

turing of thought. It is an idea that is useful in 

orienting the development process. Ackoff's [1971] 

suggestion that managers should not be overloaded with in

formation is an example of a concept. A DE demands a rich 

conceptual framework within which techniques and tools are 

designed. 

Technigues. A technique is a procedure that a de

veloper can actively put into practice and typically in

cludes a specified representational form -- e.g. data flow 

diagrams. The procedure should include definite steps to 

take or questions to ask of the user. Critical Success 

Factors [Rockart, 1979] is a technique the analyst can use 

to establish information requirements. 

Tools. A tool is computer-aided support for a tech

nique. A tool, as detailed below, can be either passive, 

such as a graphics system for drawing data flow diagrams, or 

active, such as compilers and fourth generation languages. 

More succinctly, a tool may support representation or 

transformation of representations. A totally automated tool 

implies the total formalization of the technique. 

Methods and Methodologies. The term methods will be 

used for any concept, technique, or tool. A collection of 

concepts, techniques, and tools with a given purpose will be 

defined as a methodology. 
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These ~oles exist in a hie~a~chy st~uctu~e (figu~e 

6). A tool must have some techniques fo~ its use and those 

techniques must have unde~lying concepts. A tool therefo~e, 

using this definition, is the most formal specification of a 

concept, and is evaluated by evaluating the unde~lying con

cepts. 

Pu~pose of the Method 

An MIS performs a function and has a st~ucture. 

Function implies the existence of requirements, which 

dictate st~ucture. As discussed in the int~oduction, ce~

tain requirements are generic in nature and allow normative 

~equirements analysis methods. To capture unique require

ments, elicitation and ideation methods are needed. 

Rep~esentation of requirements, designs, and implementation 

necessitate notation, or descriptive modeling forms. 

Deriving MIS structure from requi~ements necessitates de

velopment transform methods which map, more or less 

normatively, requirements to designs and implementations. 

Finally, there must exist values or measures to analyze the 

merit of MIS ~equirements, designs, and implementations. 

Methods serve one or more of these purposes, which a~e 

detailed below. 

No~mative Requi~ements Analysis. Normative require

ments are requirements that may be predetermined within a 

given p~oblem d:omain. As an example, the BIAIT [Ca~lson, 
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1979] method defines info~mation requirements for any organ

ization that provides products or services. 

Elicitation and Ideation. Elicitation and ideation 

methods are used for surfacing and formalizing unique infor

mation requirements. 

Modeling. Modeling is recording, in some represen

tation form and media, the elir.ited or derived MIS require

ments or implementation. In support of the modeling pro

cess, tools are needed for: 

Customizing the description language 

Inputing and storing the target system description 

Querying the model 

Gene~ating model documentation 

As both the descriptive language and target system 

description describe the MIS, tools are needed to modify the 

description language and the target system description. The 

two, taken together, form the model. Tools to query and 

generate documentation from the model must also be provided. 

Design Transfo~ms. MIS development is a network of 

transformations which are comprised of input descriptive 

forms and development transforms that derive output descrip

tive forms (figure 7). The most familiar examples of auto

mated transforms -- tools -- are programming language pre

processors and compilers. 
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A formal transform has knowledge, or understanding, 

of 1) the system description form that is input to the 

transform, 2) the output system description form to be pro

duced, and 3) the rules and procedures for mapping the input 

form to the output form. 

To strengthen the definition then, a methodology is 

the formalization of a specific development process network. 

A unified, complete methodology provides formal description 

forms and formal transforms for the entire development pro

cess. 

Analysis. Analysis methods are of three types: en

gineering, feasibility, and quality. 

Engineering analysis involves the mechanics of ga

thering and stating requirements. The most typical engin

eering analyses are for inconsistencies and incompletenesses 

in requirements and designs, and should be supported by 

automated tools. 

Feasibility analysis involves the technical, opera

tional, and economic practicality of the requirements. 

Technical feasibility addresses the technical difficulty of 

gathering data, processing data into information, and pre

senting information. Operational feasibility addresses the 

practicality of achieving the specifications given the 

volume, currency, response time and distribution con

straints. Economic feasibility addresses the relationship 



between the cost of producing information and the expected 

benefit with respect to o~ganizational objectives. 
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Quality arialysis relates to the goodness of the de

sign, and is largely still an art. In other words, notions 

of quality analysis are typically concepts. These concepts 

attempt to reduce the size and complexity of a MIS implemen

tations while maintaining requisite MIS functionality. 

Concepts that attempt to explicitly enforce software quality 

include structured programming and information hiding. 

Complexity analysis [Halstead, 1977] represents a more for

mal attempt to measure characteristics of software. 

Extensions to complexity analysis of MIS designs is given in 

[Kottemann & Konsynski, 1983]. 

The above method purposes indicate required methodo

logical support for MIS development. The purposes, and cor

responding methods, however, a~e not wholey independent. As 

shown in figure 8, a given method may serve mUltiple pur

poses. A given method, moreover, may explicitly or impli

citly serve a given purpose. For example, a descriptive 

language form specifies certain information that the devel

oper must capture for a complete definition, and so is an 

implicit, or passive, elicitation technique. 

In early phases of the development process, 

elicitation techniques are required and fewer formal 

transforms are available (figure 9). In the later phases, 

fewer elicitation methods are necessary and more transforms 
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are available. Since the first descriptive form is used to 

model the initial requirements given by use~s, no automated 

transforms are possible to move into this initial step. As 

the developer moves toward actual MIS constr.uction, more and 

more knowledge accumulates in the model, allowing for com

puter-aided and automated transforms. 

Finally, then, a Development Environment is a com

plete and formal methodology, which embodies a set of con

cepts, techniques, and a unified set of tools that support 

the use of the methodology. As evident in figure 10, no one 

methodology or tool set covers all requirements. The next 

section further details DE requirements and reviews selected 

current methodologies and tools with respect to these re

quirements. 

The Three Dimensional Model 

The relationship of the roles and the purposes of 

methods is not necessarily one to one. Elicitation and 

ideation methods usually have the role of concepts and tech

niques. Modeling methods require a tool, therefore implying 

underlying technique and concepts. Analysis methods can be 

concepts and techniques with supporting tools. Transform 

methods, like modeling methods, should be supported by 

tools, therefore, implying underlying techniques and con

ceptual backgrounds. 
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As the purposes of design methods were defined, it 

became clear that they were all highly inter-connected. 

Even though the inter-connectedness places methods in dual 

roles, the system developer is only concerned with a com

plete coverage of all of the purposes and roles for all of 

the phases. 
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The primary goal of Plexsys is an integrated tool 

set that appears to be one tool, supported by a rich and 

robust set of techniques and concepts. The resulting model 

is shown in figure 11. 

Other Considerations for Methodologies 

Methodological Viewpoint. Two points of view can be 

taken with regard to a methodology. The methodology can 

support either a pro-active or re-active development ap

proach. Pro-active methodologies assume planning for the 

entire organization. System development proceeds along a 

goal directed path developing integrated sUb-systems that 

achieve organizational goals and are used for competive 

strategic positioning of the organization. 

Re-active methodologies develop systems to treat in

dividual problems or to do fire-fighting in the organiza

tion. Many of the methodologies described to date are based 

on the assumption that most system development is in a fire

fighting mode of merely producing systems as band-aids of 

organizational problems. This view promotes disintegration 
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of the system thereby leading to redundancy in the data and 

application and inefficiency for the organization. The view 

taken here is that if the strategic objectives of the organ

ization are modeled first, systems can be developed to 

achieve those objectives, thereby eliminating the problems 

before they are manifested. 

Methodology Environment. Methodologies should in

clude a reasonable environment for the analyst to work with

in. Many of the new programming workbenches are stressing 

this environment for increasing the productivity of the 

programmer. This concept can be extended to the system de

veloper environment. This environment may be automated, 

have guidebooks, workstation specifications, templates. 

One impoctant aspect of the development environment 

is the availability of communication devices. System de

velopment r.equires communication between analysts, analysts 

and users, analysts and users' management, and analysts and 

analysts' management for project management. The methodo

logy should provide for all of these communication needs. 

Part of the communication process is a common terminology 

throughout the development process. As stated before, the 

many techniques currently available provide a fairly com

plete coverage of the development process. The differences 

in their separate te~minologies make it difficult to know 

when and why to use each one. A common ter.minology is a key 
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facto~ in splicing seve~al methods into a methodology. 

The envi~onment should p~ovide good documentation 

aids. This includes easy to use edito~s fo~ inte~active 

input and display of the documents, multiple views of the 

system document and ability to gene~ate different views fo~ 

the diffe~ent levels of documentation use~s. 

The methodology should p~ovide a lea~ning atmos

phe~e. Development methodologies a~e the p~ima~y way that 

new ~esults in MIS ~esea~ch a~e disseminated to 

p~actitione~s. The methodology should be one that teaches 

the develope~ about the development p~ocess and about the 

application a~ea. 

Problem Decompositions. A development methodology 

must help ~ectify the grand conflict of design. Because of 

complexity in the ta~get p~oblem, a developement methodology 

must suppo~t a p~oblem decomposition to aid the develope~s 

unde~standing of the pieces of the p~oblem by decomposing 

the la~ge p~oblem into smalle~ moce t~actable p~oblems. The 

p~oblem decompositions should be clea~ in the methodology. 

On the othec hand, the methodology should also help the de

velope~ to not loose sight of the global picture. 

Hie~a~chical views of the p~oblem statement helps mediate 

between these conflicting objectives. 



Cur.r.ent Technigues and 
Tools for MIS Development 

As stated above, much ~esearch in methodology and 

tools falls into two schools: the organizational modeling 

school and the software/database modeling school. The or

ganizational modeling school is exeemplified by techniques 

such as BMT [Pendleton, 1981], BSP [IBM, 1975], BIAIT 
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[Carlson, 1979], and BICS [Kerner, 1979], and stems from the 

need for organizational modeling, MIS strategic planning, 

organizational integr.ation of systems, and management ac-

ceptance of the role of MIS. The software/database modeling 

school is exeemplified by techniques such as Structured 

Design [Stevens, et al., 1974], Wa~nier-Orr [Warnier, 1981] 

[Orr, 1977], ISDOS [Teichroew & Hershey, 1977], SREM [Dyer, 

1977] [Alford, 1982], the relation data model [Codd, 1970], 

the entity-relationship model [Chen, 1976], and the "adapt-

able methodology for database design" [Roussopoulos & Yeh, 

1984] • 

MIS requirements stem from the activities of the 

utilizing system [Davis, 1982]. Attributes of the utilizing 

system are descriptions of the organizational tasks and en-

vironment and are not explicit target system descriptions. 

Attributes of the utilizing system are then used to infer 

attributes of the MIS. In BIAIT and BICS, for example, the 

inference, or transform, is a simple mapping of attributes 

of the utilizing system to attributes of the MIS -- generic 
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information and processing requi~ements and designs. 

The generation of refined requirements involves 

infering new requirements from the requirements currently 

modeled. If the transform process can be formalized and 

codified -- the realm of knowledge engineering -- then the~e 

is potential for computer aiding or automating the 

transform. A DE, then, should attempt to formalize develop

ment transfo~ms such that a tool to automate or aid the de

velopment transform can be constructed. 

The actual generation of operational ta~get system 

components marks the final development activity in an 

iteration of the development process. The components re

ceiving most attention are the info~mation processing and 

data stores -- high-level languages, including fourth gener

ation languages, and generalized data management facilities. 

Other components that need to be proceduralized include 

schedules for data acquisition, data store updating, 

archiving, and disposal, data communication networks, infor

mation routings and schedules, etc. 

Existing methodologies and tools can be classified 

into four groups (figure 12): 

1. Methodologies with descriptive forms that attempt to 

cover the development process but do not formalize 

techniques for development transforms and do not 

provide tool support, 
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2. Methodologies with techniques that provide only a 

framework for normative analysis or development 

transforms, but do not cover the development process 

and do not provide tool support, 

3. Automated tools for description language 

customization, model definition, storage and 

retrieval, documentation generation, and performing 

or aiding in engineering analysis, but do not cover 

the development process or support elicitation or 

transforms. 

4. Tools that perform development transform activities. 

Summary 

Systems analysis and design research has accumulated 

a large, although fragmented body of knowledge. Given a 

framework for evaluation of a complete methodology, a new 

methodology can be pieced together using the store of avail

able methods: tools, techniques and concepts. The chal

lenge for developers of new development environments is to 

not re-invent the wheel, or in fact currently available 

spokes, but to splice methods together to provide developers 

with a total development environment. The first step in 

this process is to build an robust and complete conceptual 

framework. With this, the techniques needed are fairly ob

vious, leaving their implementation as the major question. 
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The Plexsys system, discussed in the following chapte~s, is 

just such an attempt. 



CHAPTER 3 

OVERVIEW OF THE PLEXSYS METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this chapter is to overview the meth

odology of the Plexsys system. The material covered in this 

chapter is more fully developed in Kottemann [1984] and in 

the subsequent chapters of this dissertation. The methodo

logy is discussed using the evaluation model of Chapter 2, 

and with specific references to methods that are integrated 

into the Plexsys methodology. 

The Plexsys DE [Konsynski & Nunamaker, 1982] 

[Kottemann, 1984] draws heavily on existing methodologies 

and tools and attempts to merge and augment the concepts of

fered from both the organizational modeling and soft

ware/database modeling schools. The philosophy behind the 

development of Plexsys has been to provide a work-bench en

vironment for MIS developers. It has been developed to pro

vide unified methodological and tool support for MIS plan

ning through MIS implementation. 

The first step in the development process should be 

the modeling of the utilizing system. In the context of a 

MIS, this is a model of the organization and relevant organ

izational environment incident to the MIS. If the overall 
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MIS is to be integ~ated into the host o~ganization, a 

tho~ough and accu~ate model of the o~ganization should se~ve 

as a "hub" of MIS development. Fu~the~, the MIS model 

should be ~ep~esented as a st~uctu~e embedded within the o~

ganizational model. 

The Plexsys development p~ocess is comp~ised of five 

basic steps (figu~e 13). 

1. P~elimina~y customization of the Plexsys DE 

2. IS planning 

3. Info~mation Processing A~chitectu~e (IPA) construc

tion 

4. IS component ~equi~ements/design gene~ation 

5. IS Implementation 

Methods have been developed for each of the steps. 

These methods va~y with respect to the deg~ee they cove~ the 

development p~ocess. Taken as a g~oup, these techniques and 

tools p~ovide a unified cove~ ove~ the enti~e development 

p~ocess. The tools shown at the top of figure 13 a~e gene~

al purpose and span the entire development p~ocess. 

The Plexsys DE specifies techniques as well as tools 

to suppo~t the modeling and analysis of ta~get system de

sc~iptions and t~ansfo~ms to aid in MIS design and implemen

tation. The development process, along with the invocation 

of appropriate tools, is given by: 

1. Model the o~ganizational aim st~uctu~e. 



I n.'scription r.an'lua,!e n"finit.ion (Mt?t.~s~stpm) I 
(---------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
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I (-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> 
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I <---------------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
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I (----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> 

I: Process Scedul ing I 
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Invoke the aim_st~uctu~e fo~m fo~ specification. 

Invoke the gene~alized model completeness checke~ 

to insu~e completeness of the aim st~uctu~e. 
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2. Given the p~oduction system, identify the exchanges, 

and pa~ties of exchanges fo~ all inte~nal and 

exte~nal ~elationships. 

Invoke the task_p~io~ity form fo~ specification of 

task p~io~ities. 

3. Define a set of t~ansactions and sub-t~ansactions 

that suppo~t the documentation of the above 

exchanges and communication ~equi~ements. 

Invoke the info~mation set and 

info~mation att~ibute forms fo~ specification. 

4. Identify and assign agents who are responsible fo~ 

each of the t~ansactions. These a~e defined as 

controlling tasks. 

Invoke the task_agent form fo~ specification. 

5. Identify aims fo~ the task that dictate monito~ing 

~equirements and causal analysis ~equi~ements 

that se~ve as decision suppo~t info~mation 

~equi~ements. 

Invoke the task_p~io~ity fo~m fo~ specification of 

task p~ior.ities. 

Invoke the information set and 

information attribute fo~ms for specification. 



Invoke the completeness analyze~ to dete~mine 

needs fo~ furthe~ modeling. 

6. Recu~sively perform number 5, traversing the task 

controlled-controlling ~elationships. As new 

monitoring and causal analysis information 

requirements are determined, these impose 

additional requirements on the data gathering 

-- transaction processing -- tasks. 

7. Invoke the priority analyzer to dete~mine MIS 

support to continue into further development. 

8. Invoke the Information Processing A~chitecture 

Constructo~ to decompose the information 

requirements into a minimal MIS design. This 

includes the specification of data stores, 

Ente~prise Software Development Library modules, 

processes, and system input requirements. The 

IPA constructor invokes the app~op~iate 

statement forms. The IPA constructor also 

invokes the completeness analyzer to guide 

the IPA construction process. 

9. Invoke the priority analyzer and impact 

analyzers to determine MIS components 

to continue into implementation. 

10. Invoke the system attribute analyzers 

to derive binding system attributes and 

design process control, databases, and 
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network configuration. These analyzers can 

either generate reports or directly load 

derived statements into the requirements 

database. 

11. Invoke the ha~dware selection and configuration 

analyzer. 

12. Retrieve the ESDL module specifications. 

Using the Plexsys supplied MIS software tools 

libraries as a base, develop enterprise specific 

software tools for the ESDL. 

13. Retrieve process specifications. 

Retrieve database specifications. 

Develop code and generate databases and process 

control. 

The methodology and tools are discussed below. 
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First, general purpose tools are described. These include a 

specialized database management system for the storage and 

manipulation of specifications, a tool for modifying the 

specification language, a tool for target system modeling, a 

tool for generalized completeness checking, and tools for 

prioritization and impact assessment. 
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Gene~al Pu~pose Tools 

In Plexsys, a special pu~pose database system, 

JAMES, has been designed and implemented fo~ the storing and 

manipulating symbolic knowledge and text. One JAMES 

database is used to sto~e both the definitions of descrip

tive form definitions as well as the actual target system 

descriptions. Given that the language and the tar.get system 

description using the language are stored in the same 

database, modifications to the target system description as 

well as modification to the language definition itself may 

be made throughout the development process. This differs 

from current approaches in that 1) .the current database does 

not need regeneration upon language modification, and 2) 

language definition modifications propagate to the target 

system description. Plexsys, by p~oviding a dynamic lan

guage environment, allows not only customization to a given 

problem domain but, also, allows for customization over time 

-- as more is learned of the language required during the 

development process. 

Inte~faces to Plexsys are batch and screen-oriented. 

A screen is a set of windows with full text editing capabil

ity. The metasystem provided in Plexsys, LANG EDITOR, is 

used to define forms. Figure 14 illustrates the process of 

defining forms and associated language terms. The forms re

present a nonprocedural language for target system descrip

tion. The form definitions are stored in the JAMES database 
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and are then used in ta~get system description (figure 15). 

Also, documentation on the language and ta~get objects and 

statements can be stored. The documentation specified for 

the language definition serves as language documentation to 

target system modelers. The form definition tool supports 

editing of form definitions i performs consistency checking 

on the definitions to insure consistent typing, and stores 

form definitions. 

A tool, INSTANCE_EDITOR, is provided that allows the 

definition of target system descriptions using the forms de

fined with LANG EDITOR. This generalized tool retrieves 

form definitions from the database, supports editing of tar

get system descriptions using the forms, performs consist

ency checking on the target descriptions to insure consis

tent typing, and stores target descriptions. When invoked, 

INSTANCE EDITOR traverses the JAMES database building selec

tion menus of statement forms and language objects. Target 

system description input may be performed by selecting from 

the menu of specific statement forms (figure 16) or by se

lecting statement form groups based upon an object type 

(figure 17). For example, by selecting the statement group 

for "task," INSTANCE_EDIT will cycle through all statement 

forms that concern "task." 

A generalized database query facility and repo~t 

,gene~ator, PERUSE, is provided in Plexsys that allows for 

interactive review of the current and for. generation of 



tall k_aim""pr ior .1 ty. • • • • • • • • • • •• canonical_form ta15lt_aim_t·orm ...•••••••••••••• 

r 1--, r 2--------------------------~ 
I taskll L ___ _ J L,' ______________________________ --"' 

DescriPtioniA tas~ is a business pro:ess or activity. Tasks are 
Iperformed by agents at. perhaps. various locations. 
IInformation !lets are supplied to tasks in support of their 
Iperformance. , 

<PF1> printable char. <PF2> no instance objects. <PF3> enumerated. (AE>xit 
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r 1--, r 2--------------------------~ 
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L- r 3------,--------------------____ --J 
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r 4 -, r 5-----------------------, 
laimll L ___ J L,, ______________________________ --' 

DescriPtioniAn "aim" is any organizational objective. gcal. or strategy. I 
IAn aim loS. in essense. the purpose of organlzational 
lactivities (tasks). 
I 
I 

<PFl> printable char. <PF2> no instance objects, <PF3> enumerated, <AEixit 
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DescriPtioniPriority is a nine level ordinal scale used to prioritize 
I 1) Organl%ational aims. 
I 2) Tasks relative to the ai,...s the help acnieve. and 
I 3) Inlormation sets relat;~. to taSKS using them. , 

<PFl> printable char, <PF2> no instance obJe.:: .. ,Pf'3> enumerated, {Al::ixit 

Fig. 14. Building a Statement Form 
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• task Icheck_delinquent_accounts , 

realizes 
I 

aim limpr~ve_cash_110~ 
I 

priority lunspe:1tled, 
19 I 
.8 

>.7 
16 
15 
14 
13 
,;: 
;1 

Descript ion I Tr.e cr.ecking 01 delinquent accounts . 
I 
I 
I 

Enter description for the term, then <Enter; 

Fig. 15. Defining an Instance Statement Using the 
Statement FOl!'m 
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,aim priorities 
Itask priorities 
Itask locations 
lagent tasks 
Itask attributes 
Itask info sets 
litem referents 
referent names 
info set contents 
info set access items 
info set orderings 
info set time horizons 
info set responses 
info set volumes 
info set priorities 
item currencies accuracies 
item edts 
process intormation sets 
process data stores 

Iprocess specs . 

litem derivations 
Iprimitive function names 
Idata store contents 
Idata store order Keys 
Idata store access Keys 
linfo proc schedules 
Iresponse reqs 
Idata store histories. 
Idata accuracy controls 
Idata store currency 
Icommunication lin~s 
Idata store locations 
Idevelopment precedences 
Idevelopment logs 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L-.. 

Position cursor then (ENTER>. or <~E>xit 

Fig. 16. Menu of Statement Forms 
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i 
la1m 
Itask 
I location 
lagent 
lin!ormation set 
litem 
Ire!erent 
Iprimit1ve function 
Iprocess 
data store 

Position cursor then <ENTER>, or <~E>xit 

Fig. 17. Menu of Object Types 
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customized ~eports. Figure 18 is the layout of the PERUSE 

screen. Form definitions and the associated documentation, 

as mentioned, serves as a "help facility" to modelers. 

Using this facility a modeler may ask to see all language 

forms that concern o~ganizational tasks or that concern both 

tasks and information requirements, or generate a selective 

or complete language manual, for example. Figure 19 is an 

PERUSE output report where the developer has selected to 

output statement form definitions, and documentation, for 

all forms that are associated with the language object 

"aim." Note that PERUSE allows the terminal input of text to 

be written to reports. A modeler may also generate aritrary 

documentation on the target system model. 

Whereas consistency checking is performed before a 

language form or target system description is stored in the 

database, completeness checking is performed at user-con

trolled intervals during language definition and target 

system modeling. Completeness checking is supported by the 

generalized completeness checker INTEGZER. Rather than 

using the entity-relationship-attribute paradigm [Chen, 

1976] for language definition, which is the most prevalent 

app~oach, a case grammar paradigm is used making it possible 

to generalize a large number of completeness rules 

[Kottemann & Konsynski, 1984]. Further, by using the case 

grammar paradigm, completeness checking can be pe~formed on 



Peruse I James 

Item 

Input 
Expr. 
Hatch 

i 
Itask priorities , 
i 
I statement_form_detinition 
Itask 
laim 
I 
I 
I , 

Matching Criteria: CA)ny Item Order 
<R)elative 
<S)trict A 

Matching 
Ey.pr. 
Found 

lis_median_expression 
Istate~ent_Iorrn_derinition 
Itask priorities 
Icanonical_form 
Itask priority 
laim 
lis realized by 
Itask 
Ipriority 
I 
I 
I 
f 

Item 
Comment 

Is used to assigned priorities to tasks RELATI\~ TO the ____ _ 

Expr. 
Comment 

aims the tasks accomplish. ________________________________ __ 

Fig. 18. Peruse Screen Format 
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PERUSE REPORT 

This report summarizes the statement torms pertaining to aims. 

aim prioritiel5 

aim 
has sub . 
aim 
priority 

aim priorities 
Is used to assign priorities to organizational aims. 

aim 
An "aim" is any organizational objective, goal, or strategy. 
An aim is, in essense, the purpose of organi:ational 
activities Itasks). 

has sub 
A relation to associate aims and their subaims in the aim 

hierarchy. 

priority 
Priority is a nine level ordinal scale used to prioritize 

1) Organizational alms. 
2) Tasks relative to the aims the help achieve. and 
3) Information sets relative to tasks using them. 

Note: The Plexsys priority analyzer is used to assess 
absolute priorities. 

task priorities 

aim 
is realized by 
task 
priority 

task priorities 
Is used to assigned priorities to tasks RELATIVE TO the 
aims the tasks accomplish. 

il5 realized by 
A relation to associate aims and tasks. 

task 
A task is a business process or activity. Tasks are 
performed by agents at. perhaps. various locations. 
Information sets are supplied to taSKS in support of their 
performance. 

Fig. 19. Peruse Generated Report 
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the language definition itself. The INTEGZER ~eports 

violations of completeness rules. Options p~ovided for com

pleteness checking of target systems descriptions include 

(1) global completeness checking, (2) completeness checking 

on all instances of a given language type, all "tasks" for 

example (figure 20) and (3) completeness checking for a 

given instance, "product evaluation" fo~ example (figu~e 

21). 

Prioritization and impact analysis can be conducted 

at any time during the development process. Given system 

output information requi~ements and their priorities, the 

priority of any given system component needed to satisfy, 

that is directly or indirectly linked to, the information 

requirements can be de~ived, and the impact of drropping a 

requirement, as it manifests in the possible dropping of 

system components and binding system attributes, can also be 

derived. 

Language and target system description, database 

querying and report generation, and priority and impact 

analysis are active throughout the development process. The 

remaining techniques and tools correspond to discrete parts 

of the overall development process. Figure 22 reflects the 

inter-relationship between these techniques and tools, and 

depicts both the Plexsys methodology and the tool system 

that supports use of the methodology. 



Instance Integrity Analysis I James 

1. Global integrity checking 

2. Integrity check for given object 

3. Unspecified item listing 

4. Exit 

Choice: 

object (median or instantiallproduct evaluation __________ __ 

Fig. 20. Generalized Integrity Analyzer Menu 
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Plexsys Version 0.1 3-JUL-1S84 11:41:44.32 
Sample Organization 

Incompletenesses in user specified object: task 

task division budgeting 
is not detined in info set volume 

task attributes 
agent task 
task location 
task priority 

task regional sales evaluation 
is not detined in item currency accuracy 

in(o set volume 
info set response 
info set time horizon 
info set ordering 

task salesperson evaluation 
is not detined in item currency accuracy 

info set volume 

task product evaluation 

into set time horizon 
info set access items 
task attrlbutes 
agent task 
task location 

is not defined in info set volume 
info set time horizon 
info set access items 
task attributes 
agent task 
task location 

Page 1 

Fig. 21. Generalized Integrity Checker Reports 
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MIS Planning and 
Requirements Determination 

IS planning involves the modeling and analysis of 
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salient features of the organization and its environment in-

cluding information requirements. These features include 

(figure 23): 

o Aim structure -- the aims of an organization form a 

prioritized network. (Here we make no distinction 

between objectives, policies, strategies, etc. All 

are treated as directives for tasks.) The root aim 

is analogous to what is often termed the mission of 

the organization. Aims a~e refined into sub-aims, 

where a sub-aim may have many super-aims, and so 

form a network. 

o Task Structure -- in an organization, aims are 

realized through the formulation and performance of 

tasks. Tasks are classified as being either 

transactional or decision-making tasks. The task 

structure depicts not only the interrelations be-

tween tasks but also the prioritized relation be-

tween tasks and aims. The locations of tasks are 

also modeled as they are needed in the design and 

management of data communication networks. Further, 

the behavior of tasks, conditions of task initia-

tion and average frequency with which tasks are 



AIM 

TASK 

INFORMATION 
SETS 

"-------....lI_.. ITEM 

PROCESS -------~~~ PRIMITIVE 
FUNCTION 

DATA STORES ----------~ .. ~ ITEM 

Fig. 23. Pa~tial Schematic of the Plexsys Language 
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pe~fo~med, a~e modeled. Task initiation relates to 

whethe~ a task is pe~fo~med on a fixed schedule, is 

t~igge~ed by an event, o~ pe~fo~med ad hoc. If a 

task is scheduled an initiation calenda~ is speci

fied. As noted late~ in the section, this calenda~ 

is used in gene~ating p~ocess cont~ol. With ad hoc 

initiation, the task initiation behavio~ can not be 

p~edicted. This may occu~, fo~ example, with a p~o

ject manager who wants to perform project status 

checking at random. 

o Agent Structure -- groups of tasks are assigned to 

some entity that becomes responsible for perfo~mance 

of the task. This allocation, then, is represented 

in the organizational model as a structure embedded 

within the task structure (which in turn is embedded 

within the aim structure). 

o Information Set -- groups of information items that 

are needed by a decision-making or t~ansactional 

task. The modeling of info~mation sets includes the 

specification of their contents, generation require

ments, and information attributes. These are dis

cussed later in the section. 

Figure 23 is a schematic of a subset of the Plexsys 

modeling language. These statements are modeled by invoking 

INSTANCE EDIT and then, as discussed above, specifying 
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specific statement forms or language object types. 

Transaction processing entails the documents and 

controls that enable an organization to communicate with the 

exte~nal environment, communicate among the internal func

tional areas, and collect the necessary information for val

uation of the organization. The valuation information is a 

primary source of information for managerial planning and 

monitoring tasks. 

The Plexsys methodology models transaction process

ing as exchanges among internal entities within and external 

entities with the organization. A BIAIT-like, normative 

analysis is used to determine transaction processing re

quirements. For any given product or service flow, a four 

leg transaction schema exists [Pendleton, 1981]: order, 

receipt, statement, and payment. Each of these may contain 

information requirements as categorized by: 

o Tag -- information used to identify the exchanges 

and objects of exchanges, 

o Descriptive information that describes the ex-

changes and objects of exchange, 

o Control -- information that aids in the detection 

and correction of inaccuracies in the transaction 

proceses, 

o Valuation -- infor.mation used to value the exchanges 

and objects of exchange, 
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Aims are metrics for monitoring. Once an aim fail

ure is detected, sources of aim failure need to be identi

fied. The failure to achieve an aim may be due to 1) the 

establishment of an unreasonable aim, 2) failure in an as

sumption underlying the aim [Mason & Mitroff, 1981], 3) a 

failure in a cont~olled (sub) task, and 4) a failure in the 

task itself. Note that failure of the task itself may imply 

failure of its respective controlling task(s). The aim "in

crease market share by 5% each year" as monitored by a mar

keting manager may fail due to 1) the improper setting of 

the market share goal, 2) a failure in the assumption that 

total market demand will increase at a rate of 10%, 3) inad

equate performance of a lower level marketing task, such as 

advertizing media selection, or 4) a failure in the market

ing management task itself. 

The above paradigms indicate the following decision 

support information requirements elicitation technique. 

This elicitation technique specifies both how to "traverse" 

the organization while capturing requirements and what types 

of information requirements that should be captured. 

The elicitation process begins with identifying the 

first level of controlling tasks that control transactional 

tasks and, after identifying and analysing information re

quirements for the task, identify its respective controlling 

task(s). The information set of the controlled task is used 

as a starting point, or point of reference, in the 
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o Contractual ag~eement -- information that specifies 

the legal obligations involved in an exchange with 

external entities. 

Modeling and understanding the transaction process

ing aspects of the organizational MIS contribute to the 

elicitation of decision support requirements. Specifically, 

all t~ansaction processing activities infer the existence of 

tasks, and corresponding information suppo~ting, monitoring 

and controlling the transactional tasks. 

Decision-making is viewed as a process by which 

problems and opportunities are monitored and change is 

planned, implemented, and reviewed [Simon, 1977]. 

Information to be supplied in support of decision-making 

tasks should support the 1) detection of problems and oppor

tunities, 2) discovery of the source(s) of probl~~s and op

portunities, 3) communicating and implementing change, and 

4) reviewing the change. Note that the review process may 

cause a change in the original monitoring strategy. 

When taken in ~elation to other tasks, any task may 

have associated with it a controlling task which monitors 

and changes the controlled task process. For example, an 

inventory reordering task that reorders based upon reorder 

points infers the existance of a controlling task that 

monitors the effectiveness of the reordering task and that 

may change the reordering task by adjusting reorder points. 
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determination of information rrequirements fo~ the contrrolling 

task. For each task, 

1. Identify the aims corresponding to the task: 

2. Identify the controlled tasks, and use the informa

tion set determined fo~ the controlled task as a 

point of reference: 

3. Determine metrics for monitoring aim achievement: 

4. Identify the assumptions underlying the aims, that 

is, sou~ces of possible aim failure: 

5. Determine information ~equired to indicate and 

analyze assumption failure, and model the informa

tion requirements by selecting "information set" 

from the INSTANCE_EDITOR language object menu: 

6. Cont~olling tasks for the current task under anal

ysis indicate the next task for information require

ments analysis, model the controlled-controlling re

lationship via INSTANCE_EDITOR for the "task_task" 

statement for.m. Invoke the completeness analyzer 

INTEGZER with the language object "task" to 

dete~mine tasks in need of analysis. 

A regional marketing manager may specify "increase 

regional sales by 5% per year," where sales are b~oken out 

on sales zone. This indicates the necessity of monitoring 

zone sales, and thus the necessity for an information set 

pertaining to the zone sales levels. One underlying 
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assumption may be that total zone sales will incrrease 10% 

per year. This indicates the necessity fo~ information on 

total zone sales. The controlling task is cent~al marketing 

management which may have corresponding, yet more 

abstracted, info~mation ~equi~ements. For example, monito~

ing regional and overall organizational and total ma~ket 

demand (sales). 

INTEGZER is used to insu~e that the task st~ucture 

modeled is complete and that information requirements exist 

for each task. This accomplished by invoking INTEGZER and 

specifying "task" and specifying "information set." 

The information requi~ed by tasks are termed infor

mation sets. Modeling info~mation sets entails the specifi

cation of the contents of the information sets, and genera

tion ~equirements and information attributes placed on the 

information set for a given task. The information attribute 

and generation requirements modeled include: 

The time-horizon covered by the set 

Ordering criteria 

Direct access criteria 

Info~mation currency levels 

Info~mation accuracy levels 

Volumes 

Allowable response delay 

Prior.ity (subjective value of the set) 
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FUFther, the task attFibutes given above initia-

tion and aveFage frequency -- imply whether information 

processing of the set can be scheduled, trigge~ed, or must 

be generated on demand. As shown below, these attr.ibutes 

influence, in a formal manner, a number of design decisions 

which are supported by transforms. The simplest example is 

the automated transforms that uses time-horizons specified 

on infor.mation sets to derive data disposal schedules. 

These attributes influence a number of MIS design 

decisions. As discussed below, an information set is deri-

vation dependent on a data store if any data item in the 

data store is needed to produce the information set. The 

retention period for a given data set is determined by the 

maximum time-hor.izon among all information sets that are 

derivation dependent on the given data. Therefore, binding 

levels of time horizons, inherited by data stores from deri-

vation dependent information sets, dictate data disposal 

scheduling. The analyzers that determine binding attributes 

can be used either to generate reports or to dir.ectly load 

der.ived statements in the JAMES database. This is demon-

strated after discussion of IPA construction. 

Information Processing 
AFchitecture Construction 

IPA construction is a formalization of the output 

decomposition paradigm. In this step, the output informa-

tion sets fOF both transaction processing and decision 
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support a~e decomposed into a netwo~k of specifications 

for Enterprise Software Development Library (ESDL) modules, 

processes, system inputs, and data stores. The decomposi

tion process is carried out in such a way that requirement 

commonalities are identified and capitalized upon -- sets 

that are produced at intermediate steps of deriving an in

formation set may actually be, in whole o~ in part, the in

formation set requi~ed by another task. In the above sales 

monito~ing example, the regional sales management informa

tion set may be a reporting of weekly zone sales for a one 

month time horizon with total sales given for the region for 

the entire month. Central management may require an infor

mation set that reports monthly regional sales over a one 

year time horizon. The of monthly regional sales totals 

generated for regional sales management, then, may be 

archived and used in generating the central sales management 

information set. 

Currently, the IPA construction tool (IPAC) aids in 

identifying commonalities by generating a structured repre

sentation of the information sets. This structuring places 

the information sets by level of aggregation and time

horizon. The IPA, so derived, approaches a nlinimal design. 

The target system descriptions derived during IPA construc

tion include: 



1. Ente~prise Softwa~e Development Library 

Specification, 

2. Process specifications, 

3. Data store contents specification, and 

4. System input requirements. 

The Ente~prise Software Development Library (ESDL) 

is a set of process modules common to a host of specific 

p~ocesses. They are modules that input, edit, sto~e, and 
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output occurrences of data types specific to a given o~gan-

ization -- p~oduct numbe~, employee number, department code, 

color code, lot number, credit term codes, etc. Process 

specifications indicate the ESDL modules, inputs, incident 

data sto~es ~equired to p~oduce an information set. IPAC, 

then, aids in the gene~ation of statement forms correspond-

ing to the above specifications. 

Information System 
Component Design 

As shown in figure 23, the current model represents 

the direct and indirect relationships between modeled ob-

jects. These relationship paths are used as inhe~itance 

paths for automated inferencing. The tools infer binding 

system att~ibute levels which influence the design of: 

1. Process control specification: data gathering, up-

date, archiving, disposal, and information process-

ing schedules, 



2. Softwa~e const~uction specification: p~ocessing 

mode and code, 

3. Netwo~k configu~ation specification: p~ocess and 

data sto~e placement, and link placement and capa

city ~equi~ements, and 
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4. Database specification: key and o~de~ing selection. 

The tools take the existing ta~get system desc~ip

tion and de~ive additional desc~iptions. These de~ived de

sc~iptions co~~espond to statement fo~ms and may be di~ectly 

loaded into the JAMES database. In the di~ect database load 

mode, the analyze~s dete~mine the binding levels of att~ib

utes and p~esent an analyze~-filled fo~m to the develope~. 

The develope~ may then choose not to stor.e the statement, to 

modify the statement befo~e sto~age, o~ to sto~e the state

ment as de~ived (figu~e 24). All de~ived statements a~e 

tagged with thei~ de~ivation date. A b~ief example is given 

below fo~ two of these fo~mal t~ansfo~ms. 

The majo~ity of the t~ansfo~ms utilize concepts of 

cluste~ing, derrived system att~ibute levels -- such as 

time-ho~izon and avecage total data sto~e accesses pe~ day 

-- and inhe~itance. The p~ima~y example of an inhe~itance 

pa'th i~ decivation dependency. An info~mation set, fo~ 

example, is de~ivation dependent on a data stoce if any con

tents in the data sto~e is cequiced to genecate, o~ pcoduce, 

the infocmation set. De~ivation dependencies apply to all 
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components in the model. The data upon which aims a~e de

pendent can be found by recu~sively t~ave~sing the ~elation

ships between aims, tasks, info~mation sets, info~mation set 

contents, and the ~elationship, modeled du~ing IPA const~uc

tion, between info~mation items and the data ~equirred to 

gene~ate the items. As noted above, such paths a~e used to 

infe~ p~io~ities of all system components. 

The binding info~mation set response ~equirement, 

taken in conjunction with ~equired currency levels influence 

the choice of application mode (on-line or batch), the de

termination of p~ocessing invocation schedules, and p~ocess

ing pe~focmance requirements. Further, the binding response 

~equi~ements dictate the c~itical perfo~mance ~equirements 

for processes. The analyzer RESPZER dete~mines these 

binding levels for each information set. Figure 25 illu

st~ates the di~ect database loading option for the de~ived 

statement. Figu~e 26 is a sample ~epo~t of binding response 

times. 

The requisite robustness of data validation and ver

ification processes is contingent on the binding accuracy 

requi~ements of info~mation gene~ated from the data. The 

Plexsys analyze~ ACCZER determines the binding levels of 

accu~acy on items in data sto~es as inherited from items in 

info~mation sets. That is, ACCZER traverses the existing 

statements that specify data sto~e contents, finds 
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the applicable application type lon-line, batch), the appropriate 
storage medium lon-line, archive) and the performance criteria of 
the application that generates the information set. 
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sales_history 

hours 
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2 information_sets processed 

Fig. 26. RESPZER Report Showing Binding Response Times 
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derivation dependent items, and determines the binding 

level of accuracy among all derinvation dependent informa

tion items. Figure 27 is a sample report generrated by 

ACCZER. 

MIS Implementation 

Actual implementation requires a prespecified imple

mentation environment including programming language and 

compiler, data management system, netwo~k management system, 

and operating system. An ideal DE will be bundled with 

these components. This makes it possible to generate the 

actual process controller, the database, and software. In 

general, specific treatment of implementation boils down to 

the use of particular implementation envi~onment [Jackson, 

1983]. The current version of Plexsys only passively sup

po~ts the implementation process by supplying a lib~ary of 

general purpose software tool~ specifically developed for 

MIS applications. Figure 28 is the architecture of these 

libraries. Many of these software tools are used in the im

plementation of Plexsys itself. They serve as the initial 

Enterprise Software Development Library. 

At an application interface level Plexsys supplied 

libraries include routines for user interface management, 

report generation, and records processing. Lower level 

routines, also accessible by applications include libraries 

for basic terminal handling, database management, 
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This report indicates the binding accuracy levels for data store 
items. The binding levels are "inherited" from accuracy ie'lels 01 
items that are contained in intormation sets. The inheritance is 
either direct. that is. data store items such as "customer number 
appear directly in information sets. or indirectly. that is. 
information items such as "sales amount" are derivatlon depenaent 
on data store items such as "price" and "number_ordered." 

The binding accuracy requirementz for data store items dictates 
required levels of control in data gathering and data store 
updating. Such controls include data validation and veritication 
procedures. 
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scceen/window management, and MIS data type manipulation. 

The system is currently implemented in 20,000 lines 

of PASCAL cunning on an VAX 11-780 under VMS. 

Current research includes efforts to direct automat

ic code generation, oc code splicing, based on the IPA model 

and efforts to design a high-level, algorithmic language for 

MIS software. Other reseacch arreas are given in the final 

section. 

Objectives of This Dissertation 

As stated above, the implementation of the Plexsys 

Development Environment is an ongoing prroject. Much of the 

underlying conceptual framework and modeling of the organi

zational objectives has been explained by Kottemann [1984]. 

Also in Kottemann is a discussion of analyzers for determin

ation of model integrity. 

This dissertation concentrates on thr.ee areas: 

1. formalizing and modeling the transaction processing 

activities for an organization, 

2. automatically generating alternative information 

processing architectures and analysis of these 

architectures, and 

3. implementation aspects of business softwace systems. 



These concepts are discussed in the next th~ee 

chaptetts. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVELOPING TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
REQUIREMENTS 

Information processing systems produce information 

used for decision support and process transactions. 

Kottemann [1984] describes and models the decision support 

aspect of the information processing architecture (IPA), and 

this chapter describes and models the transaction processing 

aspect. The next chapter, proposes a process for 

constructing the information processing hierarchy that joins 

these two sets of requirements. 

Overview of Transaction Processing 

In order to analyze and design a transaction 

processing system, it is important to know its role in the 

organization, characteristics of transaction, desired char-

acteristics of the transaction processing system, and the 

general nature of the transaction information requirements. 

Each of these will be discussed before the p1exsys methodo-

logy for transaction processing development. 
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Purpose of Transaction P~ocessing 

Transaction info~mation is used (1) fo~ communica

tion between the organization and external entities and 

among entities inte~nal to the organization, and (2) to ac

cumulate the info~mation used to value the o~ganization. 

Organizations are systems that 

acquire and manage capital 

acquire and manage skills 

acquire and utilize raw materials 

acquire and utilize plant and equipment 

cultivate and assess markets. 

In o~de~ to perform these activities, the organization must 

communicate with external entities about these activities. 

These external enities are, respectively, 

stockholders, gove~nment and community, 

employees, 

vendors (for raw materials and plant), 

and customers. 

The communication with these entities is accomplished 

th~ough the use of t~ansactions. 

Internally, in order to evaluate the effectiveness 

and efficiency of sub-units, o~ganizations may t~eat each 

sub-unit of the organization as independent and wo~king in a 

free market envi~onment. Transactions, then, are also used 

to communicate among these internal entities as well as with 

the external entities. 
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The t~ansactions between entities, external and in-

ternal, is used to document the exchanges and to value the 

exchanges. This valuation info~mation is set by contractual 

agreement a priori to the exchange. Every organization is 

in business to make a p~ofit. This p~ofit is dete~mined by 

the value of the combined transactions of the organization. 

It is the~efore very important to collect accurate valuation 

information. Transactions serve this purpose. 

Relationship Between Transaction P~ocessing 
and Decision Support Information 

Before giving a formal model of transaction process-

ing, it is necessa~y to understand the relationship between 

transaction processing and decision support information 

(figure 29). As a MIS is developed, the distinction between 

decision support and t~ansaction processing info~mation be-

comes less and less clear. 

An organization starts with a charter to economic-

ally produce some goods and services. This charter is fur-

ther defined into a production system for these goods and 

services. The t~ansaction processing system is a sub-system 

of the p~oduction system that handles the documentation of 

the activities of the p~oduction system, and the communica-

tion between the production sUb-systems and the organization 

and external entities. 
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From the higher organizational view, the p~oduction 

system imposes ~equicements and constraints on the 

transaction processing system. 

As stated befo~e, the o~ganization wants to econo

mically produce the goods and services. This implies moni

toring the production process. Pendleton [1981] defines 

four generic goals associated with monitoring this p~ocess. 

1. Flow -- a measure of the output quantity per unit 

time. Flow is used to manage the relationship of an 

2. 

input to its output. This is basically a measure of 

capacity in the number of units of output pe~ day o~ 

hour. 

Efficiency -- a measure of the output flow given an 

input flow. Efficiency is used to measure the effi-

ciency of the use of the input materials or skills. 

In accounting terms, efficiency is measured with ma

terials usage and labor efficiency variances for the 

production facilities, and materials price and labor 

rate variances for the procurement facilities. 

3. Effectiveness -- a measure of the output flow for an 

environmental characteristic. An example would be 

the relationship between output and market demand, 

or profit to an economic indicator. This is meas

ured by determining how well the p~oduct meets the 

market requirements, or the market share. 
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4. Satisfaction -- a measu~e of the output flow outcome 

as compa~ed to an output flow and co~~esponding 

inputs. Satisfaction can be thought of in te~ms of 

the p~ofitability of a given output in light of al

te~natives available to the ente~p~ise. 

These goals necessitate decision p~ocesses that 

evaluate and monito~ the t~ansfo~mation p~ocess. Each of 

these decision p~ocesses ~equi~e information to suppo~t 

them. The flow objective implies the necessity fo~ plant 

and labo~ capacity planning info~mation given ma~keting ex

pectations and capacity budgets pe~ unit of input plant and 

labo~. The efficiency objective implies the necessity fo~ 

standar.ds info~mation fo~ the amount of machine and employee 

input to the amount of output that they produce. The effec

tiveness objective implies the necessity of market demand 

information and economic indicato~ information as well as 

info~mation about the relationships with complimenta~y and 

substitute p~oducts. The satisfaction objective implies the 

need for p~ofitability info~mation fo~ each p~oduct and any 

complimenta~y products. 

The transaction processing system supplies the data 

to pe~form the monitoring pr.ocesses. The monitoring activi

ties impose fu~ther requi~ements and const~aints on the 

transaction processing system. 
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Also, the monito~ing activities set new pa~amete~s 

used in the t~ansaction p~ocessing system. For instance, 

the trransaction p~ocessing system may use a c~edit cut-off 

limit for c~edit customers. As the transaction p~ocessing 

system collects data on the use of c~edit, a new c~edit cut

off limit may be set by the standa~d setting activity, and 

implemented in the t~ansaction processing system. Part of 

the monitoring activity is compa~ison of actual data with 

planned, o~ budgeted, data. This implies the need for 

p~ocessing mechanisms to capture the planned data. As the 

transaction p~ocessing activties a~e designed, the va~iables 

that a~e compa~ed to planned data should be identified and 

the mechanisms fo~ setting and storing the planned values 

should also be designed. 

At still anothe~ level, monitoring activities 

monito~ the above desc~ibed monitoring activities. The 

meta-monitoring activities may also imply information ~e

qui~ements, and changes in these activities may necessitate 

changes in the t~ansaction p~ocessing system. 

Nature of Transactions 

Business transactions rep~esent p~ocesses planned by 

the o~ganizational charter. Furthe~, they are nested, and 

long-lived. Unlike decision making activites, o~ganizations 

know their t~ansaction processing requirements at the time 

the organizational charte~ is established. A company that 
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sells compute~s, for instance, knows the kinds of plant and 

equipment and raw materials ~equired, and the customecs to 

which it hopes to sell. Also, the company will fo~malize 

the kinds of relationships it hopes to establish fo~ each of 

these exchanges. The tcansactions involved in the exchanges 

a~e well known in advance, unlike the myriad of different 

decision making p~oblems that c~op ducing the execution of 

the chatrter. 

A transaction is nested set of sub-tcansactions. 

Pendleton [1981] models transactions as containing possibly 

fouc legs: ordec, ceceipt, statement, payment (figuce 30). 

Foe example, a customec places an otrde~, which initiates the 

tcansaction, ceceives the pcoduct, eeceives a statement foe 

payment, and finally make payment, which tecminates the 

tcansaction. Each of these legs may be compcised of sub

teansactions, foe example ceedit checking an ordec befoce 

sending the peoduct. 

It is clear feom these examples that teansactions 

a~e long-lived. In some cases, the ordetring, delivering, 

billing and paying may occur in diffetrent months. The 

tcansaction p~ocessing system, then, needs to keep track of 

tcansactions foe however long it takes to complete the 

transact-ion. 

A transaction pcocess is made up of sub-pcocesses 

which have associated with them the sub-transactions [Jaeke 

and Shelev, 1984]. The sub-p~ocesses may be simple, lineae 
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structures, or complex, network structures containing paral

lel processes [Gray, 1981]. An example of a simple, linear 

transaction is a weekly employee transaction. The company 

"places" a standing o~der with an employee to work, the em

ployee delivers the work, and the company pays the employee. 

An example of a complex transaction is when a customer 

places an order for a custom built product. An order comes 

in, the order to build and the credit check can be handled 

in parallel, an acknowledgement is received from both the 

p~oduction process and the credit department, another set of 

parallel processes ship and bill the custome~, then the pay

ment is received (figure 31). 

These processes have general components that can be 

prescribed for all transactions and specific components that 

are dependent on the organizational processes and contrac

tual agreements. General processes include input process

ing, recording a trail for each transaction, and output 

processing. 

Input processing deals with identification, verifi

cation and validation of the transaction and its component 

information. Because of the necessity fo~ controls, the 

audit trail is necessary to query the status of any 

transaction at any time and in the future ask about the his

tory of the transaction from initiation to completion. 

Output processing handles the transmission and delivery of 
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info~mation to the pa~ties of exchange. 

As stated above, t~ansaction have sub-pauts which 

a~e initiated and completed du~ing the life of the supe~

t~ansaction. These sub-t~ansactions must be matched and 

~eco~ded with the supe~ t~ansaction. These p~ocessing acti

vities depend on the nature of each t~ansaction type and 

cannot be generr·alized fo~ all t~ansactions. 

T~ansactions have structure and info~mation content. 

Typical transaction structures a~e shown in figure 32. The 

fi~st type of t~ansaction has three pa~ts: a header, 

showing the parties of exchange and other identify and qual

ifying info~mation about the transaction, a body, which de

scribes and values the objects of the transaction, and the 

trailer, which values the whole transaction. This type of 

transaction st~uctu~e is used for such activities as o~ders, 

invoices, and communication of delive~y. Anothe~, simpler 

transaction type is comprised of only the header and 

trailer. This type of transaction is used fo~ such activi

ties and payments and simple statements. Transaction may 

have as their body refe~ences to other transactions, as in 

the case of statements and payments. 
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Requi~ements on T~ansaction 
Processing Systems 

The requirements on the transaction p~ocessing 

system are diffe~ent than those of the decision suppo~t 

system. Although some of the attributes are the same the 
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values and levels of these att~ibutes vary between the two 

systems. The requirements of transaction processing that 

will be discussed are 

response time 

accuracy 

accountability and auditability 

modifiability 

flexibility. 

Response Time. Transactions serve a ~eal-time com-

munication for the organization. They provide information 

that usually flows along side of the product itself. 

Because of this, the response time of the transaction infor-

mation must be as quick as the ~esponse with the product. 

Given that the organization wants to please its customers, 

this flow must be as fast as possible. Also, since the lag 

time of the transaction communication effects the speed that 

the organization gets remunerated, the ~esponse time effects 

the amount of outstanding capital at any given time. A 

majo~ goal of any organization is to minimize this 

outstanding capital. 
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This is unlike the ~equi~ements on decision suppo~t 

info~mation. Because decision suppo~t is usually afte~ the 

fact info~mation, fo~ judging past pe~formance, the response 

time may be much slowe~. 

Accu~acy. Decision suppo~t info~mation i? usually 

aggregated over time and other variables, such as region, 

salesperson, or p~oduct type. It, the~efore, ra~ely needs 

very high accur.acy. Transactions, because they are atomic, 

and used for external communication, need near perfect 

accuracy. 

Accountability and Auditability. Because of the 

interface with other organizations, stockholders, and the 

government, transactions also need accountability and 

auditability. This is similar to the accuracy requirements 

above, but also implies that a history of the transactions 

is necessa~y. This history is used for verifying the per

formance of the organization as reported to these exte~nal 

parties. Also, because of the long life of transactions, it 

is sometimes necessary to trace the evolution of the 

transaction during a past time period. 

Flexibility. The single most difficult problem for 

organizations is the magnitude of the exceptions occured in 

their business relationships. In orde~ to be flexible in 

the market place, each vendor and custome~ must be allowed 

some flexibility in the inte~face to the o~ganization. This 

flexibility must be reflected in the transaction p~ocessing 
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system. 

Modifiability. As the o~ganization evolves, changes 

occue in the o~ganizational cha~tee. These changes may be 

the addition of new p~oduct lines, new maeketing st~ategies, 

and changes in the p~oduction system f~om the ~esults of the 

monito~ing activities. These changes must be reflected in 

the transaction processing system as they occue. The 

transactin peocessing system, then, must be developed in 

such a way that these changes a~e easily made without com-

plete disruption of the ope~ations. 

Implementation of the flexibility and modifiability 

eequi~ements are achieved through a design philosophy. As a 

fo~malization of this design philosophy, the Enterp~ise 

Softwaee Development Libeay concept is formalized in a 

subsequant chaptee. 

Transaction Processing 
and Inteenal Conteol 

Conteol info~mation is associated with each 

transaction in order to detect and coerect errors or fraud 

in the t~ansaction handling. Loosing o~ mis-valuing t~ans-

actions tends to upset relations between the oeganization 

and its customers, vendors and employees, and supplies 

faulty info~mation about the p~ogress of the o~ganization to 

its management. 
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Once the o~de~s have been defined, control info~ma

tion about each type of o~der is defined. Design of the 

t~ansaction processing aspect entails modeling the pcoduct 

flows and information that accompanies p~oduct flow and the 

internal control policies. Cont~ols, in the cu~rent con

text, are diffe~entiated f~om the cont~ol activities of man

agement. The management cont~ol function, as defined in 

Kottemann [1984] is one of discovering causal facto~s fo~, 

and co~~ective actions on, organizational perfo~mance. The 

inte~nal control policies in the context of transaction 

p~ocessing are concerned with the accuracy of the resultant 

info~mation. These policies have as their main objective 

the detection and cor~ection of error and fraud. This is 

equivalent to the maintenance of accuracy. 

primarily the accuracy is dete~mined by loss of in

fo~mation or erro~s in information collection, 

transc~iption, transmission, o~ ~epo~ting. Given an 

accuracy requirement, more or less control policies must be 

designed to insure the acceptable levels of loss or error. 

The accounting lite~ature has defined the nature of 

internal controls. The cont~ols that are interest to the 

systems analyst are 

o Adequate separation of duties concerned with reco~d 

keeping and accounting ~eports f~om those conce~ned 

with operations or asset custody, 
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o Adequate documents and ~eco~ds, 

o P~ope~ p~ocedu~es fo~ ~eco~d keeping, 

Separation of duties specifies that the autho~iza

tion fo~ the disposition of an asset, the ~eco~d keeping fo~ 

that asset and the custodial conteol of that asset a~e given 

to th~ee sepa~ate people. This distinction can be muddied 

in light of highly integ~ated, computerized systems. For 

example, in a system that automatically gene~ates a pu~chase 

order depending on stock levels, and automatically generates 

the check to pay fo~ the me~chandise, and eeco~ds both 

transactions in the accounts, the ~oles of autho~ization, 

~eco~d keeping and custody become subsumed by the EDP system 

for the asset of cash. Most systems, howeverr, do not allow 

this amount of integration fo~ the specific purpose of im

posing the spearation of duties conteols on the ove~al1 

system. This imposition of p~ocessing requi~ements comes 

not f~om the analysts ~esearch of the requirements, but f~om 

accounting control policies. The~e must be, then, a method 

of modeling these requi~ements. 

Again, with the increasing level of automation, the 

concept of adequate for documents and ~ecords is changing. 

At first glance, the concept of paperless organizations says 

that the only necessary documents arre ones that go to exte~

na1 organizations. Howeve~, even this const~aint is being 

~e1axed through inter-organizational info~rnation systems 
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which t~ansfee data using the compute~ system. 

Theoeetically, systems could be implemented with no use of 

pape~ documentaion at all. This however will not be the 

case because of the necessity of internal contcols. There 

also is typically a need for identification documents to 

travel with products, as the physical products can not be 

transfe~ed be computers. Again, these documents cequired by 

internal contcols must be modeled. 

Lastly, pcopee procedures for eecord keeping deals 

with the altecnative accounting procedures that may be used. 

For example, inventocy may be valued useing LIFO, FIFO, spe

cific cost, o~ average cost methods. These are the choice 

of the accounting depaetment, but must be modeled by the 

system analyst. 

More specific impacts to the system comes form the 

application controls used to detect inaccuracies in informa

tion as it is reco~ded. These can be summarized as: 

1. Approvals -- Necessary signatuees 

2. Foems design -- Turn-around documents Pre-pcinted, 

p~e-numbeced forms 

3. Vecification Redundant input data Check digits 

4. Batching -- Control totals 

These application controls add data requieements 

that are not apparent fcom standaed analyses of data ce

quieements. More specifically, the pcevious application 
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control methods add information to the data base. The 

signatu~es, pre-numbered form numbers as cont~ol numbe~s, 

redundant input, check digits, and control totals are data 

elements representing items that will not be specified given 

a normative system specification of looking at information 

~equired by a decision maker or external entity. These con

trol data elements will be specified either with cooperation 

from the accounting department, or through analysis of 

accuracy requirements and then the analyst devising tech

niques to assure the required accuracy. 

Another set of internal control measures fo~ com

puterized accounting or information systems are processing 

controls. This category of controls deals with procedures 

embedded into the code of programs to assure correctness of 

the processing. A subsequant chapte~ will discuss the con

struction of the computerized portion of the information 

system. In this discussion, the use of base lib~aries will 

be explored. Given the use of common libraries for all of 

the dat~-processing needs, there is potential for wide 

spread application of p~ocessing controls. The libra~ies 

will be comp~ised of individual units of code. These units 

of code will be small, hence the potential for correctness 

proof. If the entire systen is based upon these libraries, 

the system can more easily be proved. Also, much of the 

concern with cor~ectness of data is in the editting of the 

data upon entr.y. One of the concepts explo~ed is the use of 
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user data types. User data types define many editting rules 

with explicit and detailed editting ~u1es fo~ many data 

types. With these editting ~ules, much of the data 

transc~iption e~~ors will be eliminated. Between the use of 

the libraries and the use of user data types, processing 

cont~ols can be achieved. 

Transactions and Procedures 

Another aspect of the transaction processing is the 

procedure design and development. Except for the system 

operations, the procedures developed around an information 

system deal with the handling of the t~ansaction processing, 

or the steps a transaction must physically follow th~ough 

the organization. It is the~efore necessary to match the 

transaction p~ocessing ~equirements to the necessary proce

du~es. 

Additional procedures a~e necessary to accomplish 

control activities that are specified for accuracy and 

accountability. These procedures will deviate from the most 

natu~al flow of transactions, but are necessary to insure 

the detection and correction of error and fraud. 

Design of transaction processing procedures in 

integrally related to the design of the control mechanisms. 

As discussed above, cont~ols se~ve to eliminate error. As 

the computer can be verified, and always does the same 

thing, controls are not as necessary to catch computer 



error. Controls are primarily to catch human error. The 

developer must design the procedures and controls as a 

single unit. 

Summary of Transaction 
Information Requirements 

Given the characteristics of the transactions and 
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the transaction processing system, the information require-

ments for transactions can be summarized as follows. 

Tag Information. Tag information is used to 

uniquely identify individual transactions to the target and 

external organization. Tags are usually a combination of 

organization identifiers, date and time stamps and 

sequential identification numbers. For instance, a sales 

invoice would carry both of the parties names, a date of the 

transaction and the invoice number. This information is 

used as a reference for communication between the two organ-

izations. 

Descriptive Information. Descriptive information 

describes either the pa~ties involved in the exchanges, the 

objects of the exchange, or other sub-transactions to aid in 

the fulfillment of the transaction. The order leg 

transaction and the product transfer leg transaction will 

carry enough information about the individual items of the 

exchange to uniquely identify each item. The statement leg 

and payment leg transaction carry enough information to 

uniquely identify the transactions or set of transactions to 
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which they cefe~. 

Cont~ol Infocmation. Control information is used to 

insu~e that tcansactions ace not lost oc misplaced, and to 

check the accurracy of thei~ valuation information. 

Valuation Info~mation. Each transaction reprresents 

an exchange of value. Usually reco~ded in monetary terms, 

the transaction carries enough information to adequately 

value the transaction. 

Contractual Agreements Info~mation. The last 

function of the transaction as a communication media is the 

record the contractual terms of the exchange. Such terrms as 

who ships and insures, and the payment terms are usually 

recocded on the t~ansaction. 

Normative Requirements Analysis 
for Transaction Pcocessing 

As the first step in formalizing the requirements 

statement for transaction p~ocessing, normative analysis 

techniques will be discussed. Two major researrch efforts in 

this area are Business Modeling Technique [Pendleton, 1981] 

and Business Information Analysis and Integration Technique 

[Carlson, 1979]. These will be used to formalize a more 

tho~ough technique. 
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Business Modeling Technique 

The Business Modeling Technique [Pendleton, 1981] 

discussed above gives the notion of inte~acting envirronments 

among wich transactions act as communicators. This tech-

niques cont~ibute the concept that the organization must be 

modeled first in o~der to discove~ the t~ansaction requi~e-

ments. 

Business Information Analysis 
and Integ~ation Technique 

Transaction p~ocessing is a well defined activity 

that is very similar among all o~ganizations selling goods 

and services. Using this knowledge, transaction modeling 

can be abstracted such that normative ~equirrements can be 

analyzed. The most influential researrch in this a~ea was 

done by Burnstine [Ke~ner, 1979] 

Burnstine defined seven binary, "yes" orr "no", ques-

tions that allowed the analyst to ask questions of a manager 

in terms of business activities, not information require-

ments. Four. of the questions are about the supplier (figure 

33), and thrree of the questions a~e about the o~dered entity 

(figure 34). 

Burnstine then defined twelve data classes, or 

inventories. The first seven data classes, with their 

respective information ~equirements are independent of the 

questions, and needed by all o~ganizations supplying goods 

and services (figure 35). The other data classes, with 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Ol!'ganization 

Bill 

Ol! 

take cash? 

Delivetr latel! 

Ol! 

delivelr now? 

RecOl!d Pl!evious 
ordelTs fl!om 
SOUl!ce 

Ol!' 

no pt1ofile? 

Negotiate 
pITice 

OIT 

fixed? 

Depal!tment 

Cost centel!' 

oJ! 

budget centel!? 

Plan wOl!k 

Ol! 

fire call? 

Recol!d pl!evious 
ol!del!s fl"om 
soul!ce 

OIT 

no pl!ofile? 

Cos ted wOl!k 
or:delT 

OIT 

standat"d I!ate? 

occupation 

Commission 

Ol! 

Salal!y? 
Piece wOlTk 

o I!' 
houl!ly wage? 
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Self-scheduled 

Ol! 

pl!iority set by 
othel!s? 

Record pl!evious 
olTdet1s fl!om 
SOUl!ce 

or: 

no plTofile? 

Costed wOl!k 
ol"del" 

OIT 

standal!d l"ate? 

Fig. 33. BIAIT Questions Concel!'ning Suppliel! 
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6. 

7. 

OE"ganization 

Rented 

01: 

sold? 

Recolid who 
received 

ot: 

no cecol:d? 

Made/assembled 
to ordel: 

01: 

fl:om stock? 

Depalitment 

Loaned 

01: 

given? 

Recocd who 
.l!'eceived 

o I!' 

no l!'ecocd? 

Assemb1e/cceate 

01: 

Pcovide fl!'om 
files? 

occupation 

Loaned 

01: 

given? 

Recot!d who 
I?eceived 

OIT 

no l!'ecol!d? 
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Assemble/cl!eate 

011' 

plI'ovide fl?om 
files? 

Fig. 34. BIAIT Questions Concel!'ning Ol!'del!'ed Entity 
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their ~espective information requi~ements, arre dependent on 

the answers to the seven questions (figure 36). Processing 

rrequirements are then implied given the information require

ments. 

The fi~st step in the BIAIT method is to identify 

all orrders. An order is a ~equest fo~ any thing, space o~ 

skill, in other worrds for any product or se~vice that may be 

p~ovided by the organization. Once all of the orde~s are 

identified, each of the seven questions are answe~ed for 

each order. If an order can have two different answe~s for 

a particular question, then that order is really two differ

ent orders. For instance, if a computer manufacture~ sells 

software with documentation and the software is tracked, but 

the documentation is not, then it should be considered as 

two o~ders, one for software, and one fo~ documentation. 

With the answers to the questions for all orders, the anal

yst specifies information and processing requirements. 

As an example, a computer company may provide the 

answers shown in figu~e 37. Based on this analysis, the de

veloper knows that information is needed first on all of the 

order-independent data classes (figure 35), and information 

from the orrder-dependent (figure 38). 



DATA CLASS 

EMPLOYEE DATA 

FACILITY DATA 

VENDOR DATA 

OUTGOING ORDER 
DATA 

PRODUCT DATA 

MONEY DATA 

ACTIVITY DATA 

Fig. 35. 

DATA REQUIREMENT 

Salarry administration 
Pe~sonnel accounting 
Perrsonnel planning 
Pe~sonnel 

Facility capital planning 
Facility accounting 
Facility specification 
Facility maintenance 

Payables forrecasting 
Vendo~ accounting 
Vendo~ ~equirrement planning 
Vendor management 

Outgoing o~de~ management 
Outgoing o~de~ management ~eco~ds 

P~oduct ~evenue accounting 

Funds flow planning 
Cash contt!'ol 
Porrtfolio management 
Pot!'tfolio planning 

Budget 
Pt!'oject accounting 
Ot!'ganization planning 
Organization contrrol 

BIAIT Ot!'de~-Independent Data Classes 
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QUESTION 

BILLING? IF YES 

DELIVER LATER? 
If YES 

PROFILE 
CUSTOMERS? 

If YES 

NEGOTIATE PRICE? 
If YES 

NEGOTIATE PRICE? 
If NO, 

RENTED? IF YES 

TRACKED? 
If YES 

MADE TO ORDER? 
If YES 

MADE TO ORDER? 
If NO, 

Fig. 36. 

DATA REQUIREMENT 

Credit 
Custome~ accounting 

Customer communication 
O~de~ backlog 
Incoming orrde~ accounting 
Incoming o~de~ management 
Shipping 

Account planning 
Customel! 
Sales analysis 
Customer forecasting 
Account histo~y 

Cont~act negotiation 

Pl!oduct forrecasting 
P~oduct plTicing 

Rental management 

Field engineering change planning 
Field inventorry management 
Field selTvice accounting 
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Engineering bill of material management 
Manufactu~ing bill of matel!ial management 
Manufactu~ing engineering 
Prroduction management 
Requirement planning 
Manufacturing invento~y 
P~oduct planning 
P~oduction cont~ol 
Pl!oduction cost planning 
Production cost accounting 
Perfol!mance planning 
Pe~formance contl!ol 
Pl!oduct cost estimating 

Finished goods invento~y planning 
Finished goods inventory 
Finished goods invento~y accounting 

BIAIT Orrdel!-dependent Data Classes 



Ol!'del!s: 

QUESTIONS 

Bill? 

Futul!'e 
Delivel!'Y? 

Customel!' 
Pa;ofile? 

Fixed 
Ptrice? 

Sell? 

Tl!'ack? 

Made to 
Olider? 

Hal!'dwal!'e 

Softwal!'e 

Documentation 

Se·l!'vice 

Hal!'dwal!e 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES 

NO 

Software 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES/ 
NO 

Documentation 

YES 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

Fig. 37. BIAIT Analysis fol!' Example Company 
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Se liV ice 

NO 

NO 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES 

NO 



BILLING? YES 

DELIVER LATER? 
YES 

PROFILE 
CUSTOMERS? 

YES 

NEGOTIATE PRICE? 
YES 

TRACKED? YES 

MADE TO ORDER? 
NO 

FOR HARDWARE ORDERS 

C~edit 
Customerr accounting 

Custome!!' communication 
O!!'der backlog 
Incoming o~der accounting 
Incoming o~derr management 
Shipping 

Account planning 
Custome!!' 
Sales analysis 
Custome!!' fo~ecasting 
Account histo.l!Y 

Contract negotiation 

Field engineerring change planning 
Field invento!!'y management 
Field se~vice accounting 

Finished goods invento~y planning 
Finished goods inventorry 
Finished goods inventorry accounting 
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Fig. 38. Orrde!!' Dependent Data Classes fo!!' Example Company 



BILLING? YES 

NEGOTIATE PRICE? 
NO 

MADE TO ORDER? 
NO 

PROFILE 
CUSTOMERS? 

YES 

NEGOTIATE PRICE? 
YES 

TRACKED? 
YES 

MADE TO ORDER? 
NO 

Fo~ Documentation O~de~s 

Ct'edit 
CustomelT accounting 

Prroduct fOlTecasting 
P~oduct pricing 

Finished goods inventol!'Y 
Finished goods invento~y 
Finished goods inventorry 

Forr SelTvice 01!'ders 

Account planning 
Customer! 
Sales analysis 
CustomelT forecasting 
Account histol!'Y 

ContlTact negotiation 

planning 

accounting 

Field engineerring change planning 
Field inventor!Y management 
Field service accounting 

Finished goods inventory planning 
Finished goods inventorry 
Finished goods inventolTY accounting 
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Fig. 38. O~de~ Dependent Data Classes fo~ Example Company 
continued 
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P1exsys Extensions 

BMT only offe~s a very high level, conceptual over

view of the orrganizational model. It does not offe~ any 

techniques fo~ establishing information requirements. 

The BIAIT analysis only gives partial, ve~y high 

level information rrequirements. Fo~ instance, given a "yes" 

answer to the "Do you bill?" question, one organization may 

send a statement per invoice, and another organization may 

send statements only at the end of the month. These organi

zational differences will obviously generate very different 

system ~equirements. 

Othe~ incompletenesses include the diffe~ences in 

the way that the order-independent data classes are handled. 

For instance, all employee data is specified as if all com

panies have the same employee incentive plan. Organizations 

pay by salary, wage, commission, draw and commission or 

piece rates, and of course many hybrids of these. Each of 

these methods represent an entrepreneurial technique for 

giving incentives to the employees and would require differ-

ent info~mation systems. The other order-independent data 

classes have simila~ cha~acte~istics that may make them dif

ferent for each orrganization. 

Plexsys recognizes the need for integrration between 

the decision supporrt info~mation and the t~ansaction 

processing inforrmation. It also recognizes the need to 
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integ~ate the tcansaction p~ocessing system into the p~oduc

tion system and manual p~ocedu~es system of the o~ganiza

tion. Towa~d this end, the decision suppo~t info~mation and 

p~oduction system must be modeled as an integcated system. 

Elicitation of Non-Standa~d Requi~ements 

Simple ocganizational stcuctu~es will have a pu~

chasing function, a ~aw mate~ial to finished good function, 

and a ma~keting function. This simple model cequi~es tcans

actions fo~ exchanges with vendo~s fo~ ~aw mate~ials, ex

changes with vendoes fo~ plant and equipment, exchanges with 

employees for labo~, and exchanges with customers. 

As o~ganizations g~ow in complexity, the tcansaction 

p~ocessing gcows moce complex. The inter-o~ganizational 

t~ansactions become mo~e numerous and mo~e complex. To 

model these inte~-o~ganizational t~ansactions, the p~oduc

tion system must be modeled first. The p~oduction system is 

usually established th~ough the o~ganizational cha~tec. 

Given the model of the p~oduction system, each step 

whe~e the~e is an exchange of p~oduct o~ se~vice is identi

fied. Usually therre is some agent who has ~esponsibility 

fo~ these exchanges. As the agents arre tagged to the ex

changes, the developerr can elicit the additional info~mation 

~equi~ements discussed above. In summa~y, then, the steps 

in modeling the t~ansaction system ace: 
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o Define a prroduction system based on the o~ganiza-

tional cha~te~. 

o Identify the exchanges, and pa~ties of exchanges fo~ 

all inte~nal and exte~nal ~elationships. 

o Define a set of t~ansactions and subt~ansactions 

that suppo~t the documentation of the above ex-

changes and communication requirements. 

o Identify and assign agents who a~e responsible for 

each of the transactions. 

o Define procedures and controls for the t~ansaction 

p~ocessing sub-activities that insure accuracy and 

accountability. These may define furthe~ informa-

tion requirements. 

Modeling the Transaction 
Processing System 

The Plexsys model of the transaction p~ocessing 

system is shown in figure 39. A business progrram is defined 

as a discrete set of transactions that represents one ex

change between external or inte~nal entities o~ referents. 

A business program includes all the legs of ordering, re-

ceiving, billing, and paying for any goods or services whe-

ther from the company viewpoint, o~ the external entity 

viewpoint. Sub-t~ansaction activities will usually repre-

sent the o~de~ing, delivery, billing, and payment for the 

exchange. Examples of this are 
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Pt!'ocess ---) Pl1imitive 

/ 
\ / 
\ / .. " 

Transaction 
Document 

Item 

Functions 
/ 

/ I / 

"' 
Data 
Store 

Fig. 39. Transaction Pl10cessing Modeling Constructs 
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1. Sale of goods to custome~ including o~de~ing, credit 

ve~ification, shipment, billing, and payment. 

2. Purchases of plant and equipment from a vendor in

cluding the pu~chase ordering, verification of 

receipt, billing p~ocessing, and payment. 

3. Purchases of raw mater.ials from a vendor including 

the purchase o~dering, verification of receipt, bil

ling processing, and payment. 

4. Arrangements for capital including the requests for 

credit and the ~epayment. 

5. Requests for skills (employees) and their payment. 

Business programs, their referents, and their sub

activities are modeled with the statements shown in figures 

40 and 41. 

Further, counter transactions and procedures must be 

defined to allow the negation of the effects of all t~ans

actions. Because of the accountability requirement in 

transaction processing, t~ansactions cannot be merely 

deleted o~ disregarded. Accountability, in transaction 

processing systems, is implemented through the use of coun

ter transactions which p~ovide an audit trail (figure 42). 

Counter transactions need special care in their pro

cedures and processes because these offer the easiest method 

for pe~petration of fraud. A greater degree of controls and 

monitors are needed on the counte~ transactions to insure 



business program :purChase-prcgram 
t 

accomplished by 

transaction activity IPurcha5e_vrder_crea~io~ 
t 

i 

DescriF:ion,Furchase cr~er creaticn __ th~ :reatlc~ cf ~u:ia F~rc~3:e 
lorders 
I 
I , 

PFl, FF2, PF.3-Save fFi~~-Clear Stm': ,;J.'ZE.F.!-Next FFr.·~·-fre· .. · "'r..-Xlt ·':·-~;;'t 
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Fig. 40. Business Program -- Transaction Activity Form 



i 
business program IPurcnasingyrograrr. 

i 

referent Iven.:i:lr 

DescriPtiOn;VendQfS are allth:lse crg.ni=a:l:l~~ W~lC~ sE:l UE 
Imerchandise. 
I 
I . 

Enter description for the ten ... , then .Er.:eo 

Fig. 41. Business Program -- Referent Form 
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transaction activity IPurchase_order_creation , 
has counter 

i 
transaction activity Ican·:el...,Purcr.ase_order , 

i 
Descriptionlln caSE baCK order tiffiE is tce :ong. we reEerve t&e r~~~: t:, 

Icance~ any current purch~se order. 
I 
I 
I 

Enter description for the term. then <Enter, 
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Fig. 42. Counter Transaction Activity Definition Form 



that people do not e~ase transactions with which they are 

personally involved. 
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The transaction activities of which business p~o

grams arre composed, represent the actual processing steps 

that a~e taken to process the complete transaction. Fo~ 

example, for the sales transaction the t~ansaction activi

ties may include 

1. order receipt and logging, 

2. salesperson assignment, 

3. credit verification, 

4. placement of production order (if the p~oduct is 

built to order), 

5. warehouse and shipping a~rangements, 

6. billing, and 

7. payment receipt processing. 

The transaction activities have a specified 

precedence relation and a~e pe~formed at a location by a 

particular agent. The precedence relation, location, and 

agent are modeled with the statement forms shown in figures 

43, 44, and 45. 

Transaction activities a~e actualized through manual 

procedures (figure 46) and the use of compute~-aided E!2-

cesses (figure 47). These procedures are what the agents 

perform at a given location, and the processes aue used at 

the location. Each of the procedures or processes either 



transaction activity ipurchase_order_creatlon . 
preceeds 

DescriPtic~:receiving 11S:5 arE sent tc the waret~useE to verl:~ tte 
Irecelp~ of orders. Items are che:Ke~ 011 on the re~e~~~nq 
111st and the list 1s returned to the malO c:fice. 
1 

Enter description for the tenfl, then <Enter> 

Fig. 43. Transaction Activity Precedence Form 
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i 
transactio~ activity IFurchase_crder_creaticn 

i 

is per: c.rmed at 

i 

tlescr:'Ftion,TI,e mair. office 15 j,c.:atec i~ 7u:scn ;'~l-l::na 

I 
I 
I 

Enter des"riFtion for the term. then .En:er. 

Fig. 44. Transaction Activity -- Location Form 
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, 
agent IPurcha~ing_agent , 

performs 

transa:tion activity Ipurchase_ortier_creation 
! 

, 
Description ,The pur:l'.asin" agent is in charge OI 0.:1 Furer.aE~r." fer all 

llolarer.:.uses! 
I 
I , 

Enter description for the term. then (Enter> 

Fig. 45. Transaction Activity -- Agent Form 
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p~oduces, updates, o~ uses a t~ansaction document (figu~es 

48, 49, 50, and 51). These documents have a st~uctu~e, and 

a~e composed of info~mation items (figu~e 52). 



transaction activity :purchase_crder_creati~n 
! 

accomFlished by 
~i ----------------------~ 

procedure IHem_re-order_veriiicat:'on 
i 

i 

Description/Using the re-order list. the pur:hasin~ a~e~:E order: :~:se i 

litemE that helshe feels are not "spe=ia. orderE or na~e 
Ilost consumer appeal. 
I 
i 

Enter description for the term. then ,Enter .. 

Fig. 46. Trransaction Activity -- P~ocedure Forrrn 
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transaction activity ,purchase_order_creation , 

accolllp::'!she:l by 

process r:g-e-n-,e-r-a-t-e-_-r-e---o--rd-e--r_--l-i-~-t------~ 
I 

, 
DescriFtion,T"r.is proce~s generates a Est of tbe item. tr.a: are l:elc~' 

,their established re-oraer paint. , 

Enter descriFtion tor the term, ther. ,Er,ter;' 

Fig. 47. Transaction Activity p -- l:ocess FOl7m 
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procedure iitem_re-order_veri1icatlon , 

produces 

transaction document :purchase_order 

DescriPtiOn;The pur:hase order is the I~rm sent te· the ver.j~rs 
I 
I 
I , 

Enter description for the term, then ~Enterl 
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Fig. 48. Procedure Produces -- Transaction Document Form 



procedure litem_re-order_verification 
! 

updates 

transaction document IPurchase_order 

, 
Description, 

I 
I 
I 

~! ------------------------

FF1. PF:. FF3-Save PFY.5-Clear Stmt IENTEr ... -Next PFl:C.-Frev ·r.-Xit -,,-uit 
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Fig. 49. Procedure Update -- Transaction Document Form 



process igenerate_vendor_check , 
produces 

i 
transact ion doculi',ent I ven.:i::t-_che: K 

~'----------------------------~ 

I 

DescriFtior .. n-.ese cr.e:ks are to Fay tbe vend:rs 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Enter description for the term. tr.er. ~Enter;. 

Fig. 50. P~ocess P~oduces -- T~ansaction Document Fo~m 
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process ,generate_vendor_check , 

uses 
i 

transaction document Ireceiving_list ~i ____________________________ ~ 

i 
DescriptionlThe recelvlng list indicates wnether the whole stateme~. is 

Ito be paid 
I 
I , 

Enter description for the term. then ~Enter) 

Fig. 51. p~ocess Uses -- Transaction Document Fo~m 
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transaction document ipurChase_order 
~'------------------------~ 

contains 
item riv-e-r-,d-o-r-_-1-d--------------------~ 

, 

, 
DescriptionlVendor id uniquely iden:ifie~ the vend~r. Tt.is i5 Qr. 

Iref-uid functional data type, and a 
I 
I , 

Enter description for the term, then ,Enter, 

Fig. 52. T~ansaction Document -- Item Fo~m 
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Analyses on the T~ansaction 
Processing System 

The fi~st, and most obvious analyses fo~ the 
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transaction p~ocessing model a~e completeness and consist-

ency checking. Consistency checking is handled by the 

Gene~al Instance Edito~. Completeness checking is handled 

by the General Integrity Checke~ [Kottemann, 1984]. 

Many other analyses can be performed to insure the 

logical completeness and integrity of the model. Also 

analyzers can aid in location of p~ocedures and numbers of 

agents ~equired to pe~form the procedures and use the p~o-

cesses. Some of these a~e listed below. 

1. Check for volumes of t~ansaction fo~ any given 

agent. Any agent should not have more t~ansactions 

to handle than a pre-defined uppe~ limit. 

2. All transactions should be modeled with counter 

transactions. These a~e noted with the "counte~ 

transaction" statement form shown in figure 42. 

3. A primitive p~ocedure ~eport is used to give pro-

gramming specifications to the prog~amming staff. 

Transforms fo~ T~ansaction P~ocessing 

The prima~y t~ansform for t~ansaction processing is 

perfo~med by the Info~mation Processing Architectu~e 

Const~ucto~. This t~ansform is formalized in the next 

chapte~. 



The Plexsys Procedu~e for Defining 
T~ansaction P~ocessing Regui~ements 
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In summary, the Plexsys p~ocedu~e for defining the 

decision suppo~t and transaction processing info~mation re-

quirements is defined as 

1. Define a production system based on the organiza-

tional charter. 

2. Identify the exchanges, and parties of exchanges for 

all inte~nal and external relationships. 

3. Define a set of transactions and subtransactions 

that support the documentation of the above ex-

changes and communication requirements. 

4. Identify and assign agents who a~e responsible for 

eacb of the transactions. 

s. Identify goals for the production system that define 

the production system monitoring activities and, 

hence, decision suppo~t information requi~ements. 

Remember that there may by meta-monitoring activi-

ties which also define info~mation requirements. 

6. Define procedures and controls for the t~ansaction 

processing sub-activities that insure accuracy and 

accountability. These may define further informa-

tion requirements. 

7. Use the IPA Constructor to merge these information 

requirements into an Info~mation Processing 

Architecture. 
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8. As monito~ing info~mation is collected and evalua

tion of the p~oduction system is pe~fo~med, and, at 

a highe~ level, as the monito~ing activities them

selves a~e monito~ed, modifications a~e made to the 

monito~ing activities, p~oduction system, or the rre

qui~ed decision supporrt inforrmation, which may, in 

tu ~n, e·ffect the t I!ansact ion p~ocess ing 

I:equi~ements. 



CHAPTER 5 

FORMALIZATION OF THE DERIVATION OF THE 
INFORMATION PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE 

In previous chapters the concept of an Information 

processing Architecture (IPA) was introduced. Orr [1977] 

describes the difference between system requirements and the 

system architecture as: " ••• output and input (along with 

certain aspects of the black box) fall into the category 

called system requirements." "System requirements are pri-

marily concerned with outputs and the logical rules for 

their derivation." "Systems architecture is involved with 

the way output is produced from inputs." Given, then, the 

output requirements for decision making tasks and 

transaction processing tasks from the methods already dis-

cussed, this chapter is concerned with producing the system 

architecture. 

The criteria for the IPA derivation procedure are 

that it derives a complete set of requirements that offer 

specification of the minimal system [Warnier, 1981]. 

Complete logical specification is very important for two 

reasons. First, this is the first point in time that an ac-

curate feasibility analysis can be performed. without com-

plete specifications, the value of the feasibility analysis 
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decceases. Second, this is the fi~st point in time that the 

analyst can accu~ately estimate ~esource cequi~ements. 

Again, if the logical specifications a~e incomplete, the 

value of the estimation dec~eases. 

The Info~mation p~ocess acchitectu~e construction 

through the p~ocess of output decomposition is developed. 

The general concept of output decomposition has been stated 

by [Lynch, 1969], [IBM, 1971], [Ore, 1977], [Teichcoew, 

1971]. A more formal pcoceduce is developed for automation 

of the IPA construction. 

Functional Data Types 

Knowledge of the pacticular data type for a given 

data element can aid the designer in specification of 

pcocessing requirements. This is analogous to the data 

typing that compilers use in ocde~ to generate the appropri

ate code for handling each data type. Each data element is 

classified, first, as describing a referent. Referents for 

Plexsys will be discussed first. Data elements serve a dif

ferent purpose for their referents and these will be defined 

second. Lastly, enterprise data types will be defined. 

Data Element Referents 

As stated in the previous chapter, data is captured 

to evaluate the performance of the organization of it parti

cipation in exchanges. The parties of these exchanges are 

referents for all of the data of the organization. Possible 
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refe~ents include those suggested by [Forrrrester, 1961] and 

[Kerner, 1979], and others from the Plexsys methodology. 

product activity 

custome r incoming orderr 

vendor tt!'ack 

facilities product description 

employee process descl7iption 

money outgoing ordel7 

competitor materials 

information tl7ansfer mechanisms 

organizational abstractions 

Referents may be classified into sub-groups based on 

participation in different kinds of exchanges. These ex

changes may require different information requirements and 

should be treated diffel7ently. For instance, the organiza

tion may have salaried employees, waged employees, and com

missioned employees. These exchanges must be tl7eated separ

ately as well as the referents of the exchanges, even if 

there is overlap among the instances of the l7efel7ents. In 

other words, if an employee does some management work for a 

salary and some sales work for a commision, the logical de

sign should treat the employee as two different employees 

who participate in two different exchanges. This is similar 

to the BIAIT analysis that separates order types based on 

the answers to the seven questions. 
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Refe~ents can also ~efer to g~ouping items fo~ 

report generation. Fo~ instance, in a clothing sto~e 

system, items may g~ouped by colo~, mate~ial, oc label. 

These grroupings a~e used to gene~ate ~eports to evaluate the 

perfo~mance a particular instance of the group. These 

rreferents will be called ~elational referents in the Plexsys 

system. 

Data Usage Types 

Data is kept to describe each referent. Each data 

element se~ves one of the following purposes. 

rreferent unique identifier 

descriptive 

control 

parameter 

factor 

~esult 

status 

Referent Unigue Identifie~s. All referents need one 

data element to uniquely identify each occurance of the 

referent. In manual systems, the unique identifier can be 

the pe~son's, organization's, or item's name. These names 

are usually not adequate in an automated MIS. First, names 

may be too long. The length makes it difficult for a user 

to always type the name correctly and to remembe~ the exact 

spelling each time. For instance, the name 



John Smith and Sons, Incorpo~ated 

may have several interpretations such as 

J. Smith & Sons 

J Smith & sons 

J.Smith & sons 

John Smith and Sons, Inc. 
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et cetera. Each of these different possible spellings would 

be treated as different identifiers or keys in most auto

mated systems. 

As a remedy, referent unique identifie~s should be 

established for each occurence of the referent. The identi

fiers should follow the rules for good coding schemes: 

o Compatability with programming environment 

o Retention of collating sequence 

o Ease of use for human interface. 

Guidelines should be established for devising the 

refe~ent unique identifiers such as use no special charac

ters, use only capital lette~s, use only the first vowel, 

then the next six consenants, et cetera. The primary con

cern is that there is some standardization of the method 

that all users can easiy learn. In the Plexsys system all 

of these elements will be named as 'referent-name id', for 

example, 'customer id', 'vendor id', or 'item id'. 
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Desc~iptive Elements. Desc~iptive data elements a~e 

usually (but not always) alphabetic fields that uniquely i

dentify an entities' name, type, location, ~eason fo~ as

sociation, o~ time of association. These fields a~e any 

field that a~e not used in any way to make value assessments 

in exchanges. Examples a~e add~esses, phone numbers, or any 

field labeled~descrription' o~ 'name'. 

Cont~ol Elements. Cont~ol data elements a~e 

alphabetic or nume~ic fields that a~e used to contrrol the 

use of alte~native algo~ithms o~ a~e used fo~ repo~ting 

aggrregations of the information about a ~eferent. 

Examples of the first kind of cont~ol elements are a 

ma~ital status used to cont~ol which federal income tax 

algo~ithm to use, and a package size used to determine which 

total p~ice algo~ithm to use. Although the marital status 

might appear alphabetic, "MARRIED", "SINGLE", "WIDOWED", et 

cetera, it also might appea~ numeric, with values of 1, 2, 3 

o~ 4, but the numbe~s themselves a~e not used in the 

calculation, they a~e only codes that guide the choice of 

calculation. 

Elements such as colo~, type, or material class in a 

clothing item ~eco~d should also be classified as cont~ol if 

they are used to orrde~ or organize the reco~ds into decision 

support info~mation. For instance, the color element may be 

used to generate a repo~t fo~ colo~ analysis. 
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The pu~pose of classifiying these as cont~o1 ~elates 

to the use of ente~p~ise data types. These type of fields 

should have a well defined, finite set of values in o~de~ to 

make p~ocessing them efficient. To use the colo~ example 

again, if each use~ looked at a ga~ment and we~e allowed to 

ente~ any value on a whim, athe colo~ analysis ~epoct might 

end up with hundd~eds of colors which are basically '~ed'. 

To eliminate this problem, an entecp~ise data type is es

tablished which allows only ce~tain colo~ names. The same 

~easoning pertains to the use of cont~ol elements fo~ 

algocithmic facto~s. If ma~ital status is used in an 

algo~ithm, it must have a finite numbe~ of values, to keep 

the useing p~og~ams f~om aborting. 

Two types types of elements a~e used as facto~s in 

algo~ithmic functions are defined: pa~amete~s and factors. 

Paramete~ Elements. These are elementa~y, numeric 

data elements which a~e used as facto~s in calculations but 

have values that a~e fixed inte~nally to the organization. 

As an example, a ~e-point has a 'fixed' value, but is 

changed as the envi~onment changes. It is changed by an in

ternal decision making activity called a meta-task. 

Parameters are flagged differently f~om facto~s to allow 

analysis of the p~oblem statement fo~ discove~ing meta

tasks. 
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Facto~ Elements. Factor data elements aue any 

elementa~y numeric data elements. They are always nume~ic, 

intege~ o~ floating point, and can not be derived by 

calculation. Factors are established exte~nally to the or

ganization. Even though there is no meta-task fo~ setting 

these values, a p~ocedure is needed to adjust them, as ex

ternal environments may change. A wage rate, unit cost and 

quantity purchased are examples of factors. 

Result Elements. Results a~e also numeric data ele

ments which are calculated from factors, pa~ameters, and 

possibly cont~ol elements. Total purchases, gross pay and 

regional sales totals are all results. The referrent of a 

result is the p~imitve function that compute it's value. 

Status Elements. Elements such as quantity on hand 

present a special problem for the system developer. They 

hold a cur.rent status forr a given puoperty of a referent. 

In manual systems, it was always easie~ to keep a status 

variable cu~rent for quick response to questions about its 

value. In automated systems, it may be just as quick to re

view outstanding t~ansactions and calculate the cur~ent 

quantity on hand. In fact, the ~elational data base litera

ture p~ecludes the existence of such a variable in their 

mandatory 3rd normal form. These variables a~e classified 

sepa~ately to allow analysis of their implementation. 
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Int~oduction of the classification of functional 

data types and refe~ents should not pose any additional or 

difficult bu~den on the analyst. Notice that these cha~ac

teristics a~e easily defined fo~ each element using the 

Plexsys Instance edito~, and that it is info~mation which 

many data dictionary schemes and othe~ design models use 

anyway. 

Ente~p~ise Data Types 

Computers work with a given set of inte~nal data 

types. These data types have been defined by the computer 

designer with methods of decla~ation and manipulation. Most 

compute~s define such data types as: 

cha~acter strings 

intege~s 

floating-point ~eals 

boolean 

pointe~s 

The compile~ gene cates code for the inte~nal opera

tions fo~ each of these data types. All data types have 

some method forr compa~ison. These methods arre diffe~ent for 

each data type. A st~ing comparison is obviously 

accomplishied differently than an intege~ compa~ison. Each 

data type also has a differrent set of manipulations. 

Integers have such functions defined as addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, division and assignment. 
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Strings usually have some movement and assignment ope~ations 

defined. Booleans have only comparison and assignment ope~

at ions defined. These operrations wo~k only for a specific 

data type. For instance, it is usually meaningless to com

pa~e a boolean data item with a floating point data item. 

The use~ of an application system, however, wants to 

work with data types that are uelevant to a parrticular ap

plication. An inventorry system may need such data types as 

parrt numbers 

dollars 

pl!oduct codes 

invoice numbel!s 

product names 

and a pay~oll system may require such data types as 

employee numbers 

employee names 

employement type 

dollarrs 

marital status 

In some cases these data types have a one to one 

co~respondence with the machine defined orr language defined 

data types. Employee name can be implemented as strings, 

and dollars can be implemented with floating points. Others 

howeve~ are hybl!ids of these data types. For instance, an 

invoice numberr may be a nine charractel! object, with the 
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fi~st two cha~acters having the allowable values of "CM", 

"IN", orr "PY", and the last seven cha~acters having the 

allowable values of the digits "0" th~ough "9". The user 

application cannot ~ep~esent this an integerr, because of the 

first two characters, and if it calls it a string, addition 

is not allowed to increment the invoice number. 

The enterprise data types should be selected based 

upon how the application system uses the data. Any time the 

developer can identify some data type that has special data 

manipulation characte~istics, it should be defined as a 

enterp~ise data type. Advantages to this concept include 

the ability to define special manipulations for the data 

type and the allow type checking to preclude perforrming the 

wrong manipulation on a particularr data type. The high 

level languages such as PASCAL use this typing for integrity 

checking by the compile~. This concept may also be 

exploited by the developer of enterprise data types by 

restricting the manipulation rroutines access to only valid 

data types. This crreates an anti-bugging envirronment. 

The enterprise data types supported by the Plexsys 

project are 

string 

numbe~ 

yes or no 

time 

enumerrated string 

percentage 

date 

dollarr 



Relationship Between Ente~p~ise 
and Functional Data Types 
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Ente~p~ise and functional data types a~e not wholly 

independent ideas. The implementation of the IPA 

const~ucto~ can use these ~elationships to help gene~ate 

code specifications. The ~elationships are shown is figu~e 

53. 

Aspects of Logical 
System Reguirements 

Logical system requirements fall into four catego~-

ies: outputs, data sto~es, p~ocesses and inputs. The IPA 

derive~ assumes that all of the output information sets are 

completely defined, and that some analysis has been pe~

fo~med on thei~ feasibility and cost/benefit. The othe~ ~e-

quirements a~e discussed in te~ms of the functional data 

types. 

Data Sto~age Requirements 

Data stores are defined as collections of elements 

desc~ibing either entities or exchanges about the o~ganiza-

tion. 

Data Stores About Entities. These data sto~es are 

usually called master files. They contain a record about 

each occurrence of an entity that participates in exchanges 

with the o~ganization. Maste~ data sto~es usually have 

lowe~ volatility than other data store types. This means 

there is fewer additions and deletions of entity occurences 



Refel!ent id 
Descrriptive Contl!ol 

Status 
Result 
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Pal!'ameteI!' 
& FactolT 

+-------------------------------------------------
String 

Entel!'pl!ise 
data type 

Dollal!' 

Integel!' 

X? 

X 

Date X 

X? 

X 

X 
(Code) 

X X 

X X 

Fig. 53. Relation Between Functional and Entel!pl!ise 
Data Types 
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to the data sto~e. 

These data sto~es have descriptive, cont~ol and 

factor type data elements. The desc~iptive elements serve 

to uniquely identify the occurrance of the entity. Control 

elements serrve in algorithms to calculate moneta~y values of 

exchanges in which they participate. Factor elements are 

also used to calculated moneta~y values of exchanges. 

Master data stores theoretically would never have 

result type fields, however, due to p~ocesslng efficiency, 

sometimes results a~e stored. Usually these are totals of 

exchanges, or historrical info~mation kept to evaluate the 

entity. More will be said about this in the discussion of 

no~malization. 

Master Data Store Processing. The processing of 

master data storres can be classified as maintenance, in 

which reco~ds are added or deleted, or fields in records are 

modified. These modifications only occur because of changes 

in the envi~onment, o~ in the terms of the exchanges in 

which they participate. The report processing on maste~ 

data stores is usually to evaluate the entities pe~formance 

in the exchanges. This evaluation is done from cur~ent 

values or balances and historical info~mation. This mayor 

may not come frrom the master data store, as mentioned above. 

Lastly, maste~ data stores are used in transaction creation 

for validation of descriptive data, and to get the control 
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and factorr fields fo~ the exchange. 

Data Sto~es foe Exchanges. These data sto~es are 

usually called t~ansaction files. They contain information 

on all occurences of exchanges. Transaction data stores ace 

very volatile since records ace added continuously as ex

changes occuc, and at some point in time, the exchange in

formation become dated and is expunged. 

A transaction data store record has enough informa

tion to uniquely identify each party of the exchange. This 

is descriptive information that is input and verified via 

the master data stores. They also store other information 

that will uniquely identify each occurrence of exchange. Foe 

instance, date and a cont~ol number (e.g. check number, 

invoice number, purchase order number) may be stored. 

Lastly, the results of the calculations of the value of the 

exchange a~e sto~ed. These results relate to each party of 

the exchange and a~e calculated using control and factor in

fo~mation from the mastec data stores and input factors for 

each exchange. 

Transaction Data Store Prrocessing. The types of 

processing perrformed on the transaction data stoces include 

the transaction creation processing, which creates the 

transactions, reporting on the transactions, and usually, 

some kind of periodic processing that summacizes, ueports 

and expunges the out-of-date exchanges. 



Other Data Sto~es. Otherr data stores a~e used to 

implement special data prrocessing activities such as 

extrractions, so~ts orr inte~mediate result storrage. These 

data storres are of no concerrn to the logical designer. 
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These files are produced only as part of a particularr physi

cal implementation of an algorithm or process. These have 

nothing to do with logical rrequi~ements and only serrve as a 

tool for more efficient processing. 

A~chive data stores are also of little interest 

herre. Because of legal and accountability requirements, it 

is sometimes necessary to store data for long periods of 

time. These stores will be called a~chives. Arrchives may 

also include the storrage of data forr long range decision 

making extraction. These requirements are easily developed 

given the otherr requirements. Basically, for each master 

data store decide if deleted rrecords can be of any use in 

the future, an forr each transaction data store see if the 

records hold some usefullness for the future. Kottemann 

[1984] shows procedure and heuristics for establishing 

archive data stores. 

Specification of Inputs 

Inputs, for the purposes of this methodology will be 

specified as a prrocessing requirement. In te~ms of logical 

design it does not make sense to group and classify input 

elements except as rrequirements on a process. 
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Now that the functional data types and logical ~e-

quiuements have been defined, heu~istics can be defined to 

aid the IPA deeive~ in automatically assigning ~oles to the 

data elements in the logical system specification. Figu~e 

54 shows these heu~istics. 

Gene~al Natufe of 
Output Decomposition 

Output decomposition is the peocess of specifying 

the outputs of a system fi~st, and f~om these "decompose" to 

the p~ocess, data sto~e, and input specifications. 

The output decomposition prrocess heavily uses impli-

cation. The fi~st implication is that foe everry output, 

there must be one p~ocess that peoduces it. 

The p~ocedu~e fo~malized he~e will assume that p~o-

cesses must be defined fo~ all output info~mation sets, and 

for all data stores. 

The second major implication is that a p~ocess must 

produce each data element appea~ing on an output info~mation 

set o~ in a data sto~e. The th~ee possible ways of produc-

ing an element are by calculating the element f~om factors 

or cont~ol elements, by getting the element feom a data 

sto~e, o~ by getting the element as input. Using the heu-

ristics defined ea~lier a~ound the functional data types, it 

becomes easie~ to identify which alterrnative to choose. 
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Entity Exchange 

+-----------------------------------------------
Refe~ent Maste~ data store 
Unique Idenb 
and 
Descriptive 

Control Master data store 

Factor and Maste~ data sto~e 
Parameter 

Result P~ima~ily historical 
information updated 
and sto~ed in maste~ 
data store 

Status ????? 

Transaction data store 

Input and stored in 
Transaction data store 

Input and sto~ed in 
Transaction data store 

Calculated and stored in 
Transaction data store 

Fig. 54. IPA Heuristics for Data Element Assignment 
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The te~m calculation will be used fo~ any method of 

deriving an element as a function of other elements. A 

calculation can be a simple formula, such as 

"g~oss_pay := numbe~ of hou~s * wage_rate", 

or it can be a complicated algorithm such as the de~ivation 

of fede~al tax withholding based on seve~al factors and then 

using a table look-up. If an element is derived using a 

calculation, the designer must define the factors used in 

the calculation. These factors must then also be defined as 

coming from either another calculation, a data store, o~ an 

input to the process. We have then a recursive definition 

of the output decomposition process. At this step, the 

designe~ iterates until all of the elements that are output 

or a~e factors in calculations come from either a data store 

or are input. See figure 55. 

In order to dete~mine the source of each element on 

an output information set, the heuristics developed before 

are shown in figure 56. 

For determining the sou~ce for data store elements, 

a diffe~ent set of heu~istics a~e shown in figure 57. 

As the developer, or IPA deriver, implies the 

existence of each process, the a p~ocess specification is 

added to the data dictionary. As each element on the output 

is analyzed as to its source, a processing primitive 

specification is added to the process specification. After 



OUT PUT DEC 0 M P 0 SIT ION 

A P~ocess of Causal Infe~encing 

Fol' Example 

And 

OUT PUT 

implies the existence of a 

PRO C E S S 

OUT PUT I T E M 

implies the existence of sub-pl'ocesses to 

EITHER 

+-- CALCULATE 

+-- RETRIEVE FROM DATA STORE 

+-- INPUT 

Fig. 55. Causal Infel'encing fot' the Output 
Decomposition Pt'ocess 
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Refel!ent id 
and Descr:ip
tive 

Contl!ol 

Parameter: 
and Factor: 

Result 
and 
Status 
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Entity Exchange 
+-----------------------------------------------

Master data sto~e 

Master data store 

Mastel! data sto~e 

Pl!imar:ily histo~ical 
info~mation updated 
and sto~ed in maste~ 
data stOl!'e 

Transaction data store 

Input and stowed in 
Tuansaction data stol!e 

Input and stol!ed in 
Tl!ansaction data store 

Calculated and stol!ed 
in Tl!'ansaction data 
store 

Fig. 56. IPA Heuristics fol!' Determining Soul!ce of 
Output Set Elements 



RefetTent id 
and Descl!'ip
tive 

Contt:ol 

PatTamete~ 

and FactoI!' 

Result and 
Status 
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Entity Exchange 
+-----------------------------------------------

Input by maintenance 
processing 

Input by maintenance 
pl!'ocessing 

Input by maintenance 
prrocessing 

Updated by trransaction 
pt!ocessing 

Input by transaction 
ptTocessing 

Not applicable 

Input by t~ansaction 
pt:ocessing 

Calculated and stol!'ed 
ttTansaction data stot:e 

Fig. 57. IPA Heut!istics for DetetTmining Sourrce of 
Data Stol!'e Elements 
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all of the elements a~e analyzed, the p~ocess specification 

is a complete specification, ~eady to be analyzed fo~ 

physical design. It contains ~equi~ements fo~ data sto~es, 

all of the calculations necessa~y to p~oduce all of the 

~esults, and all of the inputs. 

As these p~ocessing p~imitives a~e specified, the 

data base is being developed to aid in the definition of the 

softwa~e tools needed to implement the system as desc~ibed 

in the next chapte~. 

Also, as the develope~, o~ IPA de~ive~, implies the 

existence of a data sto~e, a data sto~e specification is 

added to the data dictiona~y, along with the elements that 

it contains. 

The first phase of the output decomposition is to 

complete this p~ocess fo~ all of the output info~mation 

sets. At this point, the designe~ has a p~ocess with its 

outputs, inputs and calculations defined for each output 

info~mation set. He also has one o~ mo~e data sto~es 

defined. 

The next phase is to define f~om whe~e the data 

sto~es come. The designer can also imply that data stores 

must have a process that creates and maintains them. So, he 

again defines a p~ocess specification, and fo~ each element 

in the data sto~e, defines its origin, eithe~ a calculation, 
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anothe~ data store, O~ an input. 

This p~ocess is continued until all output and newly 

defined data stores have a prrocess that c~eates them, and 

until the final, resulting prrocesses get all of thei~ 

elements f~om inputs. The designe~ is then su~e that the 

system ~equirements arre complete and that the specification 

gives the minimal system to produce the outputs. See figure 

58. 

At the conclusion of this p~ocess, the designer has: 

1. A full set of prrocesses rrequired by the ta~get set 

including the calculations and algo~ithms needed, 

the data stores that are accessed and the inputs 

required. 

2. The necessary data stores. 

3. A minimal input specification. 

The designer is given a la~ge numberr of p~ocess, 

data store, and input specifications that contain varying 

magnitudes of intersection. A cluster analysis is performed 

on the processes and data sto~es to ~educe their number and 

logically group them. 

The clustering c~ite~ia for the processes is the 

deg~ee of intersection of the used data elements and 

calculations. Also, some p~ocesses will calculate and 

output a g~oup of elements that are classified as inputs to 

anothe~ process which builds a data sto~e. Fo~ instance, in 
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For each info~mation set 
begin 

so~t elements: desc~iptive, cont~ol, ~esults, facto~s, 

for each element in the cu~~ent info~mation set 
begin 

case element type 
desc~iptive : if data set does not exist forr the 

~eferrent entity, then 

cont~ol 

facto:? 

~esult 

create data set using 
"referrent name master data store" - - -

add descriptive element to data set 
of rrefel!ent 

if data set does not exist fo~ the 
referent entity, then 

create data set using 
"referent name master data sto~e" - - -

add cont~ol element to data set 
of ~efe~ent 

if data set does not exist fOI! the 
~efe~ent entity, then 

create data set using 
"referrent name master data sto~e" - -

add facto~ element to data set of 
f'eferent 

query designer for factors and 
processing p~imitive for each 
factor 

call this routine 

Fig. 58. The Output Decomposition Process (Complete) 
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a accounts ~eceivable system, a p~ocess will be defined to 

build invoices which inputs facto~s about the t~ansactions. 

Another p~ocess will p~oduce the statements f~om a data 

store and this data store will have a p~ocess which builds 

it f~om inputs. A cluste~ analysis will ~eveal that the 

inputs to the invoice p~ocess are the same as to the 

trasaction data store build process, so these ~equi~ements 

should be clustered so that the inputs are only put in once. 

The clustering criteria for the data stores is the 

degree of inte~section of their elements. Keeping in mind 

that the ~esult should maintain some degree of 

normalization. 

For eithe~ automating this process, or making it 

easie~ to manually implement, seve~al mo~e topics must be 

discussed. 

As soon as the designer encounters an element 

concerning an exchange, a data store specifiaction is 

implied and, the~efo~e, created. 

Inputs take another analysis. Inputs se~ve as 

either initial information in maste~ data sto~es, or as 

exchange info~mation. The maste~ data store information is 

of easy to identify. Using the output decomposition 

process, the designe~ knows that if the cu~rent p~ocess is 

building or maintaining a master data store, then all 

elements must be original input. For othe~ p~ocesses, 
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inputs will either be identifie~s of the entities involved 

in the exchange, or attributes of the exchange. For 

instance, in a payroll calculation process, one input will 

be the employee identification element, which the p~ocess 

then uses to access the employee maste~ data sto~e fo~ all 

of the necessary desc~iptive, cont~ol, and factor elements 

fo~ the calculations. The other input will be the 

particular hou~s worked fo~ calculating the gross pay 

r.esult. 

The problem is that in the decomposition p~ocess, 

several elements that look like facto~s a~e encounte~ed, and 

the~e needs to be a formal method fo~ distinguishing among 

them. Some of the elements will be perrmanent factorrs and 

some will be transient factorrs. Anothe~ way is determining 

whether it is an entity att~ibute or exchange att~ibute. In 

othe~ words, a pay rrate factor is a permanent value in the 

system, whereas the hours wo~ked is a trransient attrribute of 

a pa~ticula~ att~ibute. Using this pa~adigm, the designer 

can easily assign the elements to the prroper roles. 

Role of the Data Dictionary 

The data dictionary plays a vital role in this 

process. All of the output information sets are originally 

specified in the data dictionary. This is the place whe~e 

the data sou~ce analysis has taken place and the designer 

knows the sou~ce of all elements. As new data store 
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specifications a~e cueated, they a~e placed in the data 

dictionary with the specification of the elements placed in 

them. As new process specifications a~e c~eated, they a~e 

also placed in the data dictiona~y, with the calculation, 

data sto~e access, and input specifications for them. As 

input elements a~e defined, they are defined in the data 

dictionary with app~opriated sources and descriptions. In 

order to automate this process, there must be a 

sophisticated data dictionary mechanism. This mechanism 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 

IPA Construction and Normalization 

Much time has been spent on describing normalization 

p~ocedures forr data stores. The output decomposition 

pwocess described above accomplishes most of third normal 

form by its very nature, without the designer having to 

necessarily unde~stand the no~malization process. 

First normal form [Codd, 1970] states that all 

repeating groups must be removed form a data structure. By 

in large, repeating groups result f~om trying to tie 

trransaction info~mation to master data store records. For 

example, holding the monthly purchases in the customer 

record. If the information is properly tagged as entity 

related or exchange related, this will never happen. 
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Second no~mal forrm ~equiues the ~emoval of fields 

not functionally dependent upon the key fields. This 

situation is caused by having infoumation on two diffe~ent 

entities, othe~ than just key fields, in the same recoud. 

If the entities aue p~ope~ly specified, the infoumation 

conce~ning each will be sto~ed in sepe~ate data stoues and 

this situation will not occu~. 

Third no~mal form requires the ~emoval of non-key 

elements that a~e not fully functionally dependent on the 

p~ima~y key and that are functionally dependent on any other 

non-key domain. This situation occuus when a ~esult is 

sto~ed with the factors and cont~ol va~iables used to 

calculate the result. If results a~e only sto~ed in the 

t~ansaction data sto~es, and not the factors and cont~ol 

va~iable that are p~operly placed in the maste~ data sto~es, 

this situation will not occu~. 

As a natu~al by-puoduct of this output decomposition 

process, most data stores will be in the p~oper thiud no~mal 

form. 

IPA Const~uction and Automatic 
Code Gene~ation 

Given the softwa~e engineering concepts described on 

a previous chapter, and the fact that processing p~imitives 

may be specified in the data dictionary, automatic code 

gene~ation (ACG) is becoming a close~ rreality. This 

~esearrch will describe ACG as code splicing and use of 
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higher and highe~ level languages. Maste~ data sto~e data 

processing can easily be generalized. Other housekeeping 

functions can also be generralized. Code splicing can be 

performed from the data dictionarry, where all processing 

p~imitive specification are stored. 



CHAPTER 6 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIBRARY 

Part of automated information systems development is 

the software development. This should be differentiated 

from the system design itself. The purpose of this chapter 

is to look at some techniques for increasing productivity in 

software development. 

software engineering has received quite a bit of at-

tention in the past few years. It has been treated in nu-

merous books and articles all proposing some new way of 

coding programs. See [Stevens, Myers and Constantine, 

1974], [parnas, 1972] [Kernighan and Plauger, 1981], 

[Waters, 1982], [Teichroew and Hershey, 1977], and 

[Halstead, 1977]. 

This chapter discusses the characteristics of a 

software development environement and methods for making the 

developer more efficient by using the concepts of functional 

layering, and enterprise data types. Enterprise data types 

have two dimensions that will be discussed. Next a sample 

set of tools used to develop the plexsys system is shown and 

evaluated. 
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Cha~acte~istics of a Softwa~e 
Development Envi~onment 

Befo~e any discussion of the implementation of a 
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softwa~e envi~onment, the desirable cha~acteristics will be 

discussed. 

Extension of the Language. In highly interactive, 

use~ friendly systems as much as seventy pe~cent of the code 

deals with user interface, string manipulation and special-

ized data types. The language used to implement target sys

tems should be robust in thei~ support of these activities. 

Unfo~tunately, most languages are developed as general pu~-

pose languages and do not give such support. COBOL was de-

veloped as a ~obust language for the business problem 

domain. However, time has passed it by, and now each ma-

chine manufacturre~ is supporting different additions to 

COBOL to b~ing it up to contemporary standa~ds. 

Ideally, the implementation envirronment should sup-

port a language that offers all of the ope~ations stated 

above. In the absence of languages that fully support all 

of these, a language can be extended to cover these. 

Common User Interface. A very important aspect of 

use~ f~iendly interfaces is that all interaction look the 

same. Using a common set of highe~ level routines helps the 

application p~ogrammerr accomplish this. 
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Extended Data Types. PASCAL lets the use~ define 

different data types, howeve~, the language does not suppo~t 

functions to manipulate these data types. Business applica

tions often heavily use such data types as dates, times, 

integers with commas, dolla~s, o~ Yes o~ No (boolean) va~ia

bles. These ~outines add functions to pe~fo~m I/O ope~a

tions and sto~age operations on these data types. The li

brary does not cur~ently support all of the data types men

tioned above, but the example forr easy extension is the~e. 

Gene~alized Record P~ocessing. PASCAL allows the 

user define reco~d structures to implement record prrocess

ing. However, if these reco~d structures arre used, it is 

impossible to write generalized ~outines. These routines 

give the application prog~amme~ the capability to 'move' 

eve~y data type to a PACKED ARRAY[ •• ] OF CHAR. with this 

capability, the application programmerr can w~ite generalized 

rroutines by simply keeping t~ack of the starting position in 

the packed array, the length of the field, and the data 

type. 

Po~tability. All highe~ level languages, even 

though they may follow ANSI standards, have differences, 

especially in the I/O functions. Whenever the prrogrammer 

must rre-implement a set of prrograms on anothe~ machine, 

these differences make the transference very time consuming. 

These routines seg~egate machine independent code into se

parate modules to minimize the modifications when moving 



them f~om one machine to anothe~. 

A Foundation fo~ the ESDL 
Softwa~e Tool Development 
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The P1exsys ESDL is developed along a thuee dimen

sional structure (figu~e 59). The first dimension is the 

degree of functional 1aye~ing. This is a continuum of how 

much the procedu~e knows about the machine veusus how much 

it knows about the application. The second axis is the 

enteup~ise data types. This is defining a complete set of 

data types that are useful and f~iendly to the user. These 

are prima~i1y defined in the IPA constuuction. The thi~d 

axis is the operations that must be defined fou each level 

and each ente~p~ise data type. 

The functional layering concept will be explained 

first, then the operation classes will be explained in the 

context of the example ente~prrise data types. 

Functional Laye~ing 

The basic method fou inc~easing developer product iv-

ity is the notion of functional layering of softwaue. A 

basic definition is that the software tools a~e layered such 

that each highe~ layer knows less about the operating envir-

onment and mo~e about the application. 

This concept is not a new one. A simple analogy can 

be d~awn using the notion of higher level programming lan-

guages. At the firrst layer, the compiler wrrite~ must know 
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the inte~nal wo~kings of a pa~ticu1att machine's a~chitec

tutte, but ca~es only about the gene~al natu~e of a pa~ticu

lar applications that will be developed using the language. 

At the next level, the p~og~ammer using a highe~ level lan

guage, for example FORTRAN o~ COBOL, needs to know very 

little about about the machine architecture, but knows about 

the target application. Languages such as FORTRAN add mo~e 

functional layering to the language by adding function 

libraries that are used often by the language users. This 

is seen by the mathematical ~outines that a~e usually 

bundled with the FORTRAN compiler. COBOL also is extended 

with functions that are heavily used by business 

prog~ammers, such as the MERGE and SORT opettations. These 

are me~ely anothe~ level in the functional layering. The 

prog~ammerr is not concerned with how the so~t ope~ation, or 

the sine calculation is procedurally perfottmed, but just 

that the requitted uesults are pttoduced. This concept is es

sentially developing the notion of non-puocedu~al language, 

where the proceduue is not specified, 'but only the an 

opettation. See figure 60. 

Ente~prise Data Types 

The ente~prise data types have been discussed in 

chapter 4. 
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Knows details of a pauticular: 
machine's auchitectu~e 

Knows enough about a parrticulalT 
machine's alTchitecturre and the 
form of a high level language 

Knows little about a particular 
fot!'m 
Knows mor;e about an application 

Knows procedur:e of a par;ticulalT 
function but does not rrequirre 
that p~ocedure to be specified 
by the application pr:og~ammer 

Added by programmer as specific 
functions alTe required 

Fig. 60. The Functional Layerring Concept 
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Ope~ations Classes 

The ope~ation classes, orr thirrd dimension, is that 

all data types have seve~al classes of operrations that may 

be perrforrmed on them. The~e arre th~ee types of these opera

tions: user input and output, internal manipulations and 

file sto~age and retrieval. 

Use~ input is conce~ned with getting a value of a 

enterprise data type from a terminal and editting it with a 

given set of editting rrules. In an interactive, userr 

friendly environment, it is very imporrtant that the editting 

rules be well defined and the userr be given immediate feed

back on the validity of new data. Input also involves con

version to the inte~nal storage format. Output of data in

volves formating data to what the user expects to see on the 

terminal. This involves conversion frrom internal storage 

format and formating to output format and displaying the 

data. Outputing also needs to know the editting rules for 

formating. 

The second operation class is interrnal manipulation, 

or the operations that can be defined and perforrmed on a 

data type. Most data types will need assignment and compar

ison operations. Specific data types may also need special 

operations such as incrementing or other arithmetic 

operations. 
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The thiud ope~ation class is conve~sion to and f~om 

exte~nal storage forrmat, and file sto~age. These ope~ations 

a~e concerned with the fo~mat of the data as it is stored in 

seconda~y sto~age and the conve~sions to and f~om the se

conda~y storage fo~mat and the internal rrep~esentation. An 

impo~tant rrequirement on these routines is that they allow 

generalized record puocessing. 

Definition of a enterrp~ise data type entails first 

selecting an internal representation and developing the set 

of ope~ations for each operation class. 

Selection of Inte~nal Rep~esentation 

Application specific data types are mapped as sub

sets or supeusets of the inte~nal data types. Dates and 

times can be sto~ed as integers, dollars as floating point 

numbe~s and names as strings. Mo~e complicated data types 

such as the invoice number example may be defined as strings 

with routines that can treat parts of them as numbers. 

The thuee criteria for selecting an internal repre

sentation are the inte~nal storage efficiency, the conve~

sion ove~head frrom its external rep~esentation, and the ef

ficiency of its manipulations. 

The inte~nal ~epresentation should be selected such 

that is uses storage efficiently. Numbers usually take less 

internal storage if sto~ed as intege~s rather than character 

st~ings. A number such as "16000" can be sto~ed in two 
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bytes as an integer, but would take five bytes if storred as 

a st~ing. Invoice numbe~s may be storred as special ~eco~d 

types with a charracter st~ing pa~t and an integerr part. 

Dates and times can be converted to an intege~ fo~mat ~e

qui ring 4 bytes of memo~y instead of eight orr ten. Yes and 

No variables can be stoued as single bits in a byte or use a 

whole byte. It is obviously moue sto~age efficient to store 

them as bits, but processing efficiency may require the byte 

format. 

In most business data processing applications, the 

majority of the p~ocessing time is the reading, fo~mating 

and writing of the data. In the Plexsys system, this is 

also true. Therefo~e, heavy consideration should be given 

to the time it takes for conversion of a data type from its 

external rep~esentation, to a usable internal ~epresenta

tion. The most efficient method is to sto~e everything as a 

packed st~ing of characters externally. This is equivalent 

to storing things in a binary format. This means that upon 

reading a record, no data conve~sion must take place. Only 

those fields that are needed for manipulation in each appli

cation are converted to thei~ internal reprresentations. 

The final criteria is the efficiency of internal 

manipulations. Any data types that have high amounts of 

arithmetic pe~formed upon them should be sto~ed internally 

as an integer. Cases such as the invoice number that have 

only a single ope~ation performed on it in the life of the 
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number, and have only the manipulation of inc~ementing by 

one, can use string arithmetic morre efficiently than conver-

sion from an integerr format. 

This is also the reasoning behind the COBOL data 

types. A pwog~amme~ can specify a nume~ic value to be 

storred as charracte~s, as BCD or as an intege~ depending upon 

the type of manipulations fo~ which it is used. 

Internal Manipulations of 
Enterprise Data Types 

Each data type has specific internal manipulations 

to be perforrmed upon it. Dollarrs a~e used fo~ comparrison 

and arithmetic. Names and strings are used for text 

processing and forrmating. Dates and times arre used for com-

parison. As each data type is established, the pa~ticular 

set of manipulations are developed. If an inte~nal data 

type is chosen that is equivalent to one supplied by the ma-

chine architecture, and if the set of internal manipulations 

can be mapped onto the set of machine manipulations for that 

machine data type, then the developer does not need to 

define any of the manipulations. If howeve~, the developer 

has created data types that are hybrids of the machine data 

types, the invoice number for example, then the developer 

must create functions that perforrm the necessa~y 

manipulations on each ~outine. See below for an example of 

this manipulation. Since the invoice number is based on the 

array of character data type, they are compared using the 



st~ing comparrison prrocedurre. 

p~ocedurre 

(va~ invoice num 

label 999: 

intege~: 

begin 
cu~~ent digit := const invoice num len: 
while cur~ent digit> 3 do (* wherre 3 is the *) 

999 
end: 

begin - (* first digit *) 
if invoice num[cu~~ent digit] = '9' then 

begin - -
invoice num[cur~ent digit] := '0': 
cur~ent-digit := cu~~ent digit - 1: 

end - -
else 

end: 

begin 
invoice num[currrent digit] := 

chr(ord(invoice num[cu~rent digit]) + 1): 
goto 999: - -

end; 

Input and Output of 
Enterprise Data types 

The trend in business systems is towarrd highly 
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inte~active systems. Much of the p~ocessing that was once 

done as batch are being conve~ted to the mo~e user efficient 

inte~active, on-line systems. with this in mind, the topic 

of input and output is la~gely one of te~minal-use~ inter.-

face. Printed output will also be discussed, howeverr in 

te~ms of how it relates to its connections with the 
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inte~active softwa~e. 

The following input and output material will be the 

first example to explore the concept of functional layerring. 

The fi~st laye~ of softwa~e to be developed will unde~stand 

the machine and have ve~y little unde~standing of the ente~

prise data type. The second laye~ will know nothing of the 

machine, have complete knowledge of the fo~m and function of 

the enterp~ise data type, and know very little about the 

useu inteuface. The last layer, will know little of the 

enterprise data type, but unde~stand how useus want to 

inteuface with the system. 

Puimarry Input Functions. Programming languages all 

supply some READ orr GET function that allows the application 

to get information fuom the use~. These rroutines usually 

allow the use~ to enter an instance of a particular data 

type and if the the input is of the w~ong type the compiler 

gene~ated code eithe~ responds with a ve~y unfrriendly rre

quest to re-enter or there is a very catast~ophic message 

and an abort. Besides the problem of unfriendliness, the 

compile~ only knows a limited set of data types, and a lot 

of data can be entered beforre the application rresponds to 

the e~rou. To eliminate these prroblems, the developerr of 

the system must cueate routines that know each data type, 

and respond when the errrror is made with a meaning message. 
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The basis fo~ all of the userr inte~face input is a 

~outine that can get a cha~acter with no echo. This 

function is not usually supplied as a standa~d function with 

high level languages, so the developerr must know a bit about 

the ta~get system. Some micrro-computerr implementations 

offe~ a function to do this, [Digital Research, 1981], 

[Microsoft, 1983], as an extension of the language. Othe~ 

possibilities arre extensions to the operating system to 

which the applications have access [Digital Equipment 

Corpo~ation, 1982]. The non-echo input is of extreme impor

tance because it will allow the application to define and 

edit entecpcise data types as discussed in subs equant sec

tions. Forr now, the use of such an input mode is that it 

allows the application to inspect and reject cha~acterrs that 

a~e not valid, to allow use of special function keys and 

control charactecs, and to allow more sophisticated menu se

lection processing. 

LGETCH will always return an ascii cha~acter, so 

conve~sion will take place in the next layer of routines. 

This routine will also underrstand special function keys and 

control characterr sequences such that it can pass back a 

single response that is meaningful to the application. 

The LGETCH procedure, below, is using the Digital 

Equipment Corporation VAX/VMS call to the queued input and 

output services. This is only one example. Otherr machines 

will have simila~ methods for doing the same thing. The 
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impo~tant cha~acte~istic of this ~outine is that it does not 

echo the cha~acte~ as it is typed. This leaves the echoing 

function to the ~esponsibility of the system develope~, not 

the compiler. Echoing will be shown in the next layer of 

p~ocedures. 

Since the application wants to use special cha~ac

te~s and function key cont~ol sequences, this layer must 

also know the fo~mat of these characters. GETCH, below, de

termines if the input is a function key sequence and passes 

the caller an app~opriate, preassigned value to each 

function key. It uses LGETCH to get each cha~acter. It 

must also know the type of terminals used fo~ the applica

tion. In this example, the Digital VT100 and VT52 te~minal 

standa~ds are suppo~ted. 

Prima~y Terminal Output Functions. The te~minal 

output functions include putting a characte~ or stream of 

characters to the terminal and control the terminal as an 

output device. The output functions are equivalent to the 

standa~d write functions supplied with higher level lan

guages. 

The terminal control functions include the 

positioning of the curso~, clearing all or parts of the 

screen, and highlighting parts of the screen. These are 

accomplished by sending sequences of control cha~acters to 

the terminal, preceeded by a special non-printing character 

that tells the te~minal softwa~e that the characters are to 
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be used fo~ cont~ol and not to be p~inted. 

These ~outines need to unde~stand the inte~nal ope~

at ions of the pa~ticula~ terminal device being used. The 

cont~ol sequences a~e diffe~ent fo~ each te~minal make, so a 

set of these ~outines must be supplied fo~ type of te~minal 

being used. The purpose of this laye~, then, is to 

eliminate the need to know how a pa~ticula~ te~minal works 

from the application p~og~ammer. The higher level layers 

me~ely need to know that a pa~ticula~ function must be per

formed, not how the particular device perfo~ms that 

function. 

Use~ Input and Output Inte~face. The basis for all 

input is the ability to get and edit a string. Since the 

first layer only responds with ASCII characters, the user 

layer must know the p~oper subset of characte~s that are 

legal for each data type and the prope~ fo~mat of each data 

type. 

The use~ input and output layer is to know the pa~

ticula~ editting rules and allowable values for the data 

type just and BASIC knew the editting rules and allowable 

values for the integer. 

User Inte~face Layer. The final layer of input and 

output software contains functions for unifo~mly managing 

the display and ret~ieval from the user. The concept of the 

window has received wide attention in the recent literature. 

The window layer knows nothing of the terminal or ope~ating 
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system featu~es, ve~y little of the ente~p~ise data types, 

but allows a unifo~m and easy inte~face fo~ the use~. 

A window is defined by desc~ibing the location on 

the sc~een, its dimensions, and its type and othe~ attrib

utes. The location and dimension tell the window management 

softwa~e whe~e on the sc~een and how la~ge to make the 

window. The types define fo~ the Plexsys project a~e: 

standard 

documentation 

sc~olling menu 

date 

dollar 

label 

menu 

intege~ 

percentage 

These types dictate how the window management soft-

wa~e allows access to the window. A label window can be 

displayed but cannot be alte~ed accept by the application 

p~oguam. A standatd window can be used fow display and ac

cepting text type data. The integer, date, percentage and 

dolla~ window types a~e subsets of the standarrd window, ex

cept that they only allow the appropriate enterp~ise data 

type. Documentaion type windows are of a certain size that 

couresponds to Plexsys system documentation. The~e are two 

types of menu windows. The fi~st type allows a single 

cha~acter to be entered and choosen. It edit all input to 

make sure that it matches one of the cha~acte~s in the 

allowable cha~acte~ list. The scrolling menu can display a 

list of entries and allow the use~ to use the curso~ 
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positioning keys to make a selection. All of the window can 

be marked as read only to allow only display in that parti-

cular window. Also, windows can have a co~~esponding window 

which allows the application progeam to process the windows 

together. Fo~ example, a standa~d window may have a label 

window which indicates it pu~pose to the application 

program. These would be corrresponding windows. 

Recoed Processing of 
Enterprise Data Types 

P~og~amming languages such as COBOL and PASCAL allow 

the application to define reco~d structures. These rrecocd 

stcuctuee define the individual fields in the record by 

thei~ type and size. The order of the field definition im-

plicitly establish their order in the eecord. The language 

also then defines procedures for manipulation of the eecord 

and their component fields. A problem with this approach is 

that the user has a limited set of data types from which to 

choose. COBOL for example allows alphabetic, alphanumeric 

or numeric. PASCAL allows string, integer or real, and hy-

brids of these. These do not cover all of the enterrprise 

data types. 

The other major problem with this approach is the 

inflexibility that it builds into application p~ograms. All 

master files have a master file maintenance associated with 

them. If the language used is COBOL, each maintenance 

program must be written separrately so that it can define the 
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~ecord stuucture. So even though, the programs do exactly 

the same functions, there must be as many maintenance p~o-

grams as the~e are files. 

If, howeve~v records are stoaed in a simila~ st~uc-

ture, and with this structu~e the~e is a table describing 

the position in the reco~d, the length and the type of each 

field, a single p~ogram could be waitten to pe~fo~m the 

maintenance function on all of the master files. This is 

the apprroach adopted in the Plexsys software. All reco~d 

structu~es are sto~ed as packed arrrays of characters with an 

associated "dictionary" to desc~ibe the individual fields. 

In o~der to process each field, there must be routines that 

can ~et~ieve and insert each ente~p~ise data type f~om the 

packed a~ray of characters. This is accomplished by the 

following set of routines. 

The Plexsys Libraries as an Example 
of a Softwa~e Development Lib~a~y 

The software used to develop the Plexsys system de-

sc~ibed in this dissertation and [Kottemann, 1984] use the 

approach described in this chapte~. This section is a ove~-

view of the st~uctu~e of the software libraries used in the 

Plexsys system. The rroutines in these libraries are reprre-

sented in Appendix A, and overviewed below. 
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As the following routines are discussed, the 

concepts of functional layering, operational classes, and 

enterprise data types are used. 

The functional layering concept is explained in 

light of of the use of low level, middle level, and 

application level libraries. The low level libraries are 

seldom called by the application level, although they are 

availabel to the application level programs. The are used 

extensively by the middle level libraries. Again, the low 

level libraries isolate the workings of the particular 

machine from the middel level and application level 

routines. 

The middle libraries are never called by the low 

level libraries, but are used extensively by the 

application level programs. The middle level libraries 

provide knowledge of the operations classes on enterprise 

data types, including user interface through a window 

architecture, generalized record processing interface 

through a database management system, and other routines 

necessary for the application level programs. 

The application level is not discussed here, but 

examples of the application level are discussed throughout 

the dissertation as the appropriate programs are discussed. 

Other target system applications should include a 

generalized file maintenance program, a generalized file 

listing program, and a generalized record query program. 
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Low Level Softwa~e Lib~a~ies 

At the lowest level there are th~ee lib~a~y files. 

These lib~a~ies include ~outines fo~ data type manipulation, 

terminal inte~face, and file inte~face. 

Data Type Manipulation. The data type manipulation 

libca~y contains ~outines that enable the application to 

move data types to and f~om a generalized ~eco~d format, and 

conve~t data types to and from different formats. For in-

stance, numbers and dolla~s a~e input and output as 

cha~acte~ st~ings, but internally manipulated as integers 

and floating point reals. A list of some of the functions 

in the data type manipulation librracy is below. 

o Move strings from one record to another o~ from one 

position in a rrecord to another position. 

o Scan for a particular characte~ in a string. Used 

fo~ parsing tokens in a st~ing. 

o Skip characters in a string. This routine is used 

in conjunction with the previously described ~outine 

to skip all of the, for instance, blanks to find the 

next token in the string while parsing. 

o Compare two strings for equivalence. 

o Conve~t an intege~ variable to a string fo~mat for 

presentation to the use~. 
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o Conve~t a st~ing format to an integerr va~iable fOe 

calculation. 

o Converrt dates and times in stcing forrmat to an 

integerr va~iable fo~ comparison and calculations. 

o Conve~t integer forrmat dates and times to st~ing 

fo~mat for usee presentation. 

o Insert an enterp~ise data type into the generalized 

recorrd sto~age format for file storage. 

o Retrieve an enter.prise data type from the generral

ized record stocage format fo~ use by the applica

tion. 

Terminal Interface. The te~minal interface routines 

provide functions forr sophisticated interface with a termin

al device. This level of routines must have knowledge of 

the workings of the particu1arr device. The next level of 

~outines, discussed below, call these and have no knowledge 

of the terminal device. As the terminal device is changed, 

so must this set of interface routines. The routines pro

vided are listed below. 

o Get any charracter from the terminal. 

o Get an interpreted charracte~ frrom the te~minal. 

This routine must have knowlege of the function key 

o~ganization and control codes. It uetu~ns a mapped 

value defined in SPECCHAR.PAS. 



o Put a cha~acte~ to the te~mina1. 

o Put a stream of cha~acte~s to the te~minal. In a 

multi-p~ocessing envi~onment, output inte~~upts 

cause a delay in p~ocessing, the~efowe, this 

~outines sends many cha~acte~s to the te~minal in 

one inte~~upt. 

o Place the cu~sorr to an add~ess on the te~minal. 

o Clearr entities on the te~minal such as fields, 

lines, windows, or the whole sc~een. 
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o Activate att~ibutes of the terminal device such as 

half intensity, blinking, underrlining, o~ ~everrse 

video. 

o Reset the attributes activited above. 

o Draw boxes a~ound windows on the te~minal. 

o Handle messages to the user for prompts, info~ma

tion, and usage diagnostics. 

File Interface. The file inte~face ~outines at the 

low level have knowledge of how the ope~ating system per

fo~ms ~eco~d handling. These routines handle the physical 

stroage and retieval of data from the database and othe~ 

files. The routines provided a~e listed below. 

o Reading and writing relative recorrds from and to the 

~elative file st~uctu~e used in the JAMES database. 



o Management of the index st~uctu~e forr quick keyed 

access to ~ecorrds in the JAMES database. 
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o Management of pages in the inte~na1 ~ecorrd buffers 

fo~ JAMES database physical reco~ds. 

o Management of logical rrecorrds with the physical 

s of a JAMES database. 

Middle Level Softwa~e Lib~arries 

At the middle level of the 1ib~a~y structure, there 

a~e three 1ib~a~y files. These 1ib~a~ies include ~outines 

for user reco~d manipulation, window and ente~prise data 

type inte~face, and rreport gene~ation. 

User Reco~d Manipulation. The user reco~d manipula

tion routines are simi1a~ to COBOL data manipulation lan

guage. They allow the userr to read, write, delete, and re

write recorrds to the file. The JAMES data manipulation 

allow these operations with reco~d key access and database 

key access. The routines p~ovided a~e listed below. 

o Get a ~eco~d f~om a JAMES database with eithe~ a lo

gical ~eco~d key o~ database key. 

o Create and write a new record in a JAMES database 

based on eithe~ a logical record key or database 

key. 

o Delete a rreco~d from a JAMES database based on 

eithe~ a logical rrecord key or database key. 



o Re-wuite a ~ecord to a JAMES database based on 

eithe~ a logical record key o~ database key. 
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Window and Enterp~ise Data Type Interface. The pri

ma~y application interface with the use~ is th~ough a window 

management function. The routines in this lib~a~y p~ovide 

the application with the ability to c~eate, modify, edit, 

and display windows of ce~tain types to the use~. The 

~outines p~ovided are listed below. 

o Create a window definition fo~ a particula~ applica

tion. 

o Store and retrieve window definitions to and from a 

file o~ JAMES database. 

o Display, re-paint, clea~, and edit a window of text 

or a given ente~prise data type. 

Repo~t Gene~ation. The report generration ~outines 

p~ovide a means for c~eating unifo~m repo~ts in the Plexsys 

system. This lib~a~y allows the application to build ~e

po~ts by adding headings in the p~oper fo~mat, and adding 

lines to the report with p~ope~ ma~gins and spacing. The 

~outines p~ovided are listed below. 

o Put standa~d headers to a report. 

o Put a line of text to the report with proper spacing 

and indentation. 
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SummalTY 

In summalTY, the pUlTpose of functional layelTing and 

enterprise data types used togethelT is to develop a set of 

libralTies such that the application prrogrammer can develop 

plTograms mOlTe efficiently and moue bug flTee. Side effects 

of this apprroach alTe that the lTesulting programs will be 

much mOlTe user friendly. This in fact may be a wOuking de

finition of the "friendly user interface" that is bandied 

about so of.ten today. 

FigulTe 61 gives a notion of a global success c~i

telTia for the software base. On one axis, the functional 

layer is complete if all of the knowledge of the machine is 

at the very lowest layer. And all of the knowledge of the 

application is at the velTY highest layer. Across the other 

dimension, success is measured by the completeness of the 

coverage of all necessary manipulations on each data type. 

As opposed to global success, local success can be 

judged by the notions of information distribution and mini

mum potential volume. Parnas [1972] has shown how informa

tion distlTibution is a good way for developing lalTge soft

waITe families. Halstead [1977] has shown how meaSUlTements 

can judge the simplicity and ease of use of the lTesulting 

routines. 
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data type) 

+--------------------------------------------------------
Knowledge of a Data Type 

Fig. 61. Two Dimensions of Softwa~e Tools 
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These notions of abstFact data types aFe not new 

ones. Programming languages such as COBOL and PASCAL have 

given pcogrammers some facilities fo~ implementing these. 

It is more a matter of how to implement such things. 



CHAPTER 7 

A CASE EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF PLEXSYS 

The case presented below is a small subset of the 

case developed in [Kottemann and stott, 1984]. It is not 

intended to be a complete solution of the case problem, but 

a tractable example of the Plexsys methodology and tools. 

A Brief Overview of the XXX Case 

The case is based on a large retail department 

store. A store of this size has many departments, each with 

varying information requirements. For instance, the tool 

department has different requirements than the women1s 

apparel department. This case concentrates on the men1s 

apparel department. 

One of XXX major concerns is to keep the men1s 

clothing department as high quality as possible. They feel 

that their reputation rests largely on the goodwill built up 

through good service and high quality merchandise in this 

department, and they do not want it to slip. 

Geographically, there are three regions, each with a 

regional office. The main administration offices are lo

cated in Tucson, the horne of the first store. The regions 
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and thei~ offices a~e: 

o South -- Acizona, New Mexico, Southe~n Califo~nia 11 

stores, With the ~egional headquacte~s in Tucson 

o Pacific No~th -- No~the~n California, Ocegon, 

Washington, 12 sto~es, With the ~egional headquar

ters in Po~tland 

o Midland West -- Nevada, Colocado, Idaho, Utah 10 

stores, With the ~egional headquarte~s in Denverr 

The sto~es have several different names and motiffs 

depending on thei~ geogcaphical location, weather patterns 

and area lifestyle. The southwestern stores ~eflect the 

warmer climate and mo~e out-doo~ lifestyle. The pacific 

north stores ~eflect the access to the ocean, but a cooler 

climate. xxx believes that western people are more indepen

dent minded and not as effected by the eastern fashion 

t~ends, so XXX ca~ries clothes more suitable to the local 

environment. 

The men's apparel departments carry between 200 and 

250 products at any given time. These pcoducts va~y 

seasonally and with current fashion dictates. Mo~e than 

fashion, though, the products vacy geographically, as 

explained above. 

Men's apparel is divided into three g~oups: 

clothing, sportswearr, and accessories. In the t~ade, the 

term clothing includes suits, sports coats and d~ess slacks, 
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the te~m sportswea~, washable pants, sportshiuts, shorts, 

sweaters, jackets and knit shirts, and the te~m accessories 

cove~ing all other items including underwear, socks, 

hankerchieves and shoes. 

The information kept about these items is used not 

only fou orrderring and inventorying, but for product evalua

tion. Some of the characteristics or product attributes 

that XXX catalogs arre: 

o prroduct type -- shirt, slack, shoe, tie, sox, belts, 

unde~garment, skirrt (note: if category = sportswear 

and prod type = sox, then it's a sports sock) 

o colors -- red, green, blue, grey, white, black, 

beige, light blue, solid, striped. 

o sizes -- (shirts) x-small, small, medium, large, 

x-large (waist) 20, 21, 22, •.• , 34, 36, ••• , 42 

(shoes) 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, ••• , 12, 12.5 

o materrials cotton, cotton blend, wool, wool blend, 

synthetic 

o manufactures (clothing labels) 50-75 

o vendors -- 15-20 (vendors to labels many to many) 

Each store has an average of 12 employees who in the 

men's apparel department for a total of about 360 employees 

for that department storre wide. At the store level, there 

is a department manager who is in charge of the employee, 

stock ordering for his department, stock display, et cetera. 
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The store manage~ has an assistant manage~ so that the~e is 

a manager on the floo~ at all times, including the weekends. 

The~e are usually 4 or 5 salesmen of a pool of 7 salesmen on 

the floo~ at all times, and more at peak seasons. The~e is 

also at least 2 stockboys who make delive~s, help with the 

display assembly and dis-assembly and other errands. 

XXX has a c~edit depa~tment that issues c~edit ac

counts and cards to good custome~s. Cu~~ently the~e is 2000 

to 3000 cu~rent credit customerrs. One of the evaluations 

fo~ the main office is the prrofitabi1ity of the c~edit cus

tomers. Too many custome~s with c~edit is ve~y expensive, 

hence, not p~ofitable, but credit does stimulate a constant 

~eturn business frrom customers. 

On the ave~age day, all XXX men's departments gener

ate about 3000 to 5000 sales transactions per day with 500 

to 1000 of those from credit carrd sales. 

In o~der to facilitate a mo~e succinct and meaning

ful exposition, a notation is developed to name the informa

tion elements contained in info~mation sets. Most of the 

elements on reports are aggregations of a particula~ element 

over a system attrribute, forr example sales amount as the 

element and time pe~iod, ~egion or salesmen the system at

t~ibute. In this case, the symbol "I" means "per the system 

attrribute". Fo~ example, 

sales_amount/region/year 

means that the item is total sales amount per region per 
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Application of the Plexsys Method 

Given the above overrview, the Plexsys methodology 

will be applied. 

Norrmative Requi~ements fo~ the 
Purchasing Business P~og~am 

As discussed in chapter 4, the normative ~equire-

ments analysis allows the develope~ to fill in the 
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transaction processing model as much as possible a prio~i to 

eliciting unique requi~ements. Some of the questions that 

are asked in the normative analysis and their answe~s for 

XXX a~e: 

1. Do you pUFchase materials? Yes. 

2. Do you p~ocess the materials? No. 

3. Do you handle the shipping of your materials? No. 

4. Do you warehouse the materials? Yes. 

Given these answe~s, the develope~ knows first that 

there needs to be a purchasing business program. Next, the 

refe~ents vendor, shippe~, and warehouse can be defined. 

The developer also knows that agents aFe necessarry for 

handling the purchasing, the warehouse receipt and distribu-

tion, and o~der payment. Transaction activities, p~ocedures 

and processes fo~ the purchasing program also include 

purchase order creation and transmission, order ~eceipt ver

ification, and payment processing. Data store requi~ements 
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include info~mation on the entities items, vendorrs, ~

houses, and shippers, and the exchanges purchase o~de~s and 

payments. Given that sometimes orrderrs may be cancelled or 

incomplete, counterr transaction activities, prrocedures and 

p~ocesses must be designed fo~ rremoving o~de~s frrom the 

system, and adjusting the orrders for un-sent goods, and 

back-o~de~s. The data item rrequirrements arre discussed 

below. 

Unique Requirements for the 
Purchasing Business Proguam 

The management of XXX describes to the developerr the 

general flow of info~mation as shown in figure 62. Each of 

the transactions explained below will refer to figurre 62. 

For the sake of brevity, the only transaction used 

from this production system as the example is the pu~chasing 

transaction. The main office looks at each item wherre the 

quantity on hand is less than the standard re-orde~ point. 

This information is given on the Re-order Selection Report, 

generated each week. The purchasing manager ueviews this 

report and ma~ks each item to be re-ordered while also 

considering the cu~rent point in the season, sales histo~y, 

and item category. (Fo~ instance, if an item is a fad, or 

special purchase item, the pu~chasing agent may decide 

against re-o~dering the item.) From this sheet, a purchase 

orderr is gene~ated, and sent to the respective vendous, and 

a receiving uepo~t is sent to the respective wauehouses. 



+---------+ 
Vendol:s 

+---------+ 
prroduct 
Ordel:s 
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+-----------+ 
Pl:oduct ------>1 1 

Watrehouse 
+---------1 1 

+-----------+ 

Payment Receiving 
RepolTt 

StolTe 
Ol:deli 

Ptroduct 

Statement 

v 
+-------------+ <--------+ v 

+----------+ 
Main Office ----- Repotrts ----> 

Stoll'es 
<-- Credit Info --> 

<-- Stol:e Ot'delT 

<--- Sales Info 
+-------------+ +----------+ 

PlToduct 

Payment Statement 

+----------+ 
+-------> ------+ 

Customer' 
+-------------- <------------+ +----------+ 

Fig. 62. PlToduct Flow for XXX 
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When the vendo~ sends the me~chandise, the wa~ehouse 

manage~ verifies the ~eceipt on the ~eceiving repo~t, ~e

co~ds any disc~epancies, and ~eturns the ~eceiving ~epo~t to 

the main office. This info~mation is used to update the 

pu~chase o~der. When the vendor bills the main office, the 

bill is reconciled with the updated purchase oude~. 

Weekly, a Cash Requi~ements Repo~t is gene~ated, 

listing all of the bills due that week and the total amount 

of cash needed to pay them. The comptroller ~eviews the 

list and marks the ones to be paid based on dollar amount, 

the terms, and the current cash position. A check and ~

ment stub is generated fo~ each of the bills marked to be 

paid. 

T~ansaction Documents Requirements. At this point 

the developer has defined the t~ansaction document require

ments to include a purchase orde~ (figure 63), a receiving 

~epout (figuue 64), and a payment stub (figuue 65). These 

documents are shown with thei~ respective data item contents 

and structu~e. The data items a~e also classified as to 

thei~ respective referents, functional data types, and 

enterp~ise data types. These will be more fully explained 

and utilized below. 

Decision Support Info~mation Requirements. At this 

point, the decision support information requirements a~e the 

~e-o~de~ selection I!'epo~t (figure 66) and the cash 
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PUlTchase O!!'derr 

Data Element IRefe~ent IFunc typelEdat type 
------------------------------+---------+---------+---------

T~ansaction Desc~iption 

Tag ------------------------
p.ozrdezr date 
p.o~del! id 
vendor!' id 

p.ozrdet: 
p.ol!'de!!' 
vendor 

Desc~iptive ----------------
vendorr name \vendor 
vendo~ addzress vendorr 

Contzrol --------------------
Value ----------------------

ol!delT sub-total 
ft"eight chalTges 
ol!delT total 

Contractual Agt"eement ------

TlTansaction Object Desc~iption 
Tag ------------------------

item id. . I item 
Desc!!'lptlve ----------------

item description litem 
Value ----------------------

item quantity oITdelTed o~deIT 
item cost item 
item total 

contr!ol 
I!ef uid 
t:ef uid 

\
descri P 
descl!'ip 

zresult 
!!'esult 
t'esult 

Izref uid 

Idesc!!'ip 

factozr 
factor! 
result 

date 
o~didst~ 
vendidstt' 

\ str~ng stzrlng 

dollar 
dollat' 
dollar 

litemidstlT 

IstlTing 

numbel!' 
dollar! 
dollar 

Fig. 63. PUlichase Olidet' Contents and StzructUrTe 
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Receiving Repol!t 

Data Element IRefel!ent IFunc typelEdat type 
------------------------------+---------+---------+---------

Tl!ansaction Descl!iption 
Tag ------------------------

I!eceiving date 
l7eceiving id 
vendol7 id 
waFehouse id 

Descriptive ----------------

I!ecv I!ept control 
I!ecv rept !!ef uid 
vendo!! ref uid 
wal!ehouse ref uid 

vendol! name vendoF descrip 
vendol! addl!ess vendor desczrip 
warehouse address wal!ehouse descFip 

Cont1701 --------------------
p.ol!der date \p.ol!der \contl!ol 
p.o!!del! id p.ol!del! ref uid 

Value ----------------------
cost/I!eceiving id Il!ecv I!eptlzref uid 

Cont~actual Agl!eement ------

Tl!ansaction Object Descl!iption 
Tag ------------------------

item id litem Iref uid 

Idescl!'ip 
Descl7iptive ----------------

item description litem 
Value ----------------------

Quant ol!del!ed/item 
Quant I!eceived/item 
item cost 

I!'ecv zrept facto!!' 
rrecv rept factol! 
item facto I!' 

date 
l!ecvidstl7 
vendidstr 
wl!'hsidstzr 

stl!ing 
stl!'ing 
stzring 

\
date 
ol!'didstr 

Idollal!' 

litemidstt!' 

Istl!ing 

numbec 
numbec 
dollal! 

Fig. 64. Receiving Report Contents and Stl!uctul!'e 
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Payment Stub 

Data Element IRefeuent IFunc typelEdat type 
------------------------------+---------+---------+---------

Transaction Description 
Tag --------~---------------

check id 
check date 
vendoli' id 

payment 
payment 
vendol!' 

Desc~iptive ----------------
vendoli' name Ivendorr 
vendoli' addli'ess vendoli' 

Contli'ol --------------------

li'ef uid 
contl!'ol 
l!'ef uid 

I
descriP 
descr!ip 

checkidstr 
date 
vendidstrr 

I stl!'~ng stli'lng 

statement id Istatementl~ef uid Istateidstr 
Value ----------------------

check amount I payment Ifacto~ Idollar 
Cont~actual Ag~eement ------

Transaction Object Description 
Tag -~--~-------------------
Descrlptlve ----------------
Value ----------------------

Fig. 65. Payment Stub Contents and Stl!'ucture 
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~egui~ements ~epo~t (figu~e 67). Using the model of the 

relationship between t~ansaction p~ocessing and decision 

suppo~t info~mation, the develope~ now specifies monito~ing 

activities and their ~espective support information. 

The management of XXX says that an impo~tant aspect 

of men's appa~el is to monito~ the sales by color. (In 

fact, XXX monito~s by size, mate~ial, label, and vendo~ 

also, but these will not be considered for the sake of 

brevity.) As the sto~es each have deparrtment manage~s who 

must order f~om the wa~ehouse, a weekly repo~t is ~equired 

to allow the managerrs to access whether they should oude~ 

more or less of a particular colow each week. This report 

(fiaure 68) tells the manage~ what colo~s a~e moving faste~ 

and slower, so that the managerr can always have the appro

priate stock on display. 

The pu~chasing agent must also know what colo~s are 

selling so that he may place appwop~iate o~ders. His ~eport 

is on a monthly basis, with another summary on a quartewly 

basis. These cepo~ts a~e shown in figu~es 69 and 70. 

The info~mation sets shown in figu~es 63 through 70 

have their ~espective items classified as to thei~ 

refe~ents, functional data types and ente~prise data types. 

The next step, then, is to begin the output decomposition. 
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Infol!'mation Set Weekly Store item Reo~deEing 
Decision 

FOIT Agent 
Task suppolTted 
PriolTity 
AcculTacy 
Response periodicity 
Response CalendalT 
CUlTrency 
Time HOl!'izon 
Accessed on 
OrdelTed on MajolT 
Ottdel!'ed on Minol!' 
Volume 

DepalTtment Manager 
Stock olTdelTing 
9 
95% 
weekly 
1st day of week 
end of plTevious week 
week 
item id 
item category 
item style 
1000's 

Data Element IReferent IFunc typelEdat type 
------------------------------+---------+---------+---------
item categolTY item 
item style item 
item id item 
item description item 
item color item 
item pl!'ice item 
qoh/item/day/week item 
quant on ottdeu/item id/day/week 
quant sold/item/day/week 
qoh/item/week 
quant on olTdett/item/week 
quant sold/item/week 

contlio1 
contuol 
I!'ef uid 
desclTip 
contITo1 
factoti 
lTesult 
lTesult 
I!'esult 
result 
liesult 
I!'esult 

it-catstr 
it-stlstlT 
itemidstl!' 
stl!'ing 
it-colstl!' 
dolla~ 
number 
numberr 
number 
number 
numbel!' 
numbelT 

Fig. 66. Item Re-Ordering Selection RepolTt Contents and StlTucture 



InfolTmation Set 
F'ol!' Agent 
Task suppol!'ted 
Pl!'iolTity 
Accull'acy 
Response PelTiodicity 
Response CalendalT 
CUl!'l!'ency 
Time HOl!'izon 
Accessed on 
OrdelTed on Majo!!' 
Ol!det!'ed on Minot!' 
Volume 

Weekly Cash Requit!'ements 
Comptl!'ollel1' 
Bill Payment 
10 
100% 
weekly 
1st day of week 
end of previous week 
week 
vendol:' id 
dolla!!' amount 
vendolT id 
# of vendolTs 
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Data Element IRefel1'ent IFunc typelEdat type 
------------------------------+---------+---------+---------
vendor id vendol!' t!'ef uid venidstr 
amount due lTesult dollar 
terms vendor cont!!'ol tell'mstr 
finance chal!'ge result dollar 

Fig. 67. Weekly Cash Requit!'ements Contents and StlTuctUlTe 



Information Set 
FotT Agent 
Task suppot'ted 
PtTio!?ity 
AccutTacy 
Response PetTiodicity 
Response Calendar 
Cur!?ency 
Time HOtTizon 
Accessed on 
Ordered on MajotT 
OrdetTed on MinotT 
Volume 

Weekly Sales by item colo!? 
StotTe Managerr 
PtToduct mix selection 
7 
75% 
weekly 
2nd day afte~ week 
end of week 
week 
item 
rregion id 
item color 
# of l1'egions * # of colorr 
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Data Element /Refel1'ent /Func type/Edat type 
------------------------------+---------+---------+---------
item color item cont!?ol it-colstr 
quant sold/it-col/week result numbe!? 
prrofit/it-col/week t'esult dollatT 

Fig. 68. Weekly Sales By Item Color Repol1't Contents and Strructure 



Infol!'mation Set 
Fol!' Agent 
Task suppot!'ted 
Pr:iol!ity 
Accul7acy 
Response Pel!'iodicity 
Response Calendar 
Cur:l7ency 
Time HOlTizon 
Accessed on 
Ol"del"ed on Major 
Otrdelied on Minor: 
Volume 

Monthly Sales by item colo~ 
Mal!'keting Manage!! 
Pl70duct coloI!' mix selection 
7 
75% 
monthly 
1st week aftel!' month 
end of month 
month 
item 
region id 
item color: 
# of l"egions * # of color: 
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Data Element IRefet!'ent IFunc typelEdat type ______________________________ + _________ + _________ + ______ ro __ 

item colol" item contl7ol it-colstl!' 
l7egion id t!'egion l"ef uid t!'egidstt!' 
Quant sold/it-col/t!'eg/mon t!'esult numbel!' 
pt!'ofit/it-col/I!eg/mon r:esult dollal" 
Quant sold/it-col/mon t!'esult numbel!' 
pl!'ofit/it-col/mon I!'esult dollal" 

Fig. 69. Monthly Item ColoI!' Repol!t Contents and StFuctUl!'e 
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Infol!'mation Set 
Fol' Agent 

Qual'tetrly Sales by item colo~ 
Mal'keting Managet' 

Task Suppol'ted 
Ptriorrity 
Accul'acy 
Response Perriodicity 
Response Calendatr 
Cutrl'ency 
Time HOl!'izon 
Accessed on 
Otrdered on Major 
Ordel!'ed on Minor 
Volume 

Ptroduct mix selection 
7 
75% 
qual!'terly 
2nd week after quarrter 
end of quarterr 
quat"ter 
item 
tregion id 
item colot" 
# of I!'egions * # of colot' 

Data Element IRefetrent IFunc typelEdat type 
------------------------------+---------+---------+---------
item color item control it-colsttr 
l'egion id region ref uid regidstr 
quant sold/it-col/~eg/qar l'esult number 
profit/it-col/reg/qar result dollar 
quant sold/it-col/qal' l'esult numbetr 
pl'ofit/it-col/qal' result dollar 

Fig. 70. Quarteuly Sales by Item Colot" Reporrt 
Contents and Stl!'ucture 
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The Output Decomposition 

As discussed in chapterr 5, the output decomposition 

p~ocess begins with the dete~mination of all of the 

~efe~ents fo~ the ta~get system. In this case, the entity 

l7efel7ents are 

stol!e, 

item, 

vendol7, 

shipper:, and 

wa~ehouse. 

The exchange ~efel7ents ~efe~ to the transaction 

documents and in this case a~e 

sto~e ordet!', 

pUl!chase orde~, and 

payment. 

The relational ~eferents which are used fo~ l7eport

ing aggregation pur:poses are 

item color 

!region 

item size 

item type 

fOIr item 

for' store 

fol!' item 

fol!' item 

Howevel7, the coloI!' l7efet!'ent will be the only one used in the 

rest of the case discussion. 
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Given the above ~efe~ents, the develope~ knows that 

the~e will be master data sto~es fo~ 

sto~e master data sto~e, 

item maste~ data sto~e, 

vendo~ maste~ data store, 

shippe~ master data store, and 

wa~ehouse maste~ data sto~e, 

and t~ansaction data stores for 

purchase trransaction data sto~e, 

receiving transaction data sto~e, and 

payment t~ansaction data store. 

For the remaining case example the only output data sets 

considered will be the purchase o~de~, the ~eceiving report, 

and the weekly sales by item color report. 

Output Decomposition of the 
Purchase Orde~ Output Set 

As discussed in chapter 5, the output decomposition 

procedure tells the developer that there will be a p~ocess 

for each of the above output sets. The developer can assume 

this because no output set can exist without some c~eation 

activity. This is analogous to saying that a car must have 

a manufactuFing p~ocess if it has been manufactured. 

Therefore, the developer can assume that the~e is a 

p~ocess that can be named the pu~chase o~der c~eation pro-

cess. This process called "pu~chase orde~ creation process 'l 
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is added to the system desc~iption in the system database. 

In othe~ wo~ds, the system will inse~t the name "pu~chase 

o~de~ c~eation p~ocess" into the data base, which defines 

the existence of the "purchase o~de~ creation p~ocess" (fig

u~e 71). The Plexsys system aids this p~ocess by sea~ching 

fo~ all outputs and displaying the statement form that al

lows definition of p~ocesses. It also creates a default 

name using the output name, which the developer may change. 

The developer also knows that the items contained on 

the output must be placed there by the process. To again 

use the car analogy, it there is a bolt in the car, it must 

have been placed there by the manufacturing process. In the 

same sense, all of the items on the output must have also 

been placed the~e by the creating p~ocess and therefore have 

a p~imitve processing function defined to do so. 

Fo~ data processing, the developer knows that the 

only three ways that an item can get on an output is for the 

item to have been 1) an input to the process, which the pro

cess then puts on the output, 2) an item which the process 

calculates, or derives from any algo~ithmic composition, 

using a primitive function and some input items which the 

process then puts on the output, o~ 3) ~etrieved from a data 

sto~e which the p~ocess accessed and put on the output. 

The next development step, then, is to define a 

primitive processing function and a source for the data 

items on the output. The develope~ knows, from the 



process IcreatE-purchase_order . 
produces 

transa:tion do:ument IPurchaEe_craer 
~------------------~ 

Des::r1ption :n.:::: prc:ess lS a'.Jtomati::a~ly de: inec: H. tl".e 
tl:y the OUI_r'E:Ol".F program .•• 
I 

Enter des:riF:ion tor the term. then IEnter! 
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Fig. 71. Definition of Pu~chase Orrde~ C~eation P~ocess 
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heu~istics given in chapter 5, all items classified as ~e-

suIts must have calculations, o~ algo~ithmic compositions, 

to prroduce them. As an example, using the pu~chase order 

output, the develope~ sees the following items classified as 

~esults. 

otTdel!' total 

ol'7del!' sub-total 

fr:eight cha~ges 

order total 

item total 

Now the developer must define the prrimitive prrocessing func-

tions and the inputs to the pl'7imitive pl!'ocessing functions 

used to calculate the particular result. In this case, the 

develope~ specifies the following. 

ol:der total has P FUNe calc order total 
uses ordett sub total -

freight_chatTges 

order sub-total has P FUNe calc sub total 
uses Item total- -

item total 

has P FUNe calc f~eight charges 
uses Item weight **** -

quantity ordetted 
freight_charge/unit_weight 

has P FUNe calc item total 
uses Item price- -

quantity_ol!'dered 
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Now that the input items a~e specified, the develop

e~ must define and classify them in the database. In this 

case, all of the input items a~e al~eady in the database ex-

cept item_weight and f~eight_cha~ge/unit_weight. The devel

ope~ then defines and classifies these items as below (fig-

uue 72). 

Data Element IRefe~ent IFunc typelEdat type 
------------------------------+---------+---------+---------
item weight litem Ifacto~ Inumbeu 
f~eight_chauge/unit_weight shippe~ facto~ dollar 

At this point, all of the items classified as ue-

suIts a~e classified. Note that if the~e weue some newly 

defined items that become classified as ~esult, anothe~ 

ite~ation is pe~fo~med until all uesults have had puimitve 

functions classified and theirr input items a~e defined and 

classified. This prrocedu~e is aided with the Plexsys 

proguam OUT DECOMP. 

With all of the ~esults defined, the ~emaining items 

can now be classified. Since all of the calculations have 

been defined, these items will eitheu come f~om data sto~es 

o~ be original inputs to the p~ocess. As shown in the heu-

uistics in chapteu 5, all ~efeuent unique identifiers for 

entity uefe~ents a~e defined as inputs to the puocess, as 

they aue used to access otheu info~mation about the ~eferent 

f~om the data sto~es. In this case, the below items a~e de-

fined as inputs. 



data store litem_ma:ter , 

contains 

item i1tem weiaht , 

DescriPtion;rne weignt 0% eacr. item ueec tc calcu~a:e sr.ipFlng 
I 
I 
I , 

Enter description tor the term, then \Enter> 

data store Ishipper_master , 

contains 
item ril-r-e-l-·a-.t-.-~_--C-ha--r-g-e-'-u-n-i-t-_-w-e-i-g-r.-t----~ 

, 

i 
DescriptionlCharge per unit weight uset to calculate s~iFF~ng c~~r?es 

I 
I 
I 

Enter description for the term, then ~r.nterl 

Fig. 72. Definition of Newly Defined Items 
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vendo~ id 

orde~ id 

item id 
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Since o~de~ date and quantity_orde~ed have the exchange as 

thei~ refe~ents, they a~e also defined as inputs to the p~o

cess. The Plexsys p~ogram OUT_DECaMP will bring up the ap

prop~iate fowms fo~ this definition, and allow the developer 

to consent. 

The control and parameter data is defined as coming 

from the appropriate data store after the refe~ent unique 

identifier is given. For the item master data sto~e, the 

following items are defined as contents. 

item description 

item cost 

item weight 

From the vendor master data store, the following items are 

defined as contents. 

vendor name 

vendo~ address 

Finally, f~om the shipper master data sto~e, the following 

item is defined as contents. 

freight_cha~ge/unit_weight. 

It is c~ucial to understand that what is being done 

is system definition, and as the above items a~e 'input', 

'retrieved', and 'calculated', they are actually being 
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defined in the system database as to thei~ sou~ce in the 

target system. As freight_charge/unit_weight is mentioned, 

it is not being ~et~ieved, but being added to the system de

sc~iption as an item in the shipper maste~ data store. 

To summa~ize, afte~ the above design procedure, the 

information shown in the following figures is in the system 

database. The system description now contains the output 

specification that was o~iginally defined (figure 73), the 

p~ocess needed to gene~ate the output (figu~e 74), here spe

cified with the required data stores, primitive processing 

functions and input requi~ements, and all of the necessary 

data sto~es and their contents that are needed by the pro

cess to generate the output (figure 75). 

A similar procedu~e is performed fo~ the two 

remaining outputs, receiving report and weekly sales by item 

color ~eport. The results of these decompositions are also 

defined in the system database. Notice that after these 

decompositions are performed, additional items have been de

fined fo~ seve~al of the data sto~es (figure 76). 

When the decomposition is completed on the output 

information sets and t~ansaction documents, a second round 

of iteration is pe~fo~med decomposing the data stores. The 

developer knows that a data store cannot just appea~, but 

must be created and maintained. Given the heuristics in 

chapter 5, the developer performs a similar p~ocedure as de

scribed above to decompose the data stores. First, a 



Plexsys Ve~sion 0.1 l8-JUL-1984 16:16:01.17 
XXX Company 

PERUSE Generalized Repo~t Generratorr 

Contents of the PURCHASE ORDER Transaction Document. 

transaction document 
contains 

vendor id 
p.orrde~ date 
p.o~de~ id 
vendo!' id 
vendor!' name 
vendor address 
orrder sub-total 
flieight chal!ges 
orde~ total 
item id 
item description 
item quantity orrder!'ed 
item cost 
item total 

Fig. 73. PERUSE Report Showing Defined Purchase 
Orrde~ Info~mation Set 
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XXX Company 

PERUSE Gene~alized Reporrt Generratorr 

Crreate Purrchase Order Process Summary 

prrocess 

ptroduces 

uses 
fotT 

purchase ordel!' 

item mastel!' data stoce 

item id 
item desclTiption 
item cost 
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creates 
with 

purrchase trransaction data stol!'e 
pUl!'chase order id 
purchase-orderr-date 
vendol!' id -

p func 
- to produce 

with 

p func 
- to pl!"oduce 

with 

rrequirres 

ordel!" sub-total 
frreight_chalTges 

calc orderr sub total 
ol!det! sub total 
item total 

calc item total 
item-total 
item p!!'ice 
quanti ty_ol!"de rred 

vendoli id 
orrdel!' date 
otrdel!' id 
item id 
item quantity otrdered 

Fig. 74. PERUSE Repoct Showing Defined PUl!'chase 
Ordel!' Creation Process 
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PERUSE Generralized Repo~t Generrato~ 

Contents of Data Storres 

data stotl'e 
-contains 

data-stotre 
contains 

data stotre 
-contains 

data stol!"e 
-contains 

item master 
item-id 
item desct'iption 
item cost 
item coloI!' 
item categorry 
item style 
item ptrice 
item weight 

vendotr master 
vendotr-id 
vendotr name 
vendotr addliess 
tetrms 

wal!'ehouse mastel! 
watrehouse-addtress 

pUl!'chase trransaction 
ol!'der id-
orrder-date 
item id 
quant orrdetred/item 
item cost 
statement id 

Fig. 75. PERUSE Repol!'t Showing Defined Data Stotres 
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PERUSE Gene~alized Repowt Gene~ato~ 

Contents of nata Sto~es 

. ";' 

data sto~e 
-contains 

data-storre 
contains 

data sto.l1'e 
-contains 

data stol!'e 
-contains 

item mastel! 
item-id 
item descrription 
item cost 
item colorr 
item categol!Y 
item style 
item pl!'ice 
item weight 

vendor masterr 
vendot"-id 
vendol! name 
vendol! address 
tel!ms 

wa!!'ehouse masterr 
wal!ehouse-add~ess 

pu!!'chase transaction 
o~derr id-
ol!'derr-date 
item id 
quant ol!'dered/item 
item cost 
statement id 
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Fig. 76. PERUSE Reporrt Showing Otherr Defined Data Storres 
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p~ocess is defined in the database fo~ c~eation of each data 

base. Again, this is the process of definition, not ac

tually building the file. Given a puocess, the develope~ 

knows that each item in the data sto~e must come f~om 

somewhe~e and be placed in the data sto~e. Fou most of the 

items in a master data storre, a maintenance p~ocess accepts 

the item as original input and places it in the data store. 

For these items, a p~imitive p~ocessing function is defined 

and stored in the system database. Othe~ items, namely 

status type items, an update p~ocedu~e updates the orginal 

value. These a~e discove~ed th~ough cluste~ing puocesses, 

matching t~ansaction update p~ocesses with mastew file up

date prrocesses. 

Fo~ transaction files, the items are usually created 

while transactions are being created. Again, p~imitive 

processing functions a~e defined in the system database to 

c~eate new transaction data sto~e ueco~ds, and place the 

items in the record. 

At this point, the developeu gets a list of the 

enterprise data types defined in the above puocedure. Fo~ 

each of these, a set of primitive processing functions are 

defined to fulfill the operational classes discussed in 

chapte~ 6. Recall that p~imitive processing functions are 

needed for user input and output, file manipulation, and in

ternal manipulation. As an example, the item 'item id' was 
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defined. The following p~imitive p~ocessing functions must 

defined. 

1. Accept, in a prope~ fo~mat and ve~ify the item ide 

2. Display, in the p~ope~ fo~mat, an item ide 

3. Ret~ieve (and possibly ~eforrmat) an item id f~om a 

rrecorrd. 

4. (Possibly rrefo~mat and) inserrt an item id into a 

recorrd. 

5. Compa~e two item ids fo~ e~uivalence. 

Furrther analysis and unde~standing of the use of the 

item id may uncover additional internal manipulations. The 

above serve only as an example. 

This p~ocedu~e is pe~fo~med forr all of the ente~

p~ise data types defined above. Severral of the enterrpEise 

data types will have pre-defined sets of primitive process

ing functions al~eady available through the use of the 

Plexsys softwa~e librra~ies. Fo~ example, functions already 

exist to input and output to and from the terminal, inse~t 

and ret~ieve to and [rrom records, and inte~nally manipulate 

the ente~prise data types of dollarr, numberr, and date. 

Once these arre defined, and the p~imitive prrocessing 

functions are added to the lib~a~ies, a ~eporrt is generated 

for the developer that tells the developer about how to 

implement a program. This repo~t includes the output speci

fication, the data stores necessa~y to access, and the 



inputs needed. Further, the repo~t contains a list of 

p~ocessing functions that are used by the p~ogrammer in 

constructing the prrogram. See figure 77. 
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Given this report the developer can assign program

ming tasks to prrog~amme"s, who will have a complete set of 

information for the construction of the prog~am. 
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PERUSE Gene~a1ized Repo~t Gene~ato~ 

C~eate Pu~chase O~de~ P~ocess Summa~y 

p~ocess 

prroduces 

uses 
fo~ 

uses 
fo~ 

use LIB FUNC 

use LIB FUNC 

use LIB FUNC 

pUlTchase order 

item master data sto~e 

item id 
GETITEM, PUTITEM 
item descrription 
GETSTRING, PUTSTRING 
item cost 
GETDOLLAR, PUTDOLLAR 

vendolT maste~ data sto~e 

vendol!' id 
use LIB FUNC GETVENDOR, PUTVENDOR 

vendo~ name 
use LIB FUNC GETSTRING, PUTSTRING 

vendo~ add~ess 
use LIB FUNC GETSTRING, PUTSTRING 
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cl"eates 
with 

pu~chase tlTansaction data store 
pUl"chase olTdelT id 
GETPURORD, PUTPURORD use LIB FUNC 

use LIB FUNC 

use LIB FUNC 

use LIB FUNC 

use LIB FUNC 

pUlTchase ol!'delT date 
GETDATE,-PUTDATE 
vendol!' id 
GETVENDOR, PUTVENDOR 
olTdelT sub-total 
PUTDOLLAR, NSRTDOLLAR 
flTeight chalTges 
PUTDOLLAR, NSRTDOLLAR 

Fig. 77. PlTocess Summal"Y Showing Pl!'imitive Functions 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation has attempted for provide exten

sions on a formal methodology for business information 

system development. The thrust was to develop an environ

ment which included a robust methodology and a set of tools 

that aid the system developer in the application of the 

methodology. The concentration of this work was in the 

areas of formulating an evaluation platform, formalizing the 

transaction processing requirements modeling, development of 

a design transform for logical design building and the na

ture of software tools as applied to business data process

ing. 

Summary and Contributions 

Evaluation Platform 

There have been many models for evaluating systems 

analysis and design methodologies. Many of these have corne 

from looking at existing systems and synthesizing the fea

tures of all of the systems. using this approach, a good 

system merely has to be a union of all the systems reviewed. 

This obviously make the assumption that the union is a com-
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plete set of methods. 

The evaluation platform developed in this disserta

tion takes an output decomposition approach at defining the 

necessary methods for a complete approach. This platform 

was then us~d as a guide for developing the methodology in 

the other chapters. 

Formalization of Transaction 
processing 

Much of the contemporary MIS research concentrates 

on decision support systems usage and development. The 

thrust of this research was to first explore the relation-

ships between decision support systems and transaction 

processing systems, and second, to formalize the process of 

gathering transaction processin~ requirements. 

Since the transaction processing system provides the 

internal information for the decision support systems, this 

relationship is an important one. A transform for joining 

these two kinds of information requirements was proposed for 

building more effective, minimal systems. 

In the past, the design of the transaction process-

ing portion of the business information system was left to 

such methods as reviewing the present, possibly manual 

system. This led to systems that do not fully exploit the 

power of the computer. It is hoped that research in this 

area will lead to the development of more efficient and more 

effective systems. 
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Design Transform 

The concept of a design transform is formalized 

through the development of a transform that automatically 

joins decision support requirements with transaction 

processing requirements to generate a logical design. Using 

this transform tool, with the accompanying analyzers, the 

system developer will be more effective in.the design stage. 

Business Software Tools 

The concept of software tools is certainly not a new 

one. However, they have been used primarily for scientific 

programming applications. A revised model of software tools 

and their application to business processing and the Plexsys 

methodology is developed. 

Future Research 

Future research potentials exist in the following 

four areas. 

1. The framework proposed in chapter 2 should be ap

plied to many of the existing tools today. As shown in that 

chapter, there have been many reviews of tools, yet a 

thorough review of the conceptual contributions of the many, 

currently available tools is still lacking. Part of this 

extension would be to formalize a conceptual framework for 

the MIS field in general. 
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2. The model for transaction processing is only in its 

infancy. All business and governmental institutions must 

have information systems that provide for decision support 

and transaction processing, yet there are few formal methods 

for formalizing the relationship between the two, and easy 

specification of the transaction processing component. The 

model proposed here needs to be extended and tools built 

such that new organizations can easily define information 

needs. 3. The Information processing Architecture 

Constructor needs more empirical research to validate its 

robustness. In order to do this, case studies must be per

formed to assess its potential and to extend its power. 

4. The concept of the Enterprise Software Development 

Library proposed in chapter 6 needs to be more fully devel

oped to encompass more of the common enterprise data types. 

Further research will include the automatic code splicing of 

programs for quick prototyping of systems. Along with the 

enterprise data types, many business functions can be added 

to the current library such as generalized file maintenance, 

update, adn reporting. 

verification of Methodological Models 

In order to have any confidence that a design metho

dology is not merely a collection of random musings, it must 

be verified with respect to the initial objectives. The ob

jectives of this methodology are restated as follows: 
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Many design methodologies have been developed over 

the past years as have been shown in the first chapter. 

Each claim to achieve all of their respective objectives. 

There are experimental design problems with the evidence the 

methodology developers provide as proof. It seems that be

fore claims of objective compliance can be made, the metho

dology must be tested in a wide variety of organizations, 

and be used by regular people who have been trained by 

regular people. 

Many of the methodologies have been developed during 

a case of its use. It may therefore be a methodology only 

useful for the type of organization, environment, industry, 

etc in which it was initially used and developed. This 

gives no evidence that the methods can be used in other set

tings. 

Another fault of the tests is that the tests are us

ually conducted by the developers of the methodology. 

Obviously the developers will understand all of the underly

ing paradigms, the motivations for using each piece of the 

tool and be the most acquainted with the most efficient use. 

The developers are also usually very well trained in systems 

design and development, so that any deficiencies in the me

thods are overcome with ad hoc measures, that are either not 

later included in the method, or if they are, may bias the 

method toward that particular environment. 
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Lastly, if the method developers are on hand to con

stantly train the users on the method, give advice, explain 

and motivate the tools, this is not much better than the de

velopers doing the work themselves. 

A development methodology much be tested in the 

second generation analyst, not the first. This may be the 

case why so many very promising tools and methods seen to 

not past the test of time. It is also why not many of the 

tools and methods are tested very well before their 

publication. This methodology has been developed not in a 

single environment, but by people who understand the teach

ing of the second generation. 



APPENDIX A 

SELECTED ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT ROUTINES 

This appendix shows selected ~outines f~om the 

Plexsys Development Lib~a~y. The selection is to complement 

the discussion found in chapte~ 6. 

Low Level Te~minal I/O Routines 

function 1getch 

( * 

val! 

begin 

: char!'~ 

Gets a characte~ f~om the te~minal. The charracte~ 
can be any cha~acte~ and IS NOT ECHOED. The 
application must echo the cha~actec using PUTCH. 

The non-echoing capabilities of this routine lets 
the application "write" its own ter!'minal drive~, 
making sc~een manipulations of data much cleaner. 
For instance, this ~outine does not echo the 
carrriage ~eturn making it possible forr the 
application to have complete contrrol of the currso~ 
at all times. 

As mentioned above, this coutine does not echo any 
cha~acte~s. This also includes control-Y's. This 
allows the application to "tr!'ap" cont~ol-Y's fo~ 
mo~e controled abort pr!'ocessing o~ the ability 
define all keys as special charracters. BUT, IF A 
CONTROL-Y TYPED DURING A NON-I/O WAIT TIME, THE 
TERMINAL CONTROLLER USES IT A STANDARD CONTROL-Y 
AND ABORTS THE APPLICATION. 

edoc*) 
in cha~ : chari 
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$QIOW(,termchannel, 
io$_tty~eadall + iO$m_noecho, 

, , 
in_chat" , 
1, 
, , , ) : 

Igetch := in_cha~; 
end: 

[global] function getch 

( * 

: chal!: 

Gets a character from the terminal using LGETCH. 
See LGETCH. GETCH ~ecognizes escape sequences from 
VT100 and VT52 te~minals. To distinguish escape 
sequence characters f~om others, it retu~ns the 
significant character of the escape sequence with 
128 added to it. 

As a safety escape, if the charactet" is a null, 
which is a control space-bar on the VT100, the 
program halts. 

edoc*) 
vat" in char; chat"; 

begin 
in char := Igetch: 
if-in char = ctrly then 

halt 
else 

begin 
if in char <> esc then 

getch := in char 
else 

(* An escape character mat"ks the beginning of a *) 
(* a function key sequence. *) 

begin 
in char := Igetch; 
if-tet"mtype = vt100 then 

begin (* for vt100 *) 
if (in_char = '[') or (in_chat" = '0') then 
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end; 
end; 

begin 
in chau := 1getch; 
getch := ch~{oud{in_cha~) + 128); 

end 
else 

getch := in_cha~: 
end 

else (* for vt52 *) 
begin 

end; 

if in cha~ = '?' then 
in char := 1getch; 

getch := chr{ord{in char) + 128): 
end; -

[global] p~ocedu~e putch 

( * 
Puts the characte~, OUT CHAR, to the terminal. 
This routine is used to-echo characters input in 
GETCH as well as writing other output to the 
terminal. 

edoc*) 

begin 
$QIOW(,termchannel, 

io$_wl!itevblk, 

end; 

, , 
out char, 
1 f -

, , , ) 

[global] procedure putstl!'eam 
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(var out string 
len: integer); 

packed array[lO •• uO:integer] of char; 

{ * 
Puts the string, OUT STRING, to the terminal. 
This I!'outine is used-to echo characters input in 
GETCH as well as w~iting other output to the 
te~minal. PUTSTREAM is much faster if you have a 
stream of characters because it takes only one I/O 
wait. 



edoc*) 
begin 

$QIOW(,te~mchannel, 
iO$_wl!'itevblk, 

end: 

, , 
out stl!ing, 
len-;-
, , , ) : 

[global] pl!'ocedure l!'cgoto 

( * 

(row, column: integel!'): 

Positions the SCl!'een CUl!'SO~ at ROW, COLUMN. 

Cu~rent Pl!'otocols available al!'e for VTOO (ANSI 
standal!d) and VTS2. 

When adding othel!' terminal protocols, the contcol 
chal!'actec sequence must be changed. Also be 
careful that the algorithm is appropriate fol!' the 
terminal Pl!'otocol. The ANSI standal!'d passes the 
I!OW and column as ASCII characte~s. For example 
l!'OW 12 and column 30 would be passed as "1""2" and 
"3""0". The VTS2, as well as many others, pass 
the I!OW and column as single byte integers, e.g. a 
byte with the integer value 12 and a byte with the 
integer value 30. The VT52 standat:d also adds an 
offset of 31 to the row and column. 

edoc*) 

val!' $tell'm buf 
$tel!m:len 

packed al!'ray[1 •• 10] of char: 
intege ~: 

begin 
if termtype = vt100 then 

begin 
$tel'."m buf[l] := cursol!' position[l]: 
$term-buf[2] := cUl!'sol!'-position[2]: 
$ te l'."m -bu f [ 3] : = ch 1'."( 48+ row d i v 10): 
$tel!'m-buf[4] := chll'(48+l1'ow mod 10): 
$term-buf[S] := cursot' position[3]: 
$tel'."m-buf[6] := chr(48+column div 10): 
$term-buf[7] := chc(48+co1umn mod 10): 
$tel!'m-buf[8] := CUl'."sor position[4]: 
putstream($term buf,8): 

end -
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else (* assume a vt52 *) 

end: 

begin 
$term buf[1] := CUrTSOI7 position[1]; 
$term -buf [2] : = currsor - pos i tion [2] ; 
$tel1m-buf[3] := chr(row + %0'037'); 
$tel'm-buf[4] := chl1(column + %0'037'); 
putst~eam($terrm buf,4); 

end: -

[globalJ procedure clearreol 

(row, column: integer): 

(* 
Goes to ROW, COLUMN on the screen and clears from 
there to the end of the line. Leaves the cursor 
at ROW, COLUMN. 

edoc*) 

val! $term buf 
$term:)en 

packed arl1ay[1 •• 20] of char; 
integeq 

begin 
$term len := 0: 
prcgoto(l1ow,column,$tel7m buf,$te~m len); 
$term buf[$term len + 1]-:= at ell'aseeoline[lJ; 
$te~m-buf[$terrm-len + 2J := at-el'aseeoline[2J: 
$tel1m-buf[$term-len + 3J := at-el1aseeoline[3J: 
$te~-buf[$te~m-len + 4] := at-eraseeoline[4]: 
putst~eam($terrm-buf,$term len + 4): 

end: - -

[globalJ procedure 

(* 
Turns on the bright terminal attl1ibute. 

bl!'ight: 

Charactel1s output aftel1 a call to this l!'outine 
will be brighterr. This can be turned off by using 
SATTOFF. 

edoc*) 
begin 

putstream(at revel7sevideo,4); 
end: -
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[globalJ procedul1e 

(* 

sattoff: 



begin 

Tu~ns off all te~minal att~ibutes, e.g. BRIGHT. 
edoc*) 

putst~eam(at off,3); 
end; -
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Mid-Level Tewminal I/O Routines 

proceduzre inst rr 

(rrow, column: integerr; 
var buf : packed arrray[l •• h:intege~] of chaIT; 
vaw len: integer); 

( * 
Internal to this module. See getstrr. 

Gets a strring, of maximum length LEN, from the 
teITminal, puts it into BUF. First prrinting LEN 
, , for a field specification. It checks for 
printable charracters, and traps all control 
chazractezrs and allows the use of BACKSPACE and 
DELETE forr deleting. A RETURN terminates the 
input but is not echoed. 

label 99; 

var maxlen: integer; 
ch : char; 

begin 
bl1'ight; 
maxlen := len; 
filfield( row,column,' ',maxlen); 
len := 0; 
cepeat 

begin 
ch := getch; 
if (ch >= lowpch) and (ch <= hipch) then 

if len<maxlen then 
begin 

len := len + 1; 
buf[len] := Chi 
putch(ch) 

end 
else 

buzz 

edoc*) 
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else if «ch = del) or (ch = bksp» and (len> 0) then 
begin 

putch( bksp); putch(' '); putch( bksp); 
len := len-l -

end 
else if ch = cret then 

begin 
sattoff; 
goto 99; 



end 
else 

buzz; 
end; 

until false; 
99: 
end; 

[global] function getst~ 

( * 

(~ow,column : intege~; 

va~ buf : 'packed a~~ay[l •• h:intege~] of charr; 
start : integeq 
va~ len intege~): boolean; 

Gets a strring of maximum length LEN, from the 
teuminal at ROW, COL, puts it into BUF. If the 
net length of the st~ing = 0, then it leaves BUF 
unchanged, and ~etu~ns false. It DOES NOT BLANK 
BUF!! Otheuwise, it returns t~ue and the new 
length of the input st~ing in LEN. 

edoc*) 

varr $term buf 
$tel!'m=len 

packed array [1. .140] . of clt~}' i 
integer; 

begin 
$te~ len := len; 
instrT~ow,column,$term buf,$teum len); 
if $te~m len <> 0 then-

begin -
st~move(buf,start,$term buf,1,$term len); 

end; --
len := $te~m len; 
getst~ := $term_len <> 0; 

end; 

[global] function getint 

(* 

(~ow,column : intege~; 
var integ~ : integer; fldlen integer) boolean; 

Gets an integer with field size FLDLEN, f~om the 
te~minal frrom currso~ position ROW, COL. If the net 
length of the input = 0, then it ~eturns false and 
the integel!' INTEGR is UNCHANGED, othe~wise, it 
~etu~ns true and INTEGR contains the new value. 
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edoc*) 

label 999; 

var tint : intege~; 
$te~m buf 
$term:len 

: packed al!'ray[1 •• 40] of char; 
: integel"; 

function parseint : boolean; 

label 99; 

vall' sign,i : intege~; 
ch cha IT; 

begin 
tint := 0; 
sign := 1; 
for i := 1 to $term_len do 

begin 
ch := $term buf[i] ; 
if digit(chT then 

begin 
tint := (tint * 10) + (ord(ch)-ord('O')) 

end 
else 

begin 

end; 

if (ch = '_') and (i = 1) then 
begin 

sign := -1 
end 

else 

end; 

begin 
parseint := false; 
goto 99; 

end; 

tint := tint * sign; 
parseint := true; 

99 : end; 

begin (* getint *) 
repeat 

begin 
$tel!'m len := fldlen; 
instrTuow,column,$term buf,$term len); 
trim($term buf,$tel!'m len); 
if $term len = 0 then 

begin -
getint := false; 
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goto 999; 
end; 

if parseint then 
begin 

integt" := tint; 
getint := tt!ue; 
goto 999; 

end-to . 
end; 

until false; 
999: 
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end; (* getint *) 

[global] function getdate 

(row,column:integet!; 
var date: packed at!~ay[l •• h:intege~] of char) 

: boolean; 

( * 
Gets a date f~om the terminal from ROW, COL, into 
DATE from 1 with length 8. Date fot!mat is 
'mm-dd-yy' 

edoc*) 

label 999; 

vat!' tdate 
$term buf 
$tel7m:len 

packed al7ray[1 •• 8] of char; 
packed at!ray[1 •• 40] of chat!; 
intege~; 

function 

: boolean; 

label 99; 

var 
day, 
yeat!, 

mon, 

i, j : integer; 

begin 
i := scanc($tet!m buf,1,80,'-'); 
if (i=2) and digit($term_buf[l]) then 

begin 
tdate [1] : = '0'; 
t d ate [ 2 ] : = $ term _ b u f [ 1 ] 

end 

parsedate 



else 
begin 

if (i=3) and digit($term buf[l]) and 
digit($term buf[2]) then 

begin -
tdate[l] := $te~m buf[I]; 
tdate[2] := $tetrm=buf[2] 

end 
else 

begin 
patrsedate := false; 
goto 99; 

end 
end; 

tdate[3] := '-'; 
j := scanc($term buf,i+I,80,'-'); 
if (j-i=2) and digit($term buf[j-I]) then 

begin -
tdate[4] := '0'; 
tdate[S] := $term_buf[j-l] 

end 
else 

begin 
if (j-i=3) and 

digit($te~m buf[j-I]) and 
digit($term-buf[j-2]) then 

begin -
tdate[4] := $term buf[j-2]; 
tdate[S] := $tetrm=buf[j-l] 

end 
else 

begin 
pa!!sedate := false; 
goto 99; 

end 
end; 

tdate [6] := '-'; 
if ($tetrm len-j=2) and 

digit($term buf[j+l]) and 
digit($tetrm-buf[j+2]) then 

begin -
tdate[7] := $te~m buf[j+I]; 
tdate[8] := $term=buf[j+2] 

end 
else 

begin 
pa~sedate := false; 
goto 99; 

end; 
mon : = ( (0 Z!'d ( tda te [ I] ) -0 I!'d ( '0 ' » * 10) + 

(ord(tdate[2] )-ord( '0'»; 
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day:= «ord(tdate[4J)-ol!d('0'» * 10) + 
(oll'd(tdate[5J )-ot"d( '0' »; 

if (mon > 0) and (mon < 13) then 
if «mon < 12) and 

(day <= (month[mon + lJ - month[monJ ») Oll' 
(day <= 31) then 

pall'sedate := tt"ue 
else 

pall'sedate := false 
else 

parsedate := false; 
99: 
end; 

begin (* getdate *) 
ll'epeat 

begin 
$tel!m len := 8; 
instrTll'ow,column,$tell'm buf,$term len); 
trim($tet"m buf,$term len); 
if $tell'm len = 0 then 

begin -
getdate := false; 
goto 999; 

end; 
if pall'sedate then 

begin 
strmove(date,1,tdate,1,8); 
getdate := tll'ue; 
goto 999; 

end; 
end; 

until false; 
999: 
end; 
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type 
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Window Management Routines 
and Data St~uctu~es 

(isstandal!'d, 

ischal!"menu, 
isscl!'lmenu, 

isinteger, 
isdate, 
is rreal , 
isdollat:, 
ispelrcent); 

(* any pl!"intable cha~ input *) 
(* application does not touch *) 
(* 8 by 60 comment entl!'y *) 
(* is single char input menu *) 
(* a readonlee, bl!"ight line *) 
(* selection *) 

type wndwpal!"amrec = l!"ecol!'d 

( * Window location pat:ametet"s * ) 

nwl!'ow : integel!'; 
( * screen coot:d of top line *) 

nwcol : integet:; 
( * sClreen coolid of left column *) 

maxrows . intege r; . 
(* number; of window lines *) 

maxcols : integer; 
(* numbel!' of window columns *) 

(* Window type qualifiers *) 

: enum window type; windowtype 
(* window type designatorr *) 

menuchoices : packed at"lTay [1 •• 20] of char; 
(* list of allowable input chairs fol!' 

menu 
numenuchoices : integel!'; 

I!'eadonlee 

lresetop 

(* number in above list 

: boolean; 
(* If tlTue, window cannot be wl!'itten 

in 
: boolean; 
(* If tlrue, when re-entel!" window, 

re-entel!' top of window buffe!!' 

* ) 
* ) 

* ) 

* ) 



spaceisc~et 

co~rwis 

yesdrawbox 

~etonbpbob 

~etonapeob 

chartpwnt 
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: boolean; 
(* If true, change spaces to ca~~iage 

wetu~ns *) 
: intege~; 
(* If window type = label, nurnbe~ of 

corr~esponding text window. 
CORRWIS = 0 when no text window 
for the label. *) 

: boolean; 
(* If true, draw a box around window *) 
: boolean; 
(* whether control should be returned 

to the application when user 
attempts to back up past begining of 
buf -- this is used if, for example, 
the buf needs to be reloaded *) 

boolean; 
(* same as retonbpbob except returns 

when user attempts to advance past 
eob *) 

: char; 
(* character to prrint in window where 

there is no text *) 

(* Buffe~ descriptors *) 

bufstrt integer; 
(* starting position of window text 

in buffer *) 
maxbufpos : integer; 

(* maximum position of window text 
in buffe~ *) 

maxlogicalns : inteaeri 
(* maximum LOGICAL lines that can be 

input in the window *) 

(* Cu~rent buffer state descriptors *) 

curlogicalns : integer; 
(* cu~~ent number of logical lines 

for a window in the buffer *) 
curbufpos : integer; 

(* current charracter position of 
window in the buffer -- this 
corresponds to the character cursor 
is currrently on *) 

cu~eob intege~; 
(* next character position in the 

window at end of buf *) 
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was changed : boolean: 
(* whether window was changed du~ing 

the session *) 

end: (* Window parameter record*) 

[global] procedure windowedit 

(var retonchars : packed a~~ay[ll •• ul:integer] of char: 
num~etonchars : integer: 

(*10*) 

(*10*) 
(*0*) 
(*0*) 

va~ wndwparams : wndwpacam~ec: 
(*only cureob is changed by this p~oc*) 

var buf : packed array[12 •• u2:integeu] of char: 
val? inch: char; 
vau ~etonstatus : integer); 

( * 
pe~forms full sc~een text editting in a screen 
window 

note: wndwparams is a cecord -- see top of this 
module for documentation on its structure & 
contents. 

can use retonchars to overide any command and 
return to the to the application p~og~am. 

can use retonbpbob and retonapeob to I?etuun when 
desired 

I?etonstatus = 0, normal retonchar enter.ed 
1, retonbpbob 
2, retonapeob 
3, resetop command and 

retonbpbob is true 
4, gobottom command and 

I?etonapeob is t~ue 
edoc*) 

(****************** MAIN W1NDOWED1T *********************) 

begin 
with wndwparams do 

begin 
retonstatus := 0; 
if I!esetop then 

begin 
gotopwindow(wndwparams); 



paintwindow(wndwparrams,buf); 
end 

else 
begin 

if (eurso~~ow < nw~ow) or 
(eurso~~ow > (nwrow + maxrrows - 1)) then 

eu~so~~ow := nw~ow; 
if (eu~so~eol < nweo1) o~ 

(eu~so~eol > (nweol + maxeols - 1)) then 
eu~so~eol := nweol; 

if (eureob < bufstrt) o~ 
(eu~eob > maxbufpos) then 

eu~eob := bufstrt; 
if (eu~bufpos < bufstrrt) o~ 

(eu~bufpos > maxbufpos) then 
eu~bufpos := bufstrt; 

if (eu~topbufpos < bufstrt) o~ 
(eurtopbufpos > maxbufpos) then 

eurtopbufpos := bufstrt; 
if (eurlogiealns < 0) o~ 

(eurlogiea1ns > max1ogiealns) then 
eurlogiealns := 0; 

end; 

e~~o~showing := false; 
iz := 1; 
~ighteo1 := nweol; 
foundz := false; 
repeat 

if bufstrt <= (eurbufpos - iz) then 
begin 

if buf[eurbufpos - iz] <> eret then 
begin 

~ighteol := righteol + 1; 
iz := iz + 1; 

end 
else 

foundz := tl!'ue; 
end 

else 
foundz := true; 

until foundz; 
if righteol > (nweol + maxeols) then 
eurso~eol := nweol + maxeols 

else 
eu~soreol := righteo1; 
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(************** sta~t editing loop ***********************) 

while trrue do 
begin 
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(*************** special cases ****************************) 

if retonstatus > 0 then (* either ~etonbpbob 
o~ uetonapeob *) 

goto 999; 

(**********************************************************) 

ucgoto(cu~sou~ow,cu~sorcol); 
inch := getch; (* get the chauacter *) 

(********** clea~ any euuou msgs on scueen **************) 

if er~oushowing then 
begin 

euuoushowing := false; 
clue!!'!!'; 
rrcgoto(cuuso~~ow,curso~col); 

end; 

(************* space change to cl!'et *********************) 

if (spaceiscuet) and (inch = space) then 
inch := cl!'et; 

(**********normal exiting on uetonchar********************) 

fou iz := 1 to numuetonchaus do 
if inch = retonchars[iz] then 

goto 999; 

(*********** Normal cases *****************************) 

if windowtype = ischarmenu then 
menu window 

else if ~eadonlee then 
I!'only_window 

else if (inch >= lowpch) and 
(inch <= hipch ) then 

add_a_pl!'intable 

else 
case inch 

c l7et 
del, 
bksp 
upaln 
dnaln 

delete a cha~; 
up a lIne; 
down=a_line; 



999: 
end; 

lach 
lTach 
gotop 

cltrwndw 

otherwise 

left a chaIT; 
right a char; 
if retonbpbob then 

retonstatus := 3 
else 

begin 
gotopwindow(wndwpalTarns); 
paintwindow(wndwpararns,buf); 
rightcol := cursot"col; 

end; 
begin 

resetwindow(wndwpalTarns,buf); 
trightcol := CUITsolTcol; 

end; 

buzz; (*not a legal char*) 
end; 

end; (*outer, big, while true do*) 
end; (*with wndwpalTarns do*) 
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Low Level Data Type Manipulation 

[global] p~ocedu~e 

(*0*) (va~ destst~ing 

strmove 

( * 

packed au~ay[ll •• ul:integerr] of cha~; 
deststart : integel!; 
var sou~cestring : 

packed arr~ay[l2 •• u2:integer] of cha~; 
sou~cestart : integer; 
numofcharrs : integer); 

Moves a substring from SOURCESTRING at SOURCESTART 
to DESTSTRING at DESTSTART fo~ NUMOFCHARS 
characte~s. If you are shifting a substrring to the 
left, use this routine, otheuwise use STRMOVER. 

edoc*) 
vat:" i intege1!'; 

begin 
for i := deststa~t to (deststa~t + numofchars - I) do 

begin 
destst~ing[i] := sourcestring[sourcestart]; 
sourcestart := souucestart + 1; 

end; 
end; 

[global] procedure strmovet:" 

(*O*) (var deststl!ing 

( * 

packed array[ll •• ul:integel!] of cha~; 
deststart : integer; 
val' sourcestring : 

packed array[l2 •• u2:integer] of char; 
sou~cestart : integel!; 
numofchars : integer); 

Moves a substring from SOURCESTRING at SOURCESTART 
to DESTSTRING at DESTSTART for NUMOFCHARS 
characte~s. If you are shifting a substring to the 
RIGHT, use this routine, otherwise STRMOVE. 

edoc*) 
vat:' i : integer; 

begin 
sourcestart := sou~cestart + numofchars - 1; 
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fo~ i := (deststa~t + numofcha~s - 1) downto deststa~t do 
begin 

end; 

destst~ing[i] := sourcest~ing[sourcesta~t]; 
sou~cesta~t := sou~cesta~t - 1; 

end; 

[global] function scanc 

(* 

(va~ buf : packed a~~ay[l •• h:integer] of cha~; 
sta~t, endpos : intege~; 
ch : char~:intege~; 

Retu~ns the position of the first occu~ence of 
cha~acte~ CH in string BUF starting at position 
START and looking through the ENDPOSth characte~, 
inclusive. Retu~ns zerro if none a~e found. 

edoc*) 

label 99; 

vat! i integel!; 

begin 
fo~ i := stal!t to endpos do 

begin 
if buf[i] = ch then 

begin 

end; 

scanc := i; 
goto 99; 

end; 

scanc := 0; 
99 : 
end; 

[global] function scanclft 

(var buf : packed a~~ay[lO •• uO:integet!] of char; 
sta~t, begpos : intege~; 

( * 

ch : cha~) : integerr; 

seal!ches buf from start BACK TO begpos (inclusive) 
fo~ the chauactet! passed in "ch." 

Retu~ns position if finds ch 
Retuuns ze~o (0) if ch not found 



label 99; 

val!' i integer:; 

begin 
fo!!' i := start downto begpos do 

begin 
if buf[i] = ch then 

begin 

end; 

scanclft := i; 
goto 99; 

end; 

scanclft := 0; (*if don't find ch*) 
99: 
end; 

[global] function 

edoc*) 

skipc 

(var buf : packed all'l!'ay[l •• h:integerr] of chal!'; 
starrt, len: integell'; 
ch : cha~):integerr; 

(* 
Returrns the position of the firrst occurrence of a 
charractel!' that is NOT CH in the stll'ing SUF, 
staFting at position START and looking thrrough LEN 
charractel!'s. Returns zerro if all charractell's = CH. 

label 99; 

vall' i:integeli; 

begin 
fo!!' i:= start to len do 

begin 
if buf[i]<>ch then 

begin 

end; 

skipc := i; 
goto 99; 

end; 

skipc := 0; 
99 : 
end; 

edoc*) 
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[global] function stl!'comp 

( * 

(va~ stringl : packed a~~ay[ll •• hl:intege~] of char; 
stringlsta~t : intege~; 
va~ stl!'ing2 : packed a~l!'ay[12 •• h2:integel!'] of charr; 
strring2stal:t,len : integel1) : integel!'; 

Compal!'es a substl!'ing in STRINGl stal!'ting at 
STRINGlSTART to a subst~ing in STRING2 stal!'ting at 
STRING2START fo~ LEN cha~acte~s. 

Retul!'ns 0 if they al!'e equal, 
-1 if STRINGl is less than STRING2, 

1 if STRINGl is gl!'eaterr than STRING2. 
edoc*) 

label 99; 

val! i intege c; 

begin 
for i:= 1 to len do 

begin 
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if stl!ingl[stringlstart] = string2[st~ing2stal!t] then 
begin 

stl!'inglstarrt := stl!inglstart + 1; 
strring2start := string2stal!'t + 1 

end 
else 

begin 
if stl!'ingl[stl!'inglstarrt] < string2[stl!'ing2stal!'t] then 

begin 
strrcomp := -1 

end 
else 

begin 
strrcomp := 1 

end; 
go to 99; 

end; 
end; 

str-comp := 0; 
99 : 
end; 

[global] function date2int 

(vall' date: packed al!'rray[ll •• ul:integerr] of chal!'; 
sta~t : integel!) : integer:; 



(* 
Conve~ts a date in a string DATE, sta~ting at 
START, in mm-dd-yy fo~mat, to an integer. 

vall' 

begin 

yeat:, 
mon, 
day, 
tempint : integel!'; 

mon:= «ol7d(date[start ])-oard('O')) * 10) + 
(ot!'d(date[starrt+l] )-o~d(' 0')); 

day:= «ord(date[start+3])-ol!'d('0')) * 10) + 
(o~d(date[start+4] )-olTd( '0')); 

year := «ol!'d(date[stal!'t+6] )-olTd( '0')) * 10) + 
(ord(date[stal7t+7])-ord('0')); 

tempint := tl7unc«yearr-50)*365.25 + 0.75) + 
month[mon] + day; 

if «year mod 4) <> 0 ) and (mon > 2) then 
date2int := tempint - 1 

else 
date2int := tempint; 

end; 
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edoc*) 

[global] prrocedurre int2date 

(*0*) (val!' studate : packed arrray[ll •• ul:intege~] of char; 
datestart : integer; 
intdate : integerr); 

(* 
Convel7ts an integel!' date INTDATE, into a date in 
the form mm-dd-yy, and places it into a string 
STRDATE stal!'ting at DATESTART. 

vall' yearr, 
mon, 
day 

begin 

: integeq 

yearr := trrunc(intdate / 365.25); 
day := intdate - tl!'unc(yearr * 365.25); 
yeal7 := year + 50; 
if «year mod 4) = 0 ) and (day> 58) then 

day := day + 1; 
mon := 12; 
while day <= month[mon] do 

mon := mon - 1; 
day :~ day - month[mon] ; 

edoc*) 
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st~date[datesta~t] := chr( (mon div 10) + o~d ( , 0' ) } ; 
st~date[datesta~t + 1] := ch~ ( (mon mod 10) + oud ( , 0' ) ) ; 
st~date[datestarrt + 2] := '-' . , 
strdate[datestarrt + 3] := chlr«day div 10) + orrd ( , 0' ) ) ; 
st~date[datestalrt + 4] := chlT«day mod 10} + o~d ( , 0' ) } ; 
strdate[datestarrt + 2] := '-' . , 
stlTdate[datestart + 6] := chr( (yearr div 10) + 0 lTd ( , 0' ) ) ; 
strrgdate[datesta~t + 7] := ch!!( (year mod 10) + olrd('O'»; 

end; 

[global] prrocedurre ns~tint 

(*O*) (var deststrring 

( * 

packed al!'~ay[ll •• u1:integer] of char; 
deststart : integeu; 
var souFceint 

[UNSAFE] packed array[l2 •• u2:integerr] of char); 

Inseuts an integer, SOURCEINT, into a packed aeeay 
of char DESTSTRING starting at DESTSTART. The 
integelr is not convelTted into a strring or ASCII 
format, but ~emains in binary format and always 
takes up 4 bytes in the stlTing. It does not need 
to be on a worrd boundary. 

edoc*) 

begin 
deststring[deststact] := sourceint[l2]; 
deststrring[deststarrt + 1] := sourceint[l2+1]; 
deststring[deststart + 2] := sourceint[l2+2]; 
deststring[deststart + 3] := sourceint[l2+3]; 

end; 

[global] function rtr-vint 

( * 

(var soulTcestcing 
packed array[l2 •• u2:integerr] of chaIT; 

soul!'cesta~t : intege17) : [UNSAFE] integelT; 

Returns the integer frrom a packed arrlTay of chaIT, 
SOURCESTRING, stalTting at SOURCESTART, that was 
placed there by NSRTINT. Always uses four bytes. 

edoc*) 

va~ destint packed array[l. .4] of char; 



begin 
destint[lJ := souI:'cestl:'ing[sourcesta~tJ; 
destint[2J := sout'cestl:'ing[soulI'cestat!t + lJ; 
destint[3J := sourcestl7ing[sourcestalit + 2J; 
destint [4J := soul!'cestl!'ing [sout1'cestat!t + 3J; 
I7tt1'vint := destint; 

end; 

[globalJ pl!'ocedul7e l!'itoc 

(*0*) (val!' deststt1'ing 

( * 

packed array[lO •• uO:integer] of chal7; 
deststal7t : integer; 
places integer; 
integ~ integer~; 

Converts INTEGR into a stl:'ing of pl!'intable ascii 
charactel!'s in DESTSTRING, starting at DESTSTART 
fol!' PLACES positions. If the integel7 is longel:' 
than PLACES characters, then PLACES t!etul:'ns the 
true length. This I:'outine does not tl!'uncate the 
printable number. 

edoc*) 

vat! i integer; 
sign, iel:'I:'or : boolean; 

begin 
fol!' i := deststal!'t to deststart + places - 1 do 

deststring[i] := ' '; 

iet't1'or := false; 
if integr = 0 then 

deststlring[deststal!'t + places - 1] := '0' 
else 

begin 
sign := false; 
if integr < 0 then 

begin 
sign := tl!'ue; 
integl!' := abs(integr); 

end; 

i := deststat1't + places - 1; 
while (integl!' > 0) and (i >= deststart) do 

begin 
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deststl7ing[iJ := chl!'«integr MOD 10) + ol!'d('O' )); 
integl7 := integl!' DIV 10; 
i := i-I; 



end; 

if integrr <> 0 then 
ierrrrorr := trrue 

else 
if sign then 

if (i >= deststart) then 
deststlTing[i] := '-' 

el·se 
iel7l7orr := true; 

if ielTl70r then 
for i .~~ deststart to deststart + places - 1 do 

deststlTing[i] := '*'; 

end; 
end; 

[global] plTocedu~e litoc 
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(*O*) (vat? deststrring packed alTl7ay[lO •• uO:integelT] of ( 

( * 

deststart : intege~; 
places integelT; 
integrr : integerr); 

Convel7ts an integer into a stlTing of PLACES 
digits, left justified. Places includes the sign 
charracter. Also see RITOC. 

edoc*) 
var i : integelT; 

begin 
lTitoc(deststlTing,l,places,integlT); 
i := skipc(deststlTing,deststal7t, 

deststarrt + places - 1,' '); 
if i > deststarrt then 

begin 
strrmove(deststrring,deststarrt, 

deststl7ing,i,places - (i - deststarrt»; 
end; 

end; 

[global] function 

(var soulTcestlTing 

ctoi 

packed ar~ay[lO •• uO:integel7] of cha~; 
starrt, len: integer) : intege~; 



( * 
Converts the printable ascii characters in 
SOURCESTRING from START for LEN characte~s, to an 
integer. 

var 
int, 
sign 

i, 

intege r; 

begin 
int := 0; 
sign : = 1; 
if sourcestring[start] = ,_, then 

begin 
sign := -1; 
start := start + 1; 

end; 
for i := start to start + len - 1 do 

begin 
if digit(sourrcestring[i]) then 

edoc*) 
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int := (int * 10) + (ord(soul!'cestring[i]) - ord('O'»; 
end; 

int := int * sign; 
ctoi := inti 

end; 
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